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High speed displacement and semi-displacement catamarans 
have received considerable attention during the last two 
decades and a number of such vessels, mainly passenger 
ferries, have been built. This thesis describes an 
experimental and theoretical investigation into the 
resistance components in calm water of these types of craft 
with symmetric demihulls. 

Total resistance, running trim, sinkage measurements and 
wave pattern analysis based on multiple longitudinal cut 
techniques were carried out for five hull forms a 
conventional hull form, a mathematically defined hull form 
(Wigley hull) both in fixed and free to trim and sink 
conditions and three round bilge hulls derived from the NPL 
round bilge series. The tests were conducted over a Froude 
number range of 0.2 to 1.0 and separation to length ratio 
range of 0.2, to 0.6 as well as ~, resulting in 31 
catamaran configurations. Wake traverse analysis was also 
carried out for the Wigley model and one round bilge model. 
Interference resistance effects for both the wave pattern 
and the viscous components were derived. 

A theoretical method based on linearised wave resistance 
theory was developed, and a prediction method for t~e wave 
pattern resistance of the catamaran using the wave pattern 
analysis of the demihull was investigated. Both methods 
were applied to the models and compared with the 
experimental results. 

The results of the investigation provide a better 
understanding of the components of catamaran resistance 
including the influence of hull separation and length to 
beam ratio over a wide range of Froude numbers. Conclusions 
are drawn from the results of the interference effects on 
both wave resistance and viscous resistance. Comparisons 
between the experimental results and theoretical 
predictions are used to assess the suitability of the 
theoretical methods. Finally, overall observations are made 
on the components of catamaran resistance, on suitable 
scaling procedures and on practical prediction methods. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

Nomenclature, as listed below, follows the terms given 

by "ITTC Dictionary of Ship Hydrodynamics" [94], except 

for some additional terms which are described as follows ; 

"CATAMARAN" refers to any ship with two hulls, side by 

side, joined to each other by means of a bridge structure 

above the free-surface. 

A "DEMIHULL" is one of the hulls which make up the 

catamaran vessel. 

"SEPARATION", (S), is the distance between the 

centrelines of the demihulls of a catamaran ship. 

CT 

CF 

CFO 

Cv 

CWT 

CR 

Cw 

CwP 

Cx 

CWTHE 

CTS 

(l+k) 

(l+kwp) 

L,LwL 

Lo A 

LBP 

B 

T 

D 

Total Resistance Coefficient 

Frictional Resistance Coefficient 

Form Resistance Coefficient 

Viscous Resistance Coefficient 

Wake Traverse Resistance Coefficient 

Residuary Resistance Coefficient 

Wave Resistance Coefficient 

Wave Pattern Resistance Coefficient 

Induced Drag Coefficient 

Theoretical Wave Resistance 

Coefficient 

Transom Stern Resistance Coefficient 

Form Factor 

Form factor 

Length on Waterline 

Length overall 

Length Between Perpendiculars 

Beam 

Draught 

Depth 

:kCF 

: (l+k) CF 

: CT -CF 

: CT -Cv 

: Cv /CF 

: {CT -Cwp } /CF 



S 

G 

W 

CD 

Cp 

CWL 

CM 

V 

'! 

V 

VSER 

VHAX 

Fn 

Re 

Ko 

U 

u,v,w 

a 

a. 

Separation Distance Between the 

Centrelines of a Catamaran 

Gap Between the Demihulls of a 

Catamaran 

Width of a Catamaran 

Block Coefficient 

Prismatic Coefficient 

Waterline Coefficient 

Midship Section Coefficient 

Displacement Volume 

: Wave height 

Ship Speed 

Service Speed 

Maximum Speed 

Froude Number 

Reynolds Number 

g/U2 

Free Stream Velocity 

Perturbation Velocities 

Frictional Resistance Interference 

Factor 

: Residuary Resistance Interference 

Factor 

Form Resistance Interference Factor 

Wave Resistance Interference Factor 

Wake Traverse Resistance Interference 

Factor 

Wave Pattern Resistance Interference 

Factor 
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~HAPTER 1 : INTRODUCTION 

The demand for high speed small ships has increased 

during the last two decades, especially in the passenger 

ferry boat market. Various hull forms have therefore been 

developed to satisfy the design criteria of these vessels. 

Among them, the catamaran ship concept has received 

considerable attention for such vessels due to its large 

deck area and its unusual resistance characteristics. 

High power requirements for these fast ships entails 

a thorough investigation into the resistance 

characteristics in order to achieve a feasible design. 

However, catamaran resistance presents a complex phenomenon 

for the ship designer as the interference effects between 

the demihulls must be considered in addition to the 

resistance of the demihulls in isolation. 

The dependency 

separation and hull 

of the interference on speed, hull 

form restricts the practical use of 

model series, as such a series has to cover a wide range of 

models. Hence previous experimental studies of catamaran 

resistance have been confined to a small number of isolated 

resistance experiments. The data obtained from these tests, 

although useful, are not sufficient to establish a 

prediction method for the design stage. This necessitates 

basic research into the resistance components for a better 

understanding of the interference phenomena. 

Two types of interference resistance specific to 

catamarans have been identified Body interference, or 

viscous resistance interference, is caused by the 

asymmetric flow around a demihull and its effects on the 
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viscous flow such 

longitudinal vortices. 

as boundary layer formation and 

The second interference resistance, 

wave interference, originates from the interactions between 

the wave systems of the demihulls. 

Although a number of experimental and theoretical 

investigations of catamaran resistance have been conducted 

in the past, there is a lack of understanding of the 

interference resistance components, especially at higher 

speeds. 

Because the wave interference drag varies with speed, 

these components cannot be determined independently with 

standard resistance tests. Therefore, wave pattern analysis 

and wake surveys are required to be used to determine them. 

The present study is 

components in calm water of 

concerned with the resistance 

high speed displacement and 

semi-displacement catamarans with symmetric demihulls. The 

study covers a wide range of hull separations and a speed 

range of up to Froude number of unity. An approach 

comprising total resistance measurements together with wave 

pattern analysis and wake surveys is utilised. 

The main objectives of the work presented in this 

thesis are 

i) To conduct a review of the state of art in 

catamaran resistance. 

ii) To identify the interference effects on 

catamarans, describe the effects of these on resistance 

components and observe their effect on scaling methods. 

iii) To improve the understanding of the interference 

resistance by conducting experiments and theoretical 

analysis on both mathematically simplified and practical 

catamaran hull forms over a practical hull separation 

range. 

iv) To obtain experimental data for a small series of 

practical hull forms over a wide speed range which could 
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be used for the validation of the theoretical analysis used 

and would be useful for preliminary design purposes in 

their own right. 

v) To suggest 

prediction including 

theoretical approaches. 

practical methods 

experimental, 

for resistance 

empirical and 

In chapter 2, a survey of built catamarans and a 

review of the published literature on catamaran resistance 

is conducted. This allows required research in this field 

to be defined by comparing the available data with the 

practical needs derived from the survey of built ships. In 

view of this evaluation and facilities available, the 

detailed methods and scope of this work are derived. 

In chapter 3, the conventional methods used in tank 

testing, for the division of resistance into components, 

are described to identify the basic assumptions involved in 

such methods. Adaptations of these methods for catamarans 

are discussed. 

Chapter 4 is concerned with the determination of wave 

resistance of a ship model from linearised wave resistance 

theory. The wave interference between two symmetrical 

demihulls is investigated by the same method and 

interference factors are derived. 

Chapter 5 describes the experimental methods for the 

determination of total resistance, trim, sinkage and wave 

elevation along the hull. 

Chapter 6 covers the description of wave pattern 

experiments with use of a new analysis method based on 

multiple longitudinal cuts. A method for the prediction of 

wave pattern resistance of catamarans using the wave 

coefficients of the monohull is presented. 
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In Chapter 7, the wake traverse experiments are 

described. The newly developed experimental rig is 

described in detail. 

Chapter 8 gives the results of experimental and 

theoretical analysis for five models. Comparisons are made 

for the resistance components, interference effects and 

hull form behaviour such as trim and sinkage. 

In Chapter 9 conclusions drawn from the various aspects 

of the work are presented. The recommendations for further work 

are given. 

, : ( 

; " . 
~. . 

, ' ..... 
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CHAPTER 2 : A REVIEW OF THE FEATURES OF CATAMARANS 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

Increasing the speed of a conventional displacement 

ship is possible only to a certain extent as the wave 

resistance increases at a relatively high rate above a 

Froude number of about 0.4. Because the wave resistance is 

related to the square of the free surface disturbance, wave 

resistance can be minimised only if most of the 

displacement volume is positioned either above the water 

surface, such as with planing hulls, hydrofoils and 

hovercraft or below the water surface such as with 

submarines and semisubmerged ships. However these hull 

forms have additional complexities and limitations on 

design such as weight sensitivity, stability and low 

payload. 

Meanwhile twin hull vessels can achieve higher speeds 

in four different ways; by achieving a favourable wave 

interaction between the hulls, by having very slender hulls 

causing minimum disturbance on the free surface which is 

not possible with monohull configurations due to stability 

requirements, by locating the hull displacement volume 

above the water surface such as with planing catamarans, 

hydrofoil catamarans and SECAT or by locating it under the 

water surface such as with SWATH ships. 

This variety of hull forms for twinhull vessels 

exhibits different kinds of resistance features for each 

type. Therefore, a classification of hull forms with an 

emphasis on resistance characteristics has been made in 
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order to define the hull forms used in this research. The 

features of the catamaran concept are described for these 

hull forms. 

A survey of built catamarans is made in order to find 

the main hull parameters used in practice. The results of 

the survey are presented by charts to show the current 

application range of the concept. 

A review of the literature on the resistance of 

catamarans is made in order to define the required research 

in this field. The experimental resistance data found from 

the review are summarized. 

Finally, a summary is made for the application range 

of both the built vessel survey and the resistance review. 

Scope for further research is derived. 

2.2 CLASSIFICATION OF CATAMARAN HULL FORMS 

Catamarans offer great freedom in the design of the 

hull shape and the dimensions of demihulls due to the high 

transverse stability which is effectively independent of 

the hull shape. Hence, the volume of the demihulls can be 

distributed more freely than the monohull both transversely 

and longitudinally in order to optimise resistance, 

seakeeping, manoeuvrability and stability characteristics. 

This flexible design aspect enables catamaran demihulls to 

be designed asymmetrical relative to their centreplane. In 

this sense three basic hull shapes are adopted: symmetric, 

asymmetric, and fully asymmetric. 

a) Symmetric demihulls (Fig.l) are a direct adaptation of 

various conventional monohull forms. However the absence of 

stability restrictions enables the catamaran demihull to be 

designed with a much bigger range of LIB, BIT, Cs, CwP than 
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the monohulls as well as with revolutionary hull forms such 

as the SWATH. 

b) Asymmetric demihulls (Fig.2) are developed by shifting 

the displacement volume inwards or outwards asymmetricaly 

to the centerline of the demihull in order to reduce the 

adverse interference effects between the demihulls. 

c) Fully asymmetric demihulls (Fig.3) are obtained by 

shifting all the displacement volume of a symmetric 

demihull to one side of the centerline, i.e. by separating 

a monohull with twice the beam into two pieces from the 

centerline. This form is also called a half monohull, or 

split hull. 

Comparisons between the performance of these hull 

types are difficult to make as the characteristics of a 

catamaran hull depend on the operating Froude number, 

separation, and hull form itself. In general, symmetric 

demihulled catamarans have the smallest total resistance in 

infinite separation, i.e. demihulls in isolation. 

However the 

is governed by 

demihulls which 

adverse effects 

hUll. Asymmetric 

success or failure of symmetric demihulls 

the interference effects between the 

change across the speed range resulting in 

at certain speeds even in a well designed 

hulls, in contrast to symmetric hulls, 

show higher resistance in isolation and less pronounced 

interference effects across the Froude number range. This 

may be used to design a minimum resistance catamaran for 

the nonbeneficial speed range for the equivalent symmetric 

demihull. Asymmetric demihulls and fully asymmetric 

demihulls can also be utilised to minimise the wave 

formation and the spray in the tunnel. 

Although there is no widely accepted criterion that 

classifies hull forms according to resistance features the 

following categorisation has been made : 
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2.2.1 DISPLACEMENT CATAMARANS 

These ships usually operate under Froude number of 

about Fn:0.7, and are called displacement catamarans as 

their buoyancy is the major lift force. Displacement hulls 

can be divided into four sections according to speed range, 

and their distinctive resistance characteristics belong to 

these speed ranges. 

a) Ships operating under Fn:0.2 can 

such as tankers, which usually have 

carrying weight important goods. 

be called slow ships 

full hull forms for 

The catamaran does not show any benefits in this speed 

range due to its bigger wetted surface resulting in a power 

disadvantage as well as a payload smaller than the monohull 

vessel. 

b) Medium speed displacement vessels can operate at Froude 

numbers between 0.2 and 0.4. In this range displacement 

hulls are finer than in the low speed range in order to 

minimise wave resistance. 

Experiments with displacement catamarans show that 

very favourable interference on wave 

achieved for symmetric hulls at about 

resistance can be 

Fn:0.30-0.36. Most 

displacement catamarans are designed to operate in this 

speed range. 

c) A prehump region can be described between Fn:0.4 to 0.5 

where displacement ships experience significant wave 

resistance. 

Although catamarans can operate in this speed range 

due to their thin hulls, reducing wave resistance, they 

also show unfavourable wave resistance interference 
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resulting in an increase of up to 70% of the wave 

resistance of the demihulls in isolation. Asymmetric and 

fully asymmetric hulls may be introduced in order to reduce 

this interference resistance in the main hump region. 

d) In the posthump region for the monohulls between Froude 

numbers 0.5 and 0.7,the wave resistance starts to loose 

its dominance relative to the prehump region. Catamarans in 

this region still suffer from unfavourable interference, 

and asymmetric hulls may be used to minimise the wave 

effects. 

2.2.2 SEMI-DISPLACEMENT CATAMARANS 

Vessels operating between froude numbers 0.7 and 1.0 

are termed semi-displacement or semi-planing hulls, because 

20 to 30 % of the displacement is balanced by dynamic lift 

generated by the flat buttocks of the hull. This results in 

a reduction in wetted 

resistance. Additionally, 

surface, and less frictional 

as some part of the displacement 

volume is above the water surface, the wave making is also 

reduced. Monohull semi-displacement vessels usually have 

round bilge sections, U or V shaped fore sections and 

transom sterns. 

Semi-displacement catamarans follow the design 

practices of monohulls. As the interference effects on wave 

resistance is less pronounced than displacement catamarans, 

the demihulls may be designed to prevent wave formation and 

spray formation in the tunnel by the use of asymmetric and 

fully asymmetric hulls. 

The symmetric hulls are used in order to minimise the 

wetted surface of the hulls and the wave resistance of 

catamarans. 
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There is a lack of information on the hull forms of 

semi-displacement catamaran hulls. Resistance data for this 

type of catamaran is also very scarce. 

2.2.3 OTHER CATAMARAN TYPES 

As the predominance of built catamarans is in the 

displacement and semi-displacement range, the current 

research concentrates on these vessel types. The literature 

search did however cover other catamaran types 

The Small-Waterplane-Area-Twin-Hull (SWATH) Ship 

concept, is distinguished from the displacement catamaran 

by its small waterplane area which reduces the wavemaking 

of the demihulls, and submerged displacement volume which 

reduces the motions and perfects the seakeeping of this 

hull form [92,93]. 

Planing catamarans which operate above Froude number 

1.0 have dynamic lift features balancing more than 50 % of 

the hull weight. Due to high transverse stability, the 

catamarans are superior to the monohull in this speed 

range. 

The catamaran concept has also the potential to be 

applied to hybrid type advanced marine vehicles. Most of 

the hybrid catamaran designs use a combination of the 

buoyancy force and either aerostatic lift or dynamic lift 

obtained either from the hull or hydrofoils attached 

between the demihulls [6,50]. 

The catamaran as a sailing boat is superior to the 

monohull sailing boat in many aspects for high speed 

sailing. The high transverse stability, caused by the 

separation between the demihulls, enables the catamaran to 

sail without a heavy keel ballast, i.e. the catamaran sail 

boat can be much lighter than the monohull for the same 
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sail area, hence has a smaller wavemaking resistance and 

faster speed [57,87,901. 

2.3 FEATURES OF CATAMARANS 

The decision to design and build a catamaran ship for 

a particular operation is made on the basis of the 

capabilities of the catamaran concept being superior to 

conventional monohulls or any other advanced marine craft, 

such as hydrofoil, SES etc., operating in the same 

conditions. The features implicit in the catamaran concept 

can be summarised as : 

From the point view of utilization, the most 

outstanding feature of the catamaran is the large usable 

area for its length, by converting the gap between the 

hulls into considerable amount of usable deck space. This 

allows the catamaran to be applied to deck area intensive 

applications such as fishing boats, passenger ferries and 

research vessels. 

Good low speed manoeuvrability is an exclusive feature 

of catamarans because of the wide separation between 

propulsors. The long and thin hulls also provide good 

directional stability and course keeping. 

The large inertia moment of the two hulls due to 

separation makes the catamaran extremely stable resulting 

in small angular accelerations in roll motion. However due 

to the wide beam, very high vertical accelerations on the 

deckside may be encountered. Additionally the natural roll 

frequency may be in a similar area to natural pitch 

frequency resulting in corkscrew motion and severe 

seasickness. Pitching in catamarans presents the most 

dangerous motion as it may cause slamming of the cross deck 

structure. 
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Propulsion efficiency is likely to be less compared 

with a monohull but more than a twin screw ship. 

Considering the speed range at which catamarans operate, 

where the equivalent monohull must be twin or even triple 

screw, propulsive efficiency is likely to be superior to 

the monohull. 

The catamaran has a better freedom in choice of 

principal dimensions. e.g. very shallow draught can be very 

advantageous in shallow waters such as rivers. 

The cost of catamaran may however be greater than the 

equivalent monohull due to the need for cross structure, 

twin hulls and engines. 

The major 

catamarans appears 

problem in the structural design of 

to be the design of the cross structure 

which may suffer from severe slamming in heavy seas. 

Transverse bending in beam seas and twisting in quartering 

seas of the cross structure must also be considered in the 

design stage. 

The weight 

structure and 

prohibits the 

penalty associated with catamaran bridging 

construction of two shells and engines 

use of catamaran for high payload operations 

such as cargo ships and tankers. 

Any catamaran design has to balance these advantageous 

and disadvantageous features of the concept in the detailed 

design. These features are discussed in detail for various 

conceptual designs and built ships in Refs. [4,13,22,47,58, 

80,81,88] . 

2.4 SURVEY OF BUILT CATAMARANS 

In view of 

designed and 

the wide range 

constructed, a 

of catamarans 

survey of 

now being 

the main 
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characteristics of 314 catamaran ships has been conducted 

in order to explore the trends in catamaran design. The 

data were collected from various published sources, mainly 

from Refs. [91,95,96,99]. Over 90 % of the sample ships 

have been built since 1970 (Fig.4). Further statistics of 

these characteristics are given in Figs.5 to 28. 

It must be emphasised that these characteristics only 

show the trends of built catamarans, and must not be taken 

as optimum in catamaran design as they were designed mainly 

for specific purposes. Furthermore, most of these 

catamarans were designed by four companies; Fjellstrand and 

Westamarin of Norway, Marinteknik of Sweden and 

International Catamarans of Australia. Therefore they have 

been determined by the design practice of these four 

companies. Lastly, some variables, such as CB, could not be 

obtained for most of the ships, therefore deriving the 

optimum trends with such small numbers of data can be very 

misleading. 

For the ships where the service speed (Vser) is not 

given, a regression analysis has been carried out from all 

the data between Vser and Vmax (Fig.5). Similar regressions 

have been carried between LWL and LOA, LOA and LBP 

(Figs.6,7) . 

Passenger ferries provide the main application of 

catamarans with over 64 % of the ships in the survey 

(Fig.8), as the catamaran concept provides these vessels 

with a large deck area for a compact, stable ship. The 

number of passengers per length varies between 5 and 20 per 

metre (Fig.9). 

The length and speed of these ships are given in 

Figs.10 to 13. Over 95 % of the ships has length between 10 

and 40 metres (Fig.10). Meanwhile the service speed shows 

two distinctive peaks around 10 knots and 25 knots (Fig.11) 

which correspond to Froude number of 0.35 and 0.9 
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respectively {Fig.12}. Fig.13 shows the relation between 

the speed and ship length. 

The dimensionless coefficients for the demihull forms 

from this survey of ships are given in Figs.14 to 23 from 

which the following range are mainly used L/B: 6-12 

{Fig.14}, B/T: 0.8-2.4 {Fig.16}, D/T: 1.5-3.5 (Fig.18), CB: 

0.30-0.66 (Fig.20), L/V1 / 3 : 4.5-9 (Fig.22). The effect of 

speed on form parameters is apparent as 

(Fig.15), B/T (Fig.17), CB (Fig.21), L/Vl/3 

seen for L/B 

(Fig.23) . 

The figures for the hull separation, probably the most 

important variable for the catamaran design, are given in 

Figs. 24 to 27, in which (W-B}/L and (W-B}/B (which 

correspond to S/L and SIB in symmetric catamarans) vary 

between 0.2 and 0.45, 1.4 and 2.4 respectively. 

Fig. 28 shows the speed-power diagram for these 

vessels with favourable Froude numbers of 0.3 and 0.9. 

2.5 REVIEW OF PUBLISHED LITERATURE ON CATAMARAN RESISTANCE 

The wetted surface, and hence frictional resistance of 

catamarans is accepted as being higher than that of the 

equivalent monohull, because of splitting the displacement 

into two halves. However the base of comparison such as 

displacement, deck area etc. is the prime factor deciding 

the magnitude of the penalty. This effect may be minimised 

by choosing optimum B/T ratio for a particular hull form 

[66] . 

The resistance of catamarans differs from that of 

monohull vessels due to interference effects. Two types of 

interference were reported by Pien [60]; Firstly the flow 

about a symmetric demihull becomes asymmetrical due to the 

influence of the other hull, which was called body 

interference by Pien. It was assumed to exist even in the 
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absence of the free surface. This asymmetric flow may cause 

a cross flow under the keel resulting in induced drag which 

may be prevented by introducing a camber on each hull. 

Secondly, a 

created which 

wave interaction between the demihulls is 

may be positive or negative depending on the 

hull form, speed and separation between the hulls. 

Body interference introduces an increase in the 

viscous resistance of catamarans. The velocity augmentation 

between the hulls increases the frictional drag even at low 

speeds. Miyazawa [51] reported that this interference is 

more important than the cross flow under the keel by 

presenting the velocity measurements about a symmetric 

catamaran. 

Wake traverse experiments on a symmetrical catamaran 

were carried out by Miyazawa [51] for two separation 

ratios, 0.177 and ~, and two Froude numbers, 0.156 and 

0.319. These experiments showed that the viscous resistance 

of the catamaran was higher than twice the viscous 

resistance of the demihull. Thus unfavourable viscous 

resistance interference effects can occur. By investigating 

the interactions theoretically on a pair of cylinders the 

following formulae were given for viscous and wave 

interferences. 

E = B/S 

( Cw T ) CAT = ( 1 + E2) ( Cw T ) D E M I H U L L 

( Cw p ) CAT = ( 1 + 3/2 E2) ( Cw P ) D E M I H U L L 

(1.1) 

(1.2) 

(1.3) 

The wake traverse experiments conducted by Volheim 

[82] at three speeds for S/L:0.3 displayed wake contours 

skewed inwards in the lower half of draught suggesting 

cross flow. Meanwhile outward flow near to free surface may 

occur at some speeds. 

The wave resistance has 

investigated feature in this type 

major resistance component which 

possibly been the most 

of craft, as it is the 

can be optimised by the 
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designer. There are two factors in achieving favourable 

wave resistance for a catamaran compared with an equivalent 

monohull. Firstly, the demihulls can be designed with low 

wave resistance in various ways, e.g. thin hulls. Secondly 

a favourable wave interference resistance can be 

established by a careful design of the hulls and the choice 

of separation between the hulls. 

A theoretical approach for the wave resistance of a 

catamaran in unbounded water was given by Lunde [43J in his 

well known article in which he suggested that the wave 

resistance of a catamaran is identical to the wave 

resistance of a demihull moving alongside an infinitely 

deep wall. By using the classical Michell [48] and 

Srettensky [71] formulations, the following formulae were 

given; 

Rw = 2 ( Ro + RI (1.4) 

n/2 

Ro 16 n , Ko' J (P'+Q') sec'e de 

o (1.5) 

n/2 

Rl = 16 n , Ko' J (P'+Q') Cos(Ko S seC'e Sine) sec'e de 

p 

Q 
WS 

Where Ko=g/U2 

o 

(Ko x SecS) exp(Ko Z Sec2S) dx dz 

Ro Wave resistance of a demihull in isolation 

RI Wave interaction resistance for one demihull 

(1.6) 

(1.7) 

Eggers [15] used this method and extended it to 

shallow water. He also compared numerical results with 

experimental ones for a mathematically defined hull form in 

both deep and shallow water. Two models with length to beam 

ratios of 8 and 16 were investigated over an S/L range of 0 

to 0.65 for Froude Numbers of 0.316 and 0.5. A satisfactory 
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agreement 

for S/L 

between the theory and experiment was obtained 

over 0.4. The experiments demonstrated that a 

negative interaction 

favourable separation 

Fn=0.316. 

resistance can be achieved for a 

range, i.e. S/L=0.4 to 0.5 for 

Yokoo and Tasaki [85,86] used the same method and made 

a comparison with experimental results for an Inuid model 

over a Fn range of 0.2 to 0.45 for S/L values of 

0.2,0.3,0.4,0.5 and ~. Although the numerical and 

experimental results are similar, a phase shift on Fn base 

for humps and hollows in the interaction resistance was 

apparent [86]. They also presented experiments on a fully 

asymmetric hull with four separations for both flat inboard 

and outboard configurations [85]. 

Theoretical work on the effects of a bulbous bow on 

catamaran wave resistance was carried out by Michalski 

[46]. The optimum bulbous bow was calculated by using the 

method described above and by representing the hulls with 

source-sink and dipole distributions. Experiments with a 

hull form with two different bulbous bow forms were 

conducted. A reduction about 48 % in residuary resistance 

was obtained for a bulbous bow design. 

In another approach, Lin [40] suggested that a 

catamaran demihull should be represented by source-sink and 

transverse doublet distributions simultaneously on the 

centreplane in order to define the asymmetric flow about 

each hull. Furthermore he concluded that the doublet 

distribution can be ignored if the demihulls have a camber 

designed to stop asymmetric flow. However he did not 

present any numerical examples for conventional catamarans. 

Rich et al [63] calculated the resistance of a high 

speed round bilge model moving along a vertical wall in 

shallow water and compared the results with experiments. 
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Recently, Min and Kim [49] applied theoretical 

formulae to 25 mathematically generated hull forms in 

search of hull form effects on the interference resistance. 

These results were compared with experimental results for 5 

models with sufficient correlation to be used at the design 

stage. 

Hsiung [33] expressed the wave resistance of a 

catamaran in a quadric form in terms of hull offsets. The 

resistance was subjected to a number of geometric 

constraints such as CB and waterline slopes. Then solving 

this quadric problem, the optimal form and separation for 

given constraints was obtained. 

In an experimental approach to the wave resistance of 

catamarans, Everest carried out wave pattern experiments by 

the transverse cut method [18], and developed a prediction 

method for the wave resistance of catamarans by 

superimposing the wave patterns obtained from demihull wave 

pattern measurements in isolation. This method aimed to 

understand the distribution of resistance across the wave 

spectrum. Although the predictions were similar to 

experimental results, a phase shift in Froude number base 

was observed similar to the one from theoretical 

calculation by use of thin ship theory. 

Experiments on a mathematically defined model showed 

that a favourable interaction between the demihulls was 

possible in divergent waves, while the transverse wave 

system of each demihull reinforces the other causing 

adverse interactions. This interference resulted in 

resistance reduction in the Fn range of 0.32-0.37 where 

divergent waves were significant, and an increase in Fn 

range of 0.4 to 0.6 in which transverse waves were 

dominant. The experiments with a conventional catamaran 

supported the conclusions with a favourable resistance 

between Fn=0.30 to 0.34. 
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Everest also carried out some experiments on symmetric 

and asymmetric catamarans for trawlers. Experiments showed 

that the total resistance of the symmetric hull and the 

asymmetric hull are almost the same. It was also found that 

infinite separation had lower resistance than the other 

separations [19]. 

Pien [60] developed a design procedure to take account 

of body interference in catamarans. The first part entails 

designing an effective hull form which is similar to a 

monohull design, but differing from the monohull design in 

the freedom of choice of beam, buoyancy distribution, and 

afterbody form. In the design, both good wave cancellation 

and high propulsive efficiency may be obtained by means of 

a suitable afterbody form. 

The second task is the conversion of the effective 

hull to a demihull in order to prevent the asymmetric flow 

and induced drag. The method uses streamline tracing for 

the singularities in a free stream. The demihull obtained 

from this method is slightly asymmetric. 

Some experiments on models of two ships,a 700 ft. 

cargo catamaran and the ASR-21 Pigeon naval catamaran , 

were carried out by Turner and Taplin [78]. For the 700 ft. 

catamaran three different hull forms were used: symmetric, 

asymmetric, fully asymmetric. For the 700 ft catamaran, 

models were investigated at Froude numbers 0.17 to 0.33, at 

four separation ratios 0.164, 0.221, 0.297 and ~ and for 

two draughts. Experiments for ASR-21 were conducted with 

one symmetric and four asymmetric models. The ship was 

built with slightly asymmetric demihulls in 1961. 

The effects of U and S~ formson the resistance were 

investigated by Schimke [67,68]. Two U form and three S 

forms were used in the Froude number range 0.24-0.36 with 

five SIB ratios 2.05, 2.43, 2.73, 3.02, and infinite 

separation. Experimental results show that U forms have 

'Ie See Fig. 398. 
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less resistance than S forms due to their smaller wetted 

surface area. Infinite separation is the most favourable 

position for U shaped forms. In S forms infinite separation 

causes higher resistance than other separation ratios in 

certain Froude number ranges, i.e. 0.29-0.33 for model S-65 

and 0.32-0.37 for model S-71. 

The optimum separation ratios for Froude number range 

of 0.3 to 1.0 were given for a symmetric demihulled 

catamaran by Ralf [62]. It shows an increasing tendency 

from S/L=0.3 for Fn=0.3 to S/L=0.8 for Fn=0.45 and 

decreasing tendency from S/L=0.7 for Fn=0.6 to S/L=0.42 for 

Fn=1.0. For a Fn range of 0.45 to 0.55, infinite separation 

was found to be smallest resistance solution. 

Model tests for a 700 ft catamaran (also described in 

Ref. [78]) and LHA catamaran models were carried out by 

General Dynamics [88]. The LHA catamaran$ were tested in 

about 48 configurations which included symmetric, 

asymmetric hulls, different bow and stern forms, and 

bulbous bows. 

Data for high speed catamarans is more scarce, 

especially concerning the interaction terms. 

Spray drag and the interference of spray drag may 

result in a wetted tunnel increasing the wetted surface 

[55]. It was stated that the power prediction of fast 

catamarans on the basis of model tests was not as reliable 

as that for monohulls when Froude's method is used. There 

were a number of reasons suggested such as Wetted area 

could not be determined exactly due to spray in the tunnel 

region. Additionally, the scale effects on the interference 

are not known. 

Clement [10] extended the empirical equations derived 

from high speed monohull model tests into catamaran 

configurations by presenting design charts for practical 
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trim angles and aspect ratios. But the interference effects 

on both resistance and lift were not included. 

Resistance experiments with three high speed catamaran 

hull forms, one round bilge, one hard chine, and asymmetric 

hull form, were given by Chengyi [9] with five separation 

ratios over the Froude number range of 0.4 to 1.0. A 

formula for demihull spacing which does not introduce 

interference was given. 

Rutgersson [64] compared the resistance interference 

between a symmetrical and asymmetrical catamaran for four 

speeds of Fn:0.38, 0.51, 0.64 and 0.76 for four gap ratios. 

The symmetrical catamaran has smaller drag than the 

asymmetrical one except at the smallest gap ratio. 

Total resistance and wave pattern experiments for a 

fully asymmetrical catamaran were conducted by Ozawa [59] 

as a first step of an air cushion vehicle research. Test 

were made from Fn:0.2 to 1.0 for four separations. 

Fry & Graul [22] tested three hard chine planing 

hulls, one symmetric, one asymmetric and one fully 

asymmetric, over a Fn range of 0.3 to 1.2 with three 

separations. Results from both symmetric and asymmetric 

hulls were favourable when compared with a parent monohull 

design from Fn=0.5 to Fn=0.95, while fully asymmetric hulls 

did not have any advantage. There was little difference in 

the results due to changing separation for Fn>0.75. The 

experiments for these models were also described by Moss 

[54] with details of total resistance data, LCG rise and 

running trim. 

Model tests with fully asymmetric hulls, flat sides 

outboard, were conducted by Guohua et al [27] in order to 

improve the low wash hull form. The effect of hull spacing, 

foils and spray rails were investigated experimentally over 
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the speed range of 0.2 to 1.6. Reductions were achieved in 

high speeds by the use of spray rails and foils. 

Three hard chine planing catamaran hulls, one 

symmetric one asymmetric and one fully asymmetric, were 

tested in three separations over Froude number of 0.3 to 

1.8 by Sherman [70]. The fully asymmetric hull had the best 

resistance features whilst symmetric hulls were the worst 

of all. 

Planing catamarans with fully asymmetric demihulls, 

both flat side inboard and flat side outboard were tested 

by Yermotayev et al [84]. Resistance ratio and dynamic trim 

of the hulls were given for a Fn range of 0.5 to 3.5. The 

authors also gave optimum operating separation ratios based 

on speed by conducting further experiments. 

Experiments with high speed flat surfaces indicated 

that there is a lift interference at small separations 

[65]. The lift interference is about 47 % when the surfaces 

are adjacent 

Gap/B ratio 

to each other and 

is over 4. The wetted 

becomes negligible when 

length of the plates is 

also increased by decreasing the gap. 

Liu and Wang [42] developed two sets of empirical 

equations based on Savitsky's equations for planing hulls 

by using an interaction factor which lies between 1 and rz. 
A fit for interaction factor based on separation distance 

was derived from the experiments conducted. 

The resistance of hydrofoil assisted catamarans was 

investigated by Calkins [6] and Miyata [50] independently. 

Resistance data found in the review is summarised in 

Appendix A by specifying hull form parameters and Froude 

number range. 
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2.6 SUMMARY 

The statistics of built catamaran ships are presented 

to discover the hull form parameters. A wide range of 

scatter on form ratios was found as the mission of the 

vessels varies. 

The survey of built catamarans has indicated that two 

speed ranges at about Fn:0.3 and 0.9 are used for most of 

the vessels. Although the slow speed range is well 

investigated and quite a sUbstantial amount of resistance 

data is published in the literature, there is a lack of 

data and fundamental knowledge for the higher speed range. 

For speeds higher than Fn:l.0, there is some data 

available, although not conclusive. 

The demihull forms of catamaran can be one of three 

types: symmetric, asymmetric, fully asymmetric. Symmetric 

catamarans show the best resistance characteristics up to 

Fn=1.0 except in the main wave hump where asymmetric hulls 

are beneficial. Favourable resistance interference effects 

were found at about Fn=0.33 while adverse effects occurred 

at about Fn=0.5 for symmetric catamarans. 

Asymmetrical hulls are believed to be less influenced 

by the interactions due to separation changes. However 

asymmetric hull resistance data is rather disappointing as 

it is almost always higher than for symmetrical 

equivalents. Fundamental research into the understanding of 

asymmetrical hulls is required. 

Two types of interference, body interference and wave 

interference were reported for catamarans. Body 

interference affects the viscous resistance for which the 

data is extremely limited, and only for slow speeds. More 

data on velocity measurements and wake traverse experiments 

would improve our knowledge of the nature of this 

component. 
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Theoretical wave resistance prediction for catamarans 

has been applied to several hulls and compared with 

experimental results. A satisfactory degree of correlation 

was obtained for the wave interference factor with change 

of separation. More data on the suitability of the theory 

for hull form changes, such as variation in LIB, BIT, CB 

etc., are required in order to gain confidence and test the 

reliability of the method. This is particularly true if the 

method is to be used in the design stages to find optimum 

hull form factors. 

Experimental determination 

pattern analysis is the only 

wave interference resistance, 

include viscous interaction 

of wave resistance by wave 

available method to obtain 

as residuary drag may also 

pattern 

analysis 

available 

understand 

resistance. 

data on catamarans is also very 

only below Fn:0.5. Further work 

the nature of this component, 

higher speeds. 

Wave 

limited, and 

is required to 

especially at 

Scaling of catamaran resistance is reported to be not 

as good as monohulls, if Froude's method is used. Better 

scaling may be obtained by the determination of components, 

such as form resistance, wave interference resistance, and 

viscous interference resistance, which are included in the 

residuary resistance in Froude's method. There is also need 

for full scale measurements to assess the suitability of 

any scaling procedure. 

The effects of hull form variations such as LIB, BIT, 

and CB were not investigated systematically as most of the 

available data were one off designs with variation of 

separation only. Drawing conclusions from this available 

data would not be accurate. Model experiments with these 

variations are needed, although a catamaran series is much 

more costly than a monohull series because of the variation 

of separation. 
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hull changes such 

hulls, the results 
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are some data on the effects of local 

as bulbous bows and foils between the 

are not conclusive as the effects on 

individual components were not measured. 

2.7 THE SCOPE OF THE INVESTIGATION 

Following the conclusions derived from the survey of 

existing vessels and the review of literature, and by 

considering the facilities at Southampton University, the 

scope of the current programme of work was developed as 

follows ; 

Experiments in calm water on high speed displacement 

and semi-displacement catamarans were planned to 

investigate the effect of hull parameters and separation. 

Planing catamarans are not considered in the current work, 

as their tests are beyond the available facilities. The 

measurement of sinkage and trim was included in order to 

complement the total resistance measurements. Wave pattern 

experiments for all the models were planned in order to 

improve the understanding of wave resistance interactions. 

Wake traverse experiments were also planned to investigate 

viscous interactions. The wake traverse experiments would 

however be limited, as this method is very time consuming. 

Asymmetric hulls are beyond the scope of the current 

work, as it was felt that the fundamentals of symmetric 

catamarans must be explained before introducing more 

complexities into the hydrodynamic problem. However 

investigation of the resistance of asymmetric hulls is 

recommended as a subject of further work. 

The survey indicates that interference effects are 

typically presented for various separation ratios such as 

SIL, GIL, SIB, GIB, W/B. Although there is an indication 
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from linearised theory that S/L has a major influence on 

wave resistance interaction, S/B or G/B may be dominant in 

viscous interactions. Further work on models having 

constant S/L ratio and variable S/B ratio would help to 

clarify the dominant ratios. 

In the view of these proposals, it was decided to test 

three round bilge semi-displacement models, with varying 

length to beam ratio in order to include the influence of 

both separation and the gap between the hulls. The main 

parameters for these models were determined from the survey 

of built vessels, resulting in : B/T=2, CB=0.4, L/B=7,9,11 

and S/L=0.2,0.3,0.4,0.5,w. 

As the direct measurements of resistance components 

are very sensitive to various conditions such as 

temperature and turbulence simulation, it was planned to 

test a standard ITTC Model, the Wigley parabolic hull. This 

would prove the accuracy of the measurements and improve 

the confidence in the results by comparing with other 

results available in the literature. 

An 

would be 

assessment 

made by 

of linearised 

comparing it 

wave 

with 

resistance theory 

the experimental 

results. Prediction of the wave pattern resistance of the 

catamaran from the wave pattern analysis of the demihull 

was also planned in order to investigate the error due to 

representation of the hulls with source and sink 

distributions using thin ship theory. 

The experimental and theoretical approach to the 

components would help to explain the characteristics of the 

interference effects and therefore may provide a reliable 

method for use in the design stages and for scaling to 

ship. This investigation was intentionally limited to hull 

forms used in practice as a good starting point in order to 

provide a better understanding of the problem. 
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CHAPTER 3 : RESISTANCE COMPONENTS OF A CATAMARAN 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

The assumption of treating catamaran resistance as a 

summation of a number of independent components can be made 

in order to facilitate the understanding of catamaran 

resistance and the influence of hull separation on the 

resistance. Such a division allows one not only to carry 

out systematic model experiments for comparative purposes 

but also to provide better scaling to full scale. For this 

purpose, a brief review of the available methods for 

conventional vessels is made, and modifications of these 

methods for catamaran resistance are suggested. 

The methods used in conventional hull testing by 

dividing resistance into components are based on either the 

measurement of total resistance from model experiments with 

the estimation of frictional resistance from empirical 

formulae, or direct measurements of the components. Both 

methods are considered in order to identify the components 

and the assumptions involved in such a division. 

The separation of resistance into components from 

consideration of the momentum principle for a ship model in 

a tank is formulated to obtain the expressions for wave 

pattern and wake traverse resistance. 

The interference effects between the demihulls which 

modify the resistance components in catamaran 

configurations are described. 
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Modified ITTC-1957, ITTC-1978 and direct measurement 

methods for the determination of catamaran resistance are 

introduced by defining interference factors. Although these 

methods have not yet been proven, it is considered that 

such an approach would provide a better understanding of 

the components and interference effects. 

3.2 RESISTANCE COMPONENTS OF A SHIP MODEL 

A ship model, moving on the undisturbed free surface 

of a fluid with a constant speed experiences a force, known 

as the total resistance, in such a way that it opposes its 

motion and acts parallel to the motion of the model. This 

total resistance can be split into a number of components. 

Although these components interact with each other in a 

very complicated way, they may be assumed to be independent 

of each other for practical purposes. This allows one not 

only to conduct the experiments on scaled models for the 

prediction of resistance of the full scale ship, but also 

to carry out systematical model experiments to optimise a 

particular resistance characteristic of a hull form. 

Discussions on the justification of such a division of 

resistance into components and on the interdependence of 

these components can be found in Refs. [12,39,69,72]. 

It is possible to present these components in a 

diagrammatic breakdown as shown in Fig. 29. Although 

several methods can be deduced from this figure for use in 

a towing tank, two main methods are in common use by 

experimental tanks: 

i) By measuring total resistance and employing an empirical 

formula for frictional resistance~ a practical method for 

the determination of the components can be established, 

such as Froude's, or Hughes' Methods. 



ii) By measuring the components directly 

experimental techniques, a laborious 

justifiable method can be achieved. 

3.3 ESTIMATION OF RESISTANCE COMPONENTS 
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using advanced 

but physically 

The methods based on the measurement of total 

resistance from towing tank experiments and the estimation 

of skin friction resistance by an empirical formula are 

very practical for extrapolating the model results to ship 

scale, as it is fairly easy to measure the total 

resistance. However the division into components is 

hypothetical. 

3.3.1 FROUDE'S APPROACH 

w. Froude was the first person to present a breakdown 

of total resistance into components [20,21]. 

RTM = RFM + RRH 
(3.1) 

where 

RTM= Total resistance of model measured from experiments 

RFH= Frictional resistance for a flat surface having the 

same wetted surface as the model which can be obtained 

from 

RFM = f S vn 
f,n Constants which are functions of length and 

nature of the surface 

RRH= Residuary resistance of model calculated from (3.1) 

Furthermore, Froude assumed that residuary resistance 

of a model is correlated to the ship by the ratios of the 

displacements, i.e. (RRH/AH)=(RRs/As) for corresponding 

speeds which can be obtained from (VHllgLH)=(VsllgLs) for 

which the wave patterns of model and ship are similar. 
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Using Froude's method, results can be extrapolated to ship 

by using a resistance coefficient presentation : 

Cr s = Cr s + (Cr M -Cr M ) 

(3.2) 

3.3.2 IMPROVEMENTS ON FROUDE'S APPROACH 

Following Froude's method, series of experiments with 

planks were conducted by several researchers resulting in 

improved friction resistance formulations for flat surfaces 

among which the following are the most used ones [28]: 

ATTC - SCHOENHERR 

0.242 
= log(Re Cr} 

(3.3) 

HUGHES 

0.067 
Cr = 

{log{Re}-2.03}2 
{3.4} 

ITTC studied these formulations and in 1957 suggested 

a new formula for skin friction "ITTC 1957 model-ship 

correlation line "and implying this line was only an 

interim solution to the problem for practical purposes. 

ITTC 1957 

0.075 
Cr = 

{log {Re} -2} 2 

{3.5} 

It must be emphasised that all these methods are based 

solely on Froude's assumption that total resistance is the 

summation of the frictional resistance calculated from 

formula and residuary resistance obtained from experiments. 

In this assumption scale effects for surface tension, 

spray, wave breaking, and form effect on the frictional 
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resistance are neglected. The interactions between the 

viscous and gravitational forces are not taken into 

account, i.e. 

VL V 
RT (Re = , Fn = ---) = RF (Re) + RR (Fn) 

v fgL 
(3.6 ) 

3.3.3 FORM FACTOR METHODS 

In 1954, Hughes [34,35] proposed a method for use in 

model ship correlation which regards total resistance as a 

sum of three components 

i} Frictional resistance as the resistance of a plane 

surface of the same area and the same length as model. 

ii} Form resistance as the excess over item (i) in the case 

of the deeply submerged body. Hughes assumed that for a 

streamlined body in turbulent flow it can be expressed as a 

proportion of the frictional resistance. 

iii} The free surface resistance, wave resistance, is the 

excess of total resistance for the surface model from the 

summation of the frictional resistance and the form 

resistance of the model. 

i.e. CT = CF + CFO + CW where CFO = k CF 

Hence CT = (1+k) CF + Cw 
(3.7) 

(1+k) is called the form factor and can be found from 

very low speed experiments where Cw can be neglected. 

In 1978, the 15 th ITTC Resistance committee proposed a 

new method called " 1978 ITTC Performance Prediction Method 

for Single Screw Ships " [41] . In this method total 

resistance for a ship is divided into four components: 



CT = (l+k) CF + CR + ~CF + CAA 

where 

(l+k) = form factor 

CF = Frictional resistance from ITTC-1957 Line 

CR = Residuary resistance from model experiments 

~CF = Roughness allowance (0 for a smooth model) 

CAA = Air resistance (assumed 0 for a model without 

superstructures) 
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( 3 . 8 ) 

The recommended method to find k is by low speed 

measurements where CR approximates to zero and {l+k)=CT/CF. 

In practice low speed experiments are often not accurate 

enough due to instrumentation inaccuracy. Therefore another 

method due to Prohaska is recommended: 

Assuming CRM = a Fnn for low speeds {generally Fn<0.2} 

CT = (l+k) CF + a FnQ 
(3 .9) 

(l+k) ,a,n can be solved from a least squares analysis 

of low speed measurements. 

In the form factor methods, form effect on frictional 

resistance is taken into account, hence scaling between the 

model and ship can be done more accurately. But (l+k) is 

assumed to be independent of speed, hence Reynolds number 

and Froude number. In the case of models where flow 

separation, transom stern vortices and bilge vortices may 

occur, Reynolds number effects on the form factor may have 

to be considered. 

3.4 DIRECT MEASUREMENT OF RESISTANCE COMPONENTS 

A number of physically identifiable resistance 

components can be measured directly from towing tank 

experiments by utilising advanced experimental techniques. 

There are two well known methods in use : 
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i) Total resistance can be interpreted as a summation of 

the forces acting, namely the skin friction resistance 

obtained from the measurements of tangential stresses on 

the hull surface and pressure resistance derived from the 

measurement of 

CT =CF +C/~ This 

pressures on the hull surface. i.e. 

method is relatively straightforward but is 

also very laborious and very sensitive to measurement 

errors, since the shear stress and pressures of relatively 

small magnitude have to be measured over the whole hull 

surface. It is therefore not commonly used in practice. 

ii) Alternatively, total resistance can be deduced from an 

energy approach as the summation of wave pattern resistance 

derived from the energy loss in created waves, and the 

viscous wake traverse resistance measured from the total 

head loss in the wake of the model. i.e. CT = CwP + CWT 

The assumption of negligible induced drag is acceptable for 

most conventional craft. 

This method requires more sophisticated techniques to 

derive the components than the first one, but the 

experimental set up is easier and quicker to conduct. 

Experimental errors are also less pronounced. Wave pattern 

analysis is now used extensively whilst the wake traverse 

is less preferred due to the long experimental time needed. 

This method is chosen for direct measurements of the 

resistance components in the current work. Derivation of 

these components may be made for a ship model (Fig.30) in a 

tank from considerations of momentum changes as given in 

Appendix B. This leads to representation of resistance as: 

W/2 '1B 

RT= I I AP dzdy + 

-W/2 -H 

W/2 '1B 

1/2 I I (tP -u' ) 
-W/2 -H 

dzdy 

'* e.g. see Ref. 69, Steele B.N. Pearce G.B. Elq?er:i.mental Detennination of the 
Distribution of Skin Friction on a M:ldel of a High Speed Liner 'rnINA 1968 Vol:110 and 
Townsin R.L. The Frictional and Pressure Resistance of Two "Lucy Ashton" Gees/los 'rnINA 
1967 Vol:109 



W/2 

+ Ig/2 I :Is' 

-W/2 

W/2 'iB 

W/2 'iB 

dy + 1/2 f I (Y'+~'-E') dzdy 

-W/2 -H 

+ fl2 f f [(v' -y') + (w' -w') - (u' -]!') 1 dzdy 

-W/2 -H 

where 

u , 

y., 

'iB 

!J,.p 

V, 

Y, 

w 

R 

perturbation velocities at B 

wave orbital velocities at B 

wave height at B 

head loss between A and B 
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(3.10) 

U fictitious velocity at B corresponding to no head 

loss case 

The first line in the resistance equation (3.10) 

represents the viscous resistance which can be derived from 

wake traverse surveys. The second line is the wave 

resistance which can be defined from an analysis of the 

model wave pattern. The velocity components y'IY,R are 

determined from this wave pattern by utilising linear wave 

theory. The third line is the induced drag. Unlike the 

first two it can not be easily measured unless all the 

velocity components are measured in plane B. It may be 

neglected for most ship types. 

3.5 RESISTANCE COMPONENTS OF A CATAMARAN 

The resistance components of a catamaran present much 

more complicated phenomena than those of monohulls due to 

the interference effects between the hulls. The interaction 

effects can be divided into two distinct groups. 

1) Body interference : The flow around a symmetric demihull 

is asymmetric due to the influence of other demihull. i.e. 
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the pressure field is not symmetric relative to the 

centreline of the demihulls. This has following outcomes: 

a) The perturbation velocity 

increases, especially on the 

the hull due to the venturi 

around the demihull 

inside, tunnel side, of 

effect. This velocity 

augmentation causes an increase in skin friction 

resistance and modifies the form factor. Experiments 

of Miyazawa [51J and Schimke [68J indicate an increase 

in perturbation velocity of up to 10 % in the x 

direction compared with that of the demihull in 

isolation. 

b) A cross flow may occur under the keel which can 

lead into an induced drag component which is normally 

neglected in monohulls. Although this component is 

reported to be important in symmetric catamarans by 

Pien [60], Miyazawa [51] has suggested that this 

component is relatively small compared with (a) in his 

experimental results. In these experiments the cross 

flow velocity in the y direction is about 5-7 % of the 

model speed. Crossflow in the entrance is outwards, 

while in the run it is inwards. 

c) Because the wave heights at the stern inside and 

outside of the demihull are different, the flow at the 

stern can show inwards 

vortices and spray at 

induced drag component. 

or outwards flow. This causes 

the stern resulting in an 

d) The velocity increase on the tunnel side may change 

the structure of the boundary layer. 

e) As the waves of one demihull reach the other hull, 

the wetted surface, and therefore the skin friction 

resistance, can change. 
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2) Wave interference: As a result of two hulls running 

side by side, interference effects on wave resistance may 

also be observed. 

a) Due to the change in the pressure field, wavemaking 

of the demihulls may change. In other words the wave 

formation of a demihull may be different than from the 

assumed case of the demihull in isolation. 

b) A favourable or unfavourable interaction between 

the waves of the demihulls may occur. The transverse 

wave of a demihull is always reinforced by the other 

hull while divergent bow wave of the one hull can be 

cancelled by the divergent stern wave of the other 

hull or by the reflection of the same bow wave from 

the other hUll. 

c) The reflections of divergent waves from the other 

demihull complicate the interference phenomena. 

d) The bow wave of a demihull in the tunnel meets the 

bow waves of the other demihull on the centerline, and 

superposition of these two waves can become very high 

resulting in an unstable wave, even in breaking waves 

and spray at high speeds. 

e) Inward or outward flow at the stern changes the 

wave formation at the stern. 

Taking the interference effects into account, the 

methods for monohulls described earlier can be adapted for 

catamarans as follows : 

ITTC 1957 Method 

(CT ) CAT = (CF) CAT + (CR) CAT 

= 0 CF + n CR 
(3.11) 

where 



a Frictional resistance interference factor 

Q Residuary resistance interference factor 

subscript CAT denotes catamaran 
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The velocity augmentation between the hulls may be 

taken into account by introducing an interference factor a 

which would be calculated from the integration of local 

frictional resistance over the wetted surface. It is mainly 

dependent on the separation. The residuary resistance 

interference factor Q can be investigated from experimental 

results. The tendency of this factor due to variation of 

separation and speed is given in Refs.55 and 78. 

ITTC 1978 Method 

(CT)CAT = (l+kcAT) (Cr)cAT + (CW}CAT 

= (1+¢ k ) a Cr + 1: Cw 
(3.12) 

where 

a: Frictional resistance interference factor as in ITTC 

1957 method. 

¢ Form resistance interference factor 

1: Wave resistance interference factor 

¢ is introduced to take into account the effects of 

pressure field change around a demihull. For practical 

purposes, ¢ and a can be combined into a viscous resistance 

interference factor ~ where (l+¢k) a = (l+~k). The wave 

resistance interference factor can be determined from 

experimental results. 

Direct Measurement Method 

(CT ) CAT = (C\~ T ) CAT + (Cw p ) CAT + (CI) CAT 

= a. Cw T + 11 Cw P + (CI) CAT 
(3.13) 

where 

a. Wake traverse interference factor 

11 Wave pattern resistance interference factor 

CI Coefficient of induced drag (e.g. due to cross flow, 

vortices etc.) 
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The wake traverse interference factor, a, will include 

wave breaking interference as well as viscous interference. 

Miyazawa suggested that a can be taken as (1+(B/S)2). p 

differs from ~ and Q as it can be defined directly from 

wave pattern experiments. Although data are sparse, (CI)CAT 

may be of importance in the catamaran case due to cross 

flow, induced vortices and spray. 

3.6 SUMMARY 

From the methods described above, three main methods 

are utilised in order to explore the resistance components 

of catamarans in the current work 

i) The ITTC 1957 approach was used as the simplest method 

of separating the resistance into components 

For Monohulls 

CT = CF + CR 

For Catamarans 

(CT ) CAT = (J CF + Q CR 

0.075 
where CF = 

(Log(Re)-2)2 

ii) The ITTC 1978 method for the ship model without any 

correction for surface roughness or air drag. 

For Monohulls 

CT = Cv 

= (l+k) 

+ Cw 

CF + Cw 

For Catamarans : 

(CT ) CAT = (1+ 13k) CF + ~ Cw 

where CF is calculated from the ITTC 1957 Model ship 

correlation line. 
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iii) Direct measurements of wave pattern resistance and 

wake traverse resistance. 

For Monohulls : 

CT = Cw T + CwP 

For Catamarans 

(CT)CAT= ~ CWT + P CwP + {CI )CAT 

where CWT and CwP are derived from experiments. 
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CHAPTER 4: DETERMINATION OF THEORETICAL WAVE RESISTANCE 

FOR A SHIP MODEL IN A SHALLOW WATER CANAL 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

Linearised wave resistance theory has been applied to 

several hull forms to obtain the pure theoretical 

prediction of wave resistance since Michell [48] first 

introduced the method. Although the quantitative results of 

the method have not been successful for most hull forms, 

qualitative results have proved to very valuable for most 

cases. This prediction method has also been applied to 

catamarans as reviewed in Chapter 2. 

In the current work, the far field wave system for a 

Kelvin source in a shallow water canal has been developed 

by the author. In order to establish an analytical approach 

to the wave resistance, wave coefficients for a ship model 

are obtained by using this method and the assumption of 

thin ship theory, and wave resistance is derived from these 

coefficients. The method is also applied to the catamaran 

hull forms to obtain the wave 

Modifications to the theory are 

interference resistance. 

made in order to take 

account of transom sterns, sinkage and trim. 

In order to analyse the theory numerically, a computer 

program has been developed. The results of the program for 

two standard models, the Wigley hull and the Athena hull 

form, are compared with available theoretical and 

experimental results in order to assess the effectiveness 

of the current implementation of the method. 
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The prediction program has also been used to conduct a 

parametric study of hull form effects on catamaran wave 

resistance interaction. The effects of speed, separation 

distance, length to beam ratio, beam to draught ratio, 

prismatic coefficient, and entrance angle have been 

investigated. 

4.2 BASIC ASSUMPTIONS AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 

Throughout the theoretical approach to the wave making 

resistance of ship models, the following assumptions are 

made : 

a) The fluid is inviscid, incompressible and homogeneous. 

b) The fluid motion is steady and irrotational. 

c) The surface tension can be neglected. 

d) There is no sinkage or trim for the model while 

advancing with a constant velocity. 

e) The wave height at the free surface is small compared 

with the wave length. 

A cartesian coordinate system moving with the model 

and having its origin on the free surface at the model 

centre is used. Ox is in the direction of the motion, Oy 

and Oz are to the starboard and vertical upwards 

respectively (Fig. 31). 

As the model advances in the positive direction of the 

x-axis at a constant speed U, the velocity potential can be 

expressed as a summation of the free stream and flow 

disturbance potentials. 

~ = Ux + ~(x,y,z) 
( 4 .1) 

Assuming the free surface is expressed as z=J(x,y) and 

the underwater geometry of the model as y=f(x,z), then the 

following linearised boundary conditions must be satisfied: 
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i) Continuity equation for potential flow 

V2~ = ~:: + ~~: + ~~: = 0 
(4.2) 

ii) Free surface conditions 

a) Dynamic free surface condition 

or by linearising 

g1 + U~x =0 at z=0 
(4.3) 

b) Kinematic free surface condition 

d1 
= (U+~x) 'Ix + ~y 1y + ~z = 0 

dt 

or by linearising 

u 1x - ~z = 0 at z=0 
(4.4) 

or by combining both conditions, the linearised free 

surface condition can be written as 

~xx + Ko ~z = 0 at z=0 
(4.5) 

where 

Ko =g/U2 

iii} Bottom condition 

~z = 0 at z=-H 
(4.6) 

iv} Hull surface condition 

df f" 
= (U+~x ) fx + ~Y~ + _z fz = 0 

dt 

or by linearising 

U fx + ~y = 0 at y=f(x,z) 
(4.7) 
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iv) Radiation condition 

lim ¢ = O{l) for x<0 
(x2 +y2 ) ..qoo 

lim- ¢ = 0 for x>0 
(x2 +y2 ) ~oo 

(4. 8) 

4.3 VELOCI'TY POTENTIAL OF A SOURCE IN SHALLOW CANAL 

The velocity potential of a source with density ~ 

located at (0,0,zo) (Fig.32) in shallow unbounded water 

with the depth of H is given as [83] : 

¢= -
~ 11 

00 n/2 

+ 4: f IF(9,k'ZI COS (kxCos91 Cos(kySin9ld9dk 

o 0 

n/2 

+ 4~ IG(9,K'ZI Sin (KxCos91 COS (KySin91 d9 

o 

For Ko H>l 

where 

Ko = g/Uz 

r1 2 = (x)2+(y)2+(z- Zo )2 
rz 2 = (X)2+(y)2+(Z+(2H+zo»2 

e- kR Cosh(k(H+zo» (k+KoSec29) 

(4.9) 

F(9,k,z) = -------------------------------- Cosh(k(z+H» 
Cosh (kH) (k-Ko Sec29 Tanh (kH) ) 

(4.10) 
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e- K B Cosh (K (H+zo » (K+~ Sec2 e) 
G{e,K,z) = Cosh{K(z+H» 

Cosh (KH) (1-~ H Sec 2 e Sech2 (KH) ) 
(4.11) 

k in (4.10) is the integration variable 

meanwhile K in (4.11) is the wave number obtained from 

K - Ko Sec29 Tanh (KH) = 0 
(4.12) 

H = Depth of water 

U = Free stream velocity 

f = Represents the Cauchy principal value integral 

Equation (4.9) can also be written as 

(4.13) 

In equation (4.13), the I1 term represents a unit 

source located at (0,0,zo) and its image at (0,0,-(2H+zo». 

The I2 term shows the effect of the free surface due to 

this source and its image. And finally, the Ia term exists 

in order to satisfy the radiation condition. 

The velocity potential of a source in a shallow canal 

of width W (Fig.33), can be found by application of the 

method of images to Equation (4.13). If the source is 

located at (xo ,Yo ,zo), the images of the source with the 

same strength and located at (xo ,Yo' ,zo) and (xo ,Yo" ,zo) 

must be taken into account. 

Where Yo' = yo+ 2nW 

Yo I '=-Yo+(2n+1)W 

for n=-oo .. 00 

for n=-oo .. 00 

Hence Equation (4.13) becomes 

(4.14) 
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00 00 00 

~= -llE [II I +Il I '] + 4/n llE [I2 I +I2 I '] + 4llE [Ia I +Ia I '] 

n=-oo n=-oo n=-oo 
(4.15) 

By simplifying this equation 

~= - II JI + 4/n II J2 + 4ll J3 
(4.16) 

By using the derivation described in Appendix C 

00 111 1 
[-- + + + -] 

n=-oo rl I r2 I I 

(4.17) 

where 

rl '2 = (X-Xo )2+(y_yo' )2+(Z- Zo )2 

rl' '2= (X-Xo )2 + (Y-Yo ")2+(Z- Zo ) 2 

r2'2 = (X-Xo)2+(y-yo' )2+(z+(2H+zo»2 

r2 ' '2 = (X-Xo) 2 + (Y-Yo ' , ) 2 + (z+ (2H+zo ) ) 2 

2n 

w 

2n 00 

00 

f ~, 
m=0 

Cosh(k(z+H) ) 
e- k B Cosh (k (H+zo » (k+Ko Sec2 elD) 

Cosh(kH) (k-KoSec2e.Tanh(kH» 
o 

Cos (k (x-Xo ) cosa .. ) 

k cose. 

Cos(kySinem) Cos (kyo Sine.) 

Sin(kySine.) Sin(kYoSine.) 
(4.18) 

e-KIB B Cosh(K. (H+zo» (Ko+K.Cos2e.) 
J3=-- E'---------------------------------------- Cosh(K. (z+H» 

Cosh(K.H) (l-KoH Sech2 (K.H)+Sin2 e.) W m=0 

Sin(Km(x-xo)Cose.) Cos (K.ySine.) Cos (K.yo Sine.) 

Kmcosam Sin(K.ySine .. ) Sin(K.YoSine.) 
(4.19) 
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where 

L' denotes that m=0 term is halved 

Cos terms apply to even m and Sin terms apply to odd m 

4.4 FAR FIELD WAVE SYSTEM OF A SHIP MODEL IN A SHALLOW 

WATER CANAL 

The far field velocity potential of a source located 

at (xo ,Yo ,zo) in a shallow canal can be found from equation 

(4.16) by allowing x to go to -". 

SlSFF = Lim SIS 
x-)-oo 

= [-pLim Jl + 4p/n Lim J2 + 4p Lim J3] 
x-)-" x-)-oo x-)-oo 

By using the analysis described in appendix 

00 1 1 1 1 
Lim Jl = Lim { L [- + + + -] = 
x-)-oo x-)-oo n=-oo rl ' rl ' , r2 ' r2 ' , 

(4.20) 

D 

0 

(4.21) 

202 00 e-KII R Cosh(K.(H+zo» (Ko+K.COS29.) 1 
Lim J2= 1:' 
x-)-" W m=0 (l-Ko HSech2 (K.H) +Sin2 e.) KmCosa. 

Cosh{k{z+H) Cos (K.ySinem) Cos (Kmyo Sine.) 
Sin(K.(x-xo)Cose.) 

Cosh(kH) Sin{K.ySin9.) Sin(K.YoSina.) 

(4.22) 

20 00 e- It • B Cosh(Km{H+zo» (Ko+K.COS2e.) 1 
Lim J3= L' 
x-)-oo W m=0 (l-Ko HSech2 (K.H) +Sin2 e.) KmCose. 
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Cosh(k(z+H) Cos(K.ySinO.) Cos (K.yo SinO.) 
Sin {Km (x-Xo ) Coso. ) 

Cosh(kH) Sin{K.ySine.) Sin(K.YoSin9.) 

(4.23) 

where 

t' denotes that m=0 term is halved 

Cos terms apply to even m and Sin terms apply to odd m 

By substituting (4.21), (4.22) and (4.23) into (4.20) 

the far field velocity potential can be found as 

¢rr = 
W 

t' 
m=0 (l-Ko HSech2 {KmH} +Sin2 e.) KaCosO. 

Cosh{k{z+H) Cos (K.ySinem) Cos {K.yo SinO.) 
Sin(K.(x-xo )CosO.) 

Cosh{kH) Sin(KmySinO.) Sin (Kayo SinO.) 
(4.24) 

Now the dynamic free surface condition (4.3) can be 

used to derive the wave system in the far field: 

U 
'J = at z=0 

g 

By defining the derivative of the far field potential 

and substituting z=0 

160U 00 

'J = t' 
Wg m=0 

e- K. R Cosh {K. (H+zo » (Ko +K. COS2 O. ) 

(l-Ko H Sech2 (K.H) +Sin2 0.) 

Cos (KmySinO.) Cos {K.Yo SinO.) 
Cos {Ka (x-Xo ) CosO. ) 

Sin{KmySinO.) Sin {K.Yo SinO.) 
(4.25) 
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The following equations are also satisfied 

K. Sine. = mn/W 

KII - Ko Sece2 mTanh{KH) = 0 
(4.26) 

Equation (4.25) can be simplified for a ship model 

represented by an assembly of sources : 

00 

'1= L { 
m=0 

"1. 
Cos (WmX) + Sin{w.x) 

1311 
] 

Cos (mny /W) 

Sin (mny/W) 
(4.27) 

where cos term applies to even m and sin term applies to 

odd m 

w.=K.Cos9. 
(4.28) 

160U e- K.B Cosh {K. (H+zo ) ) 
't. = 

Wg {l-KoH Sech2 (K.H)+Sin2 9 .. ) 
(4.29) 

where the m=0 term must be halved 

f. Cos (w.xo ) 
= L llo 't. Cos{mnyo/W) 

"1. WS Sin (w.xo ) 
(4.30) 

a.. Cos (w.Xo ) 
= L llo 't. Sin{mnyo/W) 

13. WS Sin (w.Xo ) 
(4.31) 

By substituting 

(f. 2 +"1. 2 ) for even m 
'1. 2 = { J 

(0.. 2 +13. 2 ) for odd m 
(4.32) 
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~ Cos (mny/W) 
1= t 1. Cos (w.x+£) 

m=0 Sin (mny/W) 
(4.33) 

If 1.,~.,a.,~. terms are substituted 

1 
Cos (w_x) + Sinew_x) * 

g ~ 

¢FF=-- t' 
U m=0 

[ 

-'7. 

-~. 

1. ] 

am K.Cose. 

Cosh (Km (z+H) ) 

Cosh (KmH) 

Cos (mny/W) 

Sin (mny/W) 
(4.34) 

If the ship model is symmetric relative to the tank 

centerline, then equations (4.27) and (4.33) can be 

expressed by taking the even terms only and substituting 

n=2m as 

~ 

1= t [1nCos{wnX) +~nSin{wnx)] Cos (2nny/W) 
n=0 

00 

1= t 1n COS(WnX+£) Cos (2nny/W) 
n=0 

where 

Wn = Kn Cos9n 

Kn Sinen=2nn/W 

Kn -Ko Sec2 en Tanh (Kn H) =0 

(4. 35) 

(4.36) 

Hence the far field wave potential can be expressed as 

g 00 1 
¢FF=-- t' [-~nCOS{WnX) + 1nSin(wnx)] * 

U n=0 Ka cosen 
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Cosh(Kn (z+H» 
Cos (2nny/W) 

Cosh(KnH) 
(4.37) 

4.5 REPRESENTATION OF A SHIP MODEL BY A SOURCE ASSEMBLY 

There are a number of methods for representing a body 

with a source-sink distribution among which the centreplane 

and surface distributions are the most used. The 

centreplane source distribution can model only thin, 

slender hull forms satisfactorily. As the catamaran 

demihulls are fairly thin, the centreplane source 

distribution is used throughout the numerical calculations. 

Equation (4.7) was determined as 

U fx+ ~y = 0 
(4.7) 

The flow from a source in the y direction will be 

By substituting this into (4.7) 

u 
p= - fx 

2n 
(4.38) 

4.6 WAVE RESISTANCE OF A SHIP MODEL IN A SHALLOW WATER 

CANAL 

The wave resistance of a ship model advancing with 

constant speed U can be determined from considerations of 

momentum changes as described in Chapter 3. If the terms in 

the second line of equation 3.10 are derived and 

substituted, the wave resistance equation can be 

determined. 

By assuming small wave height (1s) from (3.10) 
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W/2 W/2 0 

R. = 1/2 fg I Y' dy 

-W/2 

+ 1/2 f I I (_.'+_z·- _x·) dzdy 

-W/2 -H 

By using the analysis described in Appendix E 

Wig 2Ko H 
Rw = {(so2+'102) (1- ) 

4 Sinh (2KoH) 

00 2KmH 
+ t 

m=l 
Cos29m(l+ ]} 

Sinh(2KmH) 

(4.39) 

(4.40) 

where s,'1 are applied for even m, a,~ are applied for odd m 

For a ship model symmetric to the tank centerline the 

wave resistance will correspond to 

Wig 2KoH 
Rw = {(J'o2+'102) (1- ) 

4 Sinh (2KoH) 

00 2Kn H 
+ t (J'n 2 +'1n 2 ) [1- 0.5 Cos2 9n (1+ ]) 
n=l Sinh(2KnH) 

(4.41) 

In practice m or n may be truncated at a finite number 

as the contribution to the resistance decreases with 

increasing m or n when approaching high wave angles. 

4.7 FAR FIELD WAVE SYSTEM OF A CATAMARAN 

The far field wave system of a catamaran can be found 

from equation (4.27) by utilizing a source distribution for 
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each hull and calculating (4.30) and (4.31) over both 

distributions. This method can be used for any number and 

combination of sources representing any shape of hull form 

including catamarans and trimarans, staggered hulls and 

tandem combinations. 

Alternatively the far field wave system of the 

catamaran, symmetric to the tank centerline, can be 

formulated from a simple analysis of equation (4.25) for 

two demihull wave systems. The sources representing the 

hulls will be located at Yl=Ya+S/2 and Y2=-(ya+S/2) where 

ya is the lateral distance from the centreplane of the 

demihull for each source, i.e. Ya=0 for symmetric 

demihulls, and S is the separation between the centrelines 

of the demihulls. 

16nU 00 

'! = E' 
Wg m=0 (l-KoH Sech2 (KmH)+Sin2 e.) 

Cos (KmySinem) Cos(Km(ya+S/2)Sinem) 
Cos (K. (x-Xo ) CosS.) 

Sin(K .. ySinSm) Sin(Km (ya+S/2)Sin9 .. ) 

16nU 00 e- K. B Cosh (K. (H+zo » (Ko +Km COS2 am) 
+ E' 

Wg m=0 (l-Ko H Sech2 (KID H) +Sin2 S. ) 

Cos(KmySina.) Cos (-K .. (ya+S/2)Sine .. ) 
Cos(K.(x-xo )COsSm) 

Where 

Sin(KmySinS.) Sin{-Km(ya+S/2)Sin9.) 
(4.42) 

Cos terms apply to even m 

Sin terms apply to odd m 

The following equations are satisfied 

K.SinSIl = mn/W 
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Km - KoSecOz.Tanh(KH) = 0 
(4.43) 

by substituting Ca=Cos(Km S/2 Sin9.)=Cos(mnS/2W) 

Sa=Sin(Km S/2 SinO.)=Sin(mnS/2W) 

00 

[ 
1m Ca -am Sa '7. Cs -~. Ss 

] '1= E { Cos (WmX) + Sin(w.x) 
m=0 am CS +1. Ss ~. Ca +'7. Sa 

00 [ J.C. -a. S. '7. CS -~. Ss 

] + E { Cos (w.x) + Sin (WmX) 
m=0 -alii CS -1m Ss -~. Cs -'7. Ss 

00 [2 (I. CS -a. S8 ) 2 ('7111 CS -~. Ss ) ] 
= E { Cos (WmX) + Sin{w.x) 

m=0 0 0 

by substituting n=2m 

00 

(4.44) 

Cos (mny/W) 

Sin (mny/W) 

Cos (mny/W) 

Sin (mny/W) 
(4.45) 

Cos (mny/W) 

Sin (mny/W) 
{4.46} 

=2E [( In Cs -an SS ) Cos (Wn x) + ('711 Cs -~n SS ) Sin (WI1 x)] Cos (2nny /W) 
n=0 

(4.47) 

For a catamaran made up two symmetric demihulls, 

(4.47) can be simplified to 

00 

'! = E [(21nCs) COS(WnX) + (2'7I1Cs) Sin(wnx)] Cos (2nny/W) 
n=0 

(4.48) 

4.8 WAVE RESISTANCE OF A CATAMARAN 

The wave resistance of a catamaran can be calculated 

from (4.40) by using the wave coefficients found in 

equation (4.46) : 

Wig 2Ko H 
Rw = {[(210)2+(2'70)2] (1- ) 

4 Sinh (2Ko H) 
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00 COS2 en 2KnH 
+1: [4(snCs -o,nSs )2+4('1nCs-j3nSs )2] [1-
n=l 

(1 + ] J 
2 

For the catamaran with symmetric demihulls 

WIg 2KoH 
Rw = {[(2so)2+(2'1o)2] (1- ) 

4 Sinh(2KoH) 

00 COS2 en 2KnH 

Sinh (2Kn H) 
(4.49) 

+1: [(2SnCs)2+(2'1nCs)2] [1- (1+ ] I 
n=l 2 Sinh (2Kn H) 

(4.50) 

where 

Cs= Cos(nnS/W) = i(1+Cos(2nnS/W»/2 

hence (2Cs )2 = 2 (1+Cos(2nnS/W» 

Cos (2nnS/W) , or Cos{KnSin6nS), is the interference 

factor which can be positive or negative depending on the 

harmonic. However for the first harmonic, it is equal to 2. 

Hence the transverse wave is always magnified by a factor 

of 2, resulting in an increase of the wave resistance. 

4.9 MODIFICATIONS TO THE METHOD 

In order to provide a practical use of the method two 

modifications to the theory were made for determining the 

correlation with experimental results. Firstly, the method 

uses a fixed model approach by not allowing the model to 

sink or to trim. To overcome this assumption, model offsets 

for a particular trim and sinkage were input to the method. 

The sinkage and trim were obtained from the experimental 

results. Secondly the method does not take a transom stern 

into account, and leaves an open transom stern to infinity. 
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A method is suggested in Ref.8 in which the hydrostatic 

force on the transom is added to the wave resistance . . 

RTS = fg II z dy dz 

TS 
(4.51) 

Hence 

2g II z dy dz 

TS 
CTS 

Sw U2 
(4.52) 

For the models with a transom stern this component is 

added to the wave resistance obtained from the sources. As 

can be seen from (4.52), the hydrostatic resistance 

coefficient gets smaller as the speed increases. Hence the 

low speeds are the most affected range. 

4.10 DEVELOPMENT OF A COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR THE 

DETERMINATION OF THEORETICAL WAVE RESISTANCE 

Based on the results of the theoretical investigation 

detailed above, a computer program for the determination of 

theoretical wave resistance for a ship model in a shallow 

water canal has been developed. The program WAVERES has 

been written in FORTRAN 77 with the capability of running 

on both an IBM 3090 Mainframe and MSDOS Microcomputers. 

The program can calculate the far field wave system 

and wave resistance for a hull or a combination of up to 

three hulls. As the wave coefficients are calculated from 

the superimposition of sources, the hulls can be positioned 

in any combination and the hull forms and dimensions can be 

different for each hull. 

Firstly, the hull offsets in still water are read by 

the program. These offsets are then changed into the 
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calculation hull by taking the trim and sinkage into 

account. 

The source strengths are calculated from the hull 

offsets by the use of thin ship theory, i.e equation 

(4.38) . The centreplane is divided into rectangular 

elements (Fig.35) . The contribution of each element is 

calculated by replacing the continuous source distribution 

of the element with a point source located at the centre of 

the element with density : 

u [ (YI + 1 • J +YI + 1 • J + 1) - (YI. J +YI t J + 1 ) ] 

p.= - dA 
20 2 (XI + 1 -XI) 

(4.53) 

The wave coefficients are calculated by applying 

(4.30) and (4.31) to these sources. The wave resistance is 

calculated from equation (4.40) using the coefficients 

obtained. A transom stern correction is applied to all the 

hulls. A flow diagram of the program is given in Fig.36. 

In order to test the program, calculation of wave 

resistance has been carried out for two models : One 

parabolic hull (Wigley Hull) (Fig.132) and a transom stern 

semi-displacement hull (Athena hull) (Fig.34). The results 

of the calculations have been compared with available 

theoretical calculations for these hulls (Figs.37,38). 

Although there is a scatter in the available theoretical 

results due to implementation of different numerical 

schemes, the results of the current analysis are generally 

in good agreement with these calculations for both hulls. 

For the Wigley hull, the results confirm the accuracy 

of the current numerical method across the speed range. For 

the Athena hull, wave resistance and transom correction are 

calculated. The hydrostatic resistance, i.e. transom 

correction, is very important at low speeds. The results 

for wave resistance are consistent with Hong's results as 
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he did not use any correction for a transom stern. The 

corrected wave resistance curve agrees with Gadd's results. 

The results for the Wigley hull are also compared with 

experimental measurements of wave pattern and residuary 

resistance for both fixed and free to sink and trim 

conditions to investigate the correlation between them 

(Figs.39,40). The theoretical wave resistance is higher 

than the wave pattern resistance across the speed range, 

while it is in better agreement with the residuary 

resistance below Fn:0.45. An overestimation between Fn:0.47 

and 0.7 is also visible. By considering the similarity of 

the results for both the fixed and free conditions 

(Fig.41), it can be concluded that the correction for the 

sinkage and trim is very successful. The theoretical 

results oscillate much more than the experimental curves 

which is a characteristic of the linearised theory 

approach. This may be attributed to neglecting viscous 

effects. The positions of the humps and hollows are 

accurately predicted in both cases. 

The calculations for the Athena hull were only 

conducted in the fixed condition (Fig.42), as the sinkage 

and trim data were not available. The wave resistance is in 

satisfactory agreement with the wave pattern results up to 

Fn:0.4. Above this speed overprediction is visible. The 

same trends are apparent in the corrected wave resistance 

and residuary drag measurements. The correction for transom 

stern compensates the large difference between the wave 

resistance and residuary resistance. 

In general the theoretical prediction for the wave 

resistance overestimates the wave pattern resistance, 

although it predicts the places of humps and hollows 

accurately. The corrections for transom stern, sinkage and 

trim improves the correlation with the experimental 

results. 
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CATAMARAN WAVE RESISTANCE INTERFERENCE 
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In order to investigate the effect of hull form 

changes on the theoretical wave resistance features of 

catamarans, a parametric study was conducted using the 

Wigley hull form. By varying length to beam ratio (LIB), 

beam to draught ratio (BIT), prismatic coefficient (Cp) and 

*' entrance angle (aE), wave resistance interference factors 

have been calculated for separation length ratios of 0.2, 

0.3, 0.4 and 0.5. The results are presented in Figs.43 to 

62. 

The variation of hull form changes are applied to the 

parent hull form with L/B:10, B/T:1.6, Cp :0.666, UE :11.31. 

During the variation of a particular hull form factor all 

the other factors were kept constant, i.e. the factors 

L/B:10, B/T:1.6, Cp:0.666 were constant while aE was varied 

as shown in Figs.59 to 62. 

Figs.43 to 46 display the change of theoretical wave 

resistance per unit displacement (Rw/fU2V) for monohulls 

without any interaction effects. The wave resistance 

interference factor, wave resistance for catamaran divided 

by twice wave resistance of a monohull i.e. 

{RW)CAT/2{Rw)MONO, are given in Figs.47 to 62. However it 

must be emphasised that these figures show the interference 

only, and the lowest interference does not mean the lowest 

wave resistance. 

Length to beam ratio is important mainly in the region 

of Fn:0.35 to Fn:0.9. The higher the length to beam ratio, 

the lower the interaction is. Over L/B:10 there is not much 

difference between the results. 

Beam to draught ratio influences the interference 

ratio only above Fn:0.35. Higher BIT ratios give smaller 
* Cp and C1£ by changing order of polinanial per WIGLEY W.C.S. Calculated and Measured 
Wave Resistance of a Series of Forms Defined Algebraically, the Prismatic and Angle of 
Entrance being Varied Independently 'ffiINA 1942 Vol:84 
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interference resistance. However the change above B/T=1.2 

is very small. 

The effect of prismatic coefficient on the 

interference factor displays an influence which is 

different from the other factors. High prismatic 

coefficients show a favourable interference between Fn:0.3 

and 0.4, and the maximum interference occurs at decreasing 

Fn as Cp is increased for this speed range. above this 

speed smaller prismatic coefficients are favourable. 

The entrance angle at the load water line has an 

oscillatory effect on the interference resistance, higher 

entrance angles causing smaller resistance up to hump 

speed, and higher resistance above this speed. 

In general it can be seen that speed and separation 

change are the main factors affecting interference. The 

hull form changes have a secondary effect compared with 

these. The main interference region for LIB and BIT 

variation is above the main hump speed, whilst prismatic 

coefficient and entrance angle have more effect on the last 

hollow before the main hump speed, at about Fn:0.35. 

4.12 SUMMARY 

Theoretical wave resistance and the far field wave 

system of a ship model in a shallow tank independent of 

its symmetry have been developed from linearised theory. 

This method can be applied to any hull shape and any number 

of hulls in the tank, provided that the source strengths 

can be found. The thin ship approach is used as, whilst it 

is the simplest, it is a very powerful and satisfactory 

method for slender hulls. 

The far field wave pattern and the wave resistance of 

a catamaran with symmetric or asymmetric demihulls were 
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derived from the demihul1 analysis. The wave reflections 

and venturi effects between the hulls were neglected~ The 

interference factor is found to be 1+Cos(KnSin6nS). It 

oscillates with the change of harmonics resulting in an 

increase or reduction in the wave resistance. 

The modification for models 

established by changing hull 

free to trim and sink is 

input data. Hydrostatic 

resistance which may be very important below the hump speed 

is presented for transom stern models. 

The numerical results of the developed program are 

compared with existing calculations and experimental 

results. The comparison with existing calculations is very 

good considering the scatter in the available data. The 

theoretical results are higher than the experimental ones 

ruling out at present quantitative use of the method. 

However the positions of the humps and hollows are 

predicted accurately, providing a qualitative use for the 

linearised theory. 

A parametric study of the effects of hull form changes 

on the catamaran wave resistance interactions has been 

conducted using the Wigley model. Separation distance, and 

speed were found to be the primary factors. Length to beam 

and beam to draught ratios are the secondary factors at 

higher speeds, whilst entrance angle and prismatic 

coefficient are important at lower speeds. 

During the theoretical analysis of catamaran wave 

resistance, the lack of available experimental data 

prevented clear conclusions to be drawn on the adequacy of 

the method. It was therefore decided to conduct comparisons 

with the various resistance components measured during the 

current work. The results of this comparative work together 

with the conclusions on the potential applications of the 

theoretical method are presented in Chapter 8. 

* due to the use of linear theory and thin ship method, although they will be present in 
practice. 
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CHAPTER 5 : EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF TOTAL RESISTANCE, 

RUNNING TRIM, SINKAGE, AND WAVE ELEVATION ALONG THE HULL 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

A series of resistance tests were conducted to explore 

the resistance components of catamarans. The tests included 

the measurements of total resistance, sideforce, sinkage, 

running trim and wave elevation along the hUll. Wave 

pattern experiments, described in Chapter 6, were carried 

out concurrent with these tests in order to save time and 

to simulate the same conditions, such as temperature, 

ballast and speed. 

A microcomputer controlled data acquisition system was 

used to acquire the analogue signals from the total 

resistance and side force dynamometer, running trim and 

sinkage potentiometers, while wave elevation was digitised 

from the photographs taken. 

The resistance tests were conducted with five model 

forms. An existing model was used to assess the feasibility 

of the experimental set-up in the low speed range, Fn:0.2 

to 0.5. A mathematical hull, tested both in fixed and free 

to trim and sink conditions was used to validate the 

experimental techniques against other published data over a 

large speed 

bilge high 

range, Fn:0.1 to 0.95. A series of three round 

speed hulls were tested to establish a database 

for the displacement and semi-displacement speed range up 

to Fn:1.00 and to investigate the influence of gap ratio. 

Details of the five models, denoted C1 to CS, are given in 

Tables 1 and 2. The results of the experiments are given in 

Chapter 8. 



5.2 GENERAL SET-UP 

All the model experiments 

Southampton Institute of Higher 

were carried 

Education 

tank, the dimensions of which are as follows 

Length 

Width 

Depth 

Max Speed 

60.0 m 

3.7 m 

1.85 m 

4.6 m/s. 
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out in the 

(SIHE) towing 

This 

width and 

tank has a rectangular section with constant 

depth along its length. A wave suppression beach 

is installed at one end of the tank, and a wavemaker at the 

other end. There are a number of wooden beaches for wave 

damping along one side of the tank. These were lifted out 

of the water during wave pattern experiments in order to 

get near perfect wave reflections from the tank walls. In 

the wake traverse experiments the beaches were kept in the 

water in order to reduce the time between the tests. 

The tank is equipped with a manned carriage and is 

rigged with a microcomputer based data acquisition system, 

two component dynamometer and a heavy model dynamometer. 

Acceleration distance in the tank is about 20 m which was 

sufficient to achieve the max speed used in the 

experiments, i.e. 4.2 m/s. The stationary test distance is 

about 20 m. A section of 15.24 m long was used during the 

measurements. Total resistance readings in this section 

were satisfactorily steady. The tests were carried out at 

up to 4.2 mls as the measuring time becomes unacceptably 

short above this speed. 

The microcomputer controlled data acquisition system 

used in the experiments is described in detail in Appendix 

G. The total resistance, side force, sinkage, and running 
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trim were acquired simultaneously. The averages for each 

channel were recorded as test results. The set up for the 

total resistance system is shown in Fig.63. 

Viscous blockage effects were neglected for the models 

as the biggest cross section area of the models was less 

than 0.5 % of tank cross section. The application of a tank 

wall interference correction to the catamarans with wide 

separations was investigated due to possible wave 

interference from the tank walls. Theoretical calculations 

on the Wigley model indicated that the maximum interference 

would be less than 1 % for all tested catamarans in the 

tank used (Fig.64). Hence, no correction was applied to the 

results. 

Shallow water effects were also neglected as the tank 

depth was bigger than the model length and all the models 

were tested only in the subcritical speed zone of Fnh<0.95 

which corresponds to Fn=0.95 for model C2 and Fn=1.02 for 

models C1,C3,C4,C5. Furthermore, theoretical calculations 

on shallow water effects in the SIHE tank were conducted 

for the Wigley model (Fig.65). In this case, the wave 

resistance increase is less than 2 % and 4 % for the 

monohull and catamaran models respectively except in the 

region of 0.95<Fnh<1.02. Therefore shallow water effects 

are not pronounced except at the top end of the speed 

range. Differences in the resistance increase for the 

different catamaran combinations is found to be negligible. 

It is however noted that special care should be taken when 

comparing the catamaran hulls with the demihull in 

isolation at high speeds. 

The experiments were conducted over a three year time 

period. The temperature of the tank water was found to vary 

between 13 °C and 18.5 °C during the experiments. A 

temperature correction was therefore applied to all the 
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models, and the results presented at a standard temperature 

of 15°C in such a way that 

where 

TC measurement temperature 

CF TC : ITTC 1957 ship model correlation line for temperature 

TC 

5.3 TOTAL RESISTANCE AND SIDEFORCE MEASUREMENTS 

The total resistance and sideforce measurements were 

made using the Wolfson unit dynamometer (Fig.66) which is 

fully described in Ref [7]. Total resistance was recorded 

for all the speeds tested while the side force was monitored 

at all speeds to ensure that the model yaw degree was 

negligible. The accuracy of the total resistance was found 

to be in the range of ±0.02 N which was satisfactory for 

speeds above 1.0 m/s. Total resistance results were 

nondimensionalised using !SwU2/2 in the usual way. 

All the models were tested in the free to trim and 

sink condition. Additionally the Wigley hull was tested in 

the fixed trim and sink condition. In all tests, the models 

were restrained in surge, sway, yaw and roll. The model was 

fixed in sink by restraining the towing post in vertical 

motion (Fig.67), and to trim by the use of specially 

designed tow fittings. Four tow fitting were developed and 

used in the catamaran tests : 

a) Fixed monohull tow fitting (Fig.68) 

b) Free monohull tow fitting (Fig.69) 

c) Fixed catamaran tow fitting (Fig.70) 

d) Free catamaran tow fitting (Fig.71) 

In order to validate the total resistance results, 

comparisons with available data in the literature were 
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carried out for the Wigley monohull model and are shown in 

Figs.72 and 73. The results for a catamaran made up of 

Wigley hulls was also compared with available data in 

Fig.74. A close fit in the fixed condition indicates a 

satisfactory validation of the data. The results for the 

free to trim and sink case are at the high side of the 

result envelope. This may be justified by considering the 

current model to have a higher form drag due to its smaller 

size, as the other data were collected from models between 

2m and 6m long. In both fixed and free conditions the total 

resistance is higher than the existing data at the lower 

speeds. This is probably caused by the very small drag, 

typically less than IN, which is not possible to measure 

accurately with the dynamometer. The same trends are 

apparent in Fig. 74 for the catamaran experiments. 

5.4 MEASUREMENT OF RUNNING TRIM AND SINKAGE 

The running trim of the models was measured by 

potentiometers mounted on the tow fittings. For the 

catamaran models, one potentiometer in each hull was used, 

and an average of these two was recorded as running trim. 

The accuracy of the potentiometers was in the range of 

±0.05 degree. Trim was measured as angle in degrees and 

taken positive for bow up. 

The sinkage of the models was measured by a linear 

displacement potentiometer mounted on the tow post bearing 

unit and connected to the tow post guide arm which moves 

vertically with the model. This potentiometer was only used 

for models which were free to trim and sink. The accuracy 

of the linear potentiometer was found to be ±0.l mm whilst 

sensitivity is ±0.05 mm. The vertical motion downwards, 

sinkage, is taken positive and nondimensionalised using the 

draught of the model. 
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5.5 MEASUREMENT OF WAVE ELEVATIONS ALONG THE HULL 

The wave elevation along the hull at various speeds 

was digitised from photographs. The models were marked with 

lines 

spaced 

at every 

at 5 

longitudinal half section, and waterlines 

mm intervals above and below the load 

waterline. The wave elevation was nondimensionalised by 

draught. 

For the monohull models one photograph was taken for 

each speed. For the catamaran models, two photographs were 

necessary in order to measure the elevations along the 

inside and the outside of the demihulls as they were 

substantially different from each other. However the wave 

elevation inside the demihulls was not visible for small 

separations. 

5.6 MODELS 

Five different models were used in the investigation 

and their details are given in Tables 1 and 2. 

The first model, Cl (Fig.lll), was built from an 

existing frigate model, constructed from GRP, and used in 

previous work at Southampton University [5]. It was tested 

in order to assess the feasibility of the experimental 

methods. Only the low speed region, Fn:0.2 to 0.5 was 

chosen for the model in the free to trim and sink 

configuration both as a monohull and a catamaran. 

Catamarans with separation ratios of 0.25, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 

0.6 were tested. 

The second model, C2 (Fig.132), was built in GRP in a 

mathematical form with parabolic waterlines and cross 

sections (known as a Wigley Model). This model was used to 

validate the experimental approach taken, as there is a 

substantial amount of experimental data on the resistance 
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components of this form from several towing tanks [44]. 

This model was tested from Fn:0.1 to Fn:0.95 both free and 

fixed to trim and sink as a monohull and in catamaran 

configurations. 

The last three models, C3, C4, C5 (Fig.217) were 

constructed from dense foam by utilising the numerically 

controlled model cutting machine described in Ref. [52]. 

They were derived from the NPL round bilge series [2] 

parent form by changing Length to Beam ratio (LIB) 

systematically. These models were tested free to trim and 

sink for a speed range of Fn:0.1 to 1.00. 

The models were ballasted to a given displacement and 

checked for their draught marks. Models were towed from 

their longitudinal centre of buoyancy. Towing height was 

taken at an assumed thrust line which was at a third of 

draught above the keel. 

For models C1 and C2 the towing height was 

approximately the same as the assumed thrust line. For C3, 

C4, C5, it was not possible to position the tow fittings on 

the thrust line. Therefore a bow up trimming moment was 

applied by shifting a required amount of weight in the 

stern direction in order to compensate the moment caused by 

the difference between the towing and thrust lines. i.e. a 

moment equal to RT * (Tow height-Thrust height) for every 

test. 

To stimulate turbulent flow conditions the models were 

fitted with turbulence studs with 3.2 mm diameter and 2.5 

mm height. These were located 25 mm and 90 mm behind the 

stem for models C1 and C2 respectively, and 37.5 mm behind 

the stem for models C3,C4 and C5. The distance between the 

studs was taken as 25 mm. The results given in this report 

were not corrected for the resistance of the studs or for 

the laminar flow ahead of the studs, as it was assumed that 

they will approximately cancel each other. However if the 
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results are to be extrapolated to ship scale a correction 

for the studs may be applied to the total resistance 

results. 

5.7 SUMMARY 

Five model forms were tested in 31 combinations to 

measure the total resistance, running trim, sinkage and 

wave elevation. The tank used in the experiments was found 

to be satisfactory for these tests across the model and 

speed range. 

The data acquisition system coupled to the dynamometer 

and potentiometers was found to be very efficient. The 

towing moment due to the difference between the towing and 

thrust lines was compensated by use of shifting weights and 

special tow fittings developed for these experiments .. 

Corrections for water temperature were carried out. 

The effects of tank walls and shallow water were found to 

be small, hence were neglected. 

The total resistance results were validated by 

comparing them with available data in the literature for 

model C2. Good agreement was obtained except at low speeds. 
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CHAPTER 6 : EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF WAVE PATTERN 

RESISTANCE OF A MODEL 

6.1 INTRODUCTION 

The determination of ship wave resistance directly 

from measurements of the wave pattern during model tests 

has received considerable attention over the last three 

decades in order to improve the understanding of the nature 

of wave resistance. Several wave pattern analysis methods 

have been developed in order to improve the effectiveness 

of model experiments as a tool for the hull form 

development process. Comprehensive reviews of wave analysis 

methods were conducted by Eggers et al [16] and Gadd[24]. 

The wave resistance of a catamaran represents a big 

challenge for the designer, as it is probably the most 

complex wave pattern for a practical ship form and includes 

not only the wave generation of the hulls but also the wave 

interaction between the hulls. Whilst the former has been 

investigated reasonably thoroughly for the monohull, the 

interaction phenomena associated with the catamaran are not 

yet fully understood. 

A comprehensive wave pattern analysis programme was 

conducted on all the six models of the current work in 

order to improve the understanding of wave interference of 

catamarans. An analysis method based on multiple 

longitudinal cuts was developed and applied to the models. 

A fully automated acquisition-analysis system 

consisting of four wave probes, a microcomputer based data 
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acquisition system and data analysis software program was 

used for the experiments. 

In order to validate the experimental set-up and the 

analysis method, the results for model C2 (Wigley hull) 

were compared with available data in the literature both 

for fixed and free to trim and sink conditions. Examples of 

standard outputs of the analysis are given, namely the 

resistance distribution across the wave angle and the fit 

of the calculated wave trace over the measured wave trace. 

A method for the prediction of catamaran wave pattern 

resistance from the wave pattern experimental results for a 

demihull was developed and tested on all the models. 

6.2 WAVE PATTERN ANALYSIS METHOD 

The wave pattern of a ship model, symmetric relative 

to the tank centerline, can be expressed as a summation of 

a number free waves, as shown in Chapter 4. 

y= L [SnCOS(XWn) + ~nSin(xwD)] Cos (2nny/W) 
n=0 

(6.1) 

The wave pattern analysis aims to derive the wave 

coefficients So and ~D from the wave traces taken either 

across the tank or along the tank by employing one of the 

four main analysis methods developed and used by several 

experimental tanks. These methods were investigated as a 

first step in the wave pattern analysis programme for the 

understanding of catamaran wave resistance characteristics. 

A) Transverse cut method, by measuring the wave elevation 

in two lateral positions (Fig.75). This was used 

successfully in several investigations of wave analysis 
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[16,23]. However this method was found not to be feasible 

for the current work due to the difficulties in measurement 

techniques. The common method, using pointers mounted on 

the carriage, was not possible because of the very short 

run time, e.g. 3.5 seconds for the top speed. Additionally, 

the need for an extra person to adjust the pointers was not 

acceptable. The possibility of using other carriage mounted 

wave probes was investigated. This included laser and 

ultrasonic techniques as well as capacitance and resistance 

probes. In no case could a simple and sufficiently 

accurate technique be achieved, as flow disturbance would 

make speed dependent calibrations necessary. 

B} NPL matrix method developed at NPL by Hogben [29,31]. 

This is based on a least squares solution of the wave 

coefficients from the matrix of measurement points (Fig. 

75). Although the method shows practical advantages as it 

can be fully automated, the results are very dependent on 

the choice of measurement points which requires skills 

developed by long experience. This method was therefore not 

pursued further. 

C) XY Method based on the force measurements taken on a 

long vertical cylinder [16]. The method is very simple to 

analyse. However It was decided not to use this method due 

to the difficulties in the calibration of the forces [16] 

and extra instrumentation for the force measurement . 

D} Longitudinal cut method. This is used as a standard test 

in several tanks due to its practicality and suitability 

for short tanks. Therefore it was chosen to be used in the 

wave pattern experiments. 

In this method, the wave elevation is measured along 

the tank in one or more longitudinal cuts as shown in 

Fig.75 for which the wave elevation can be expressed as : 
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yp = I [ Pn Cos (XWn) + Qn Sin (XWn) ] 
n=0 

where 

Pn = snCos(2nnyp/W) 

Qn = ~nCos(2nnyp/W) 
yp = probe distance from the centreline 

Two main analysis techniques are in current use 

i) Direct Fourier Transform Method 
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(6.2) 

This method is based on the direct Fourier transform 

of equation 6.2 resulting in : 

Le U T Le U T 

2 

J Pn = yp Cos (XWn ) dx 
LeUT 

2 J 1. Sin (xw.) dx Qn = 
Le U T 

0 o 
(6.3) , 

hence 

Pn Qn 
Sn = ''In = 

Cos(2nnyp/W) Cos (2nnyp/W) 
(6.4) 

There are two assumptions made in this method 

1) The wave trace is infinitely long 

2) The wave trace is continuous 

The assumption of an infinitely long wave trace is 

never satisfied, hence the application of a truncation 

correction is necessary for small tanks [16]. 

Additionally, the value of Cos (2rrnyp/W) causes 

numerical problems when it is small or zero. yp=1/3 W is 

usually the recommended parameter for higher cosine terms 

as !Cos(2rrny/W)! is always equal or higher than 0.5 
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ii) Matrix Solution Method 

The errors due to truncation of the wave trace length 

and due to a non periodic wave trace can be prevented by 

applying a matrix solution method. This method was applied 

to model experiments by Iowa University [53] and by 

Southampton University [5,11] with different 

implementations. The latter will be described as it formed 

the basis for the method developed and used in the 

analysis. 

By defining a wave trace for a longitudinal cut taken 

at y=yp, and sampled in equally distanced points such that 

x=bk k=kl .. k2 and by substituting Wn=Wnb, the wave pattern 

can be expressed as : 

00 

1k= E [PnCos{Wnk) + QnSin{Wnk)] 
n=0 

where 

Pn = In Cos{2nnyp/W) 

Qn = ryn Cos (2nnyp/W) 

(6.5) 

By multiplying both sides by exp{iWmk) for m=0 .. 00 and 

summing over k 

k2 k2 00 

E Ykexp(iWmk)= E E exp(iWmk) [PnCos(Wnk)+QnSin{Wnk)] 
k=kl k=kl n=0 

(6.6) 

In equation (6.6) real and imaginary parts can be 

written as 

k2 k2 00 

E 1k Cos (Wmk) = E E [ Pn Cos(Wnk) Cos (Wllk) 
k=kl k=kl n=0 

+ Qn Sin(Wnk) Cos(Wmk) ] 
(6.7a) 
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k2 k2 eo 

I 1kSin(W.k) = I I [ Pn Cos(Wnk) Sin(W.k) 
k=kl k=kl n=0 

+ Qn Sin(Wnk) Sin(W.k) ] 
(6.7b) 

By performing cos sin multiplications and substituting 

W- = Wn -Wm 

w .. = Wn+Wm 

W2 = 2Wm 

k2 00 k2 
I 'JkCos(W.k) = 

k=kl 
~ I [Pn/2 {Cos(W .. k) + Cos(W-k)} 

n=0 k=kl 

+ Qn/2 {Sin(W .. k) + Sin(W-k)}] 

+ P. /2 {1 + Cos (W2 k) } 

+ Qm/2 Sin(W2k)} 

k2 - k2 
I 1kSin(Wmk) = ~ I [Pn/2 {Sin(W .. k) - Sin(W-k)} 

k=kl n=0 k=kl 

- Qn/2 {Cos(W .. k) + Cos(W-k)}] 

+ P./2 

+ Q./2 1 

~ denotes that the term n=m is excluded 

Sin(W2k) } 

+ Cos(W2k)} 

(6.8a) 

(6.8b) 

By summing over k as described in appendix A and 

substituting 

k- = k2 - kl + 1 

k.. = k2 + kl 

k2 00 Cos(W .. k .. )Sin(W-k-) 
IYkCOS(Wmk)=I [Pn/2{ + 

k=kl Sin(W .. ) 

Cos(W .. k .. )Sin(W-k-) 
------------------} 

Sin(W-) 
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Sin(W.k.)Sin(W-k-) Sin(W.k.)Sin(W-k-) 
+Qo /2 { + --------}] 

Sin(W.) Sin (W- ) 

Cos(W.k.)Sin(W-k-) 
+P./2{ kz - kl + 1 + } 

Sin(Wz) 

Sin(W.k.)Sin(W-k-) 
+QIII/2{ + } 

Sin(Wz) 
(6.9a) 

kz ~ Sin(W.k.)Sin(W-k-) Sin(W.k. )Sin(W-k-} 
I1kSin(Wmk)=I [Po/2{----------------- -----------------1 

k=kl Sin(W.) Sin (W- ) 

Cos(W.k.)sin(W-k-) Cos(W.k.)Sin(W-k-) 
-Qo /2 { I] 

Sin (W. ) Sin (W- ) 

Sin (W. k. ) Sin (W- k- ) 
+Pm /2 { + I 

Sin(Wz) 

Cos(W.k.)Sin(W-k-) 
+Qm/2{ kz - kl + 1 -----------------1 

Sin(Wz) 
(6.9b) 

Equations (6.9a) and (6.9b) lead to a simultaneous 

linear equation system if n is truncated at a finite N. 

k2 N 
I 1kCOS(Wlllk) = :tcos(lI)k = I [Po A.o + Qn BII n ] for m=l .. N 

k=kl n=0 
(6.10a) 

k2 N 
I :tkSin(Wmk) = :tsin(m)k = I [Po Cmo + Qn Dmn ] for m=l .• N 

k=kl n=0 
(6.10b) 

which can be written in matrix form as 

[ 

:tcos(m)k 

:tsio(m)k 

Amn Bmo 

CliO Dmo 

(6.11) 
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The wave coefficients can be obtained from the 

solution of eq (6.11) as 

10 = Po/Cos(2nnyp/W) 
(6.12a) 

~n = Qn/Cos(2nnyp/W) 
(6.12b) 

Although this method is an improvement over direct 

Fourier analysis, because of not assuming an infinite cut 

length, the results are very much dependant on the probe 

position YP. The wave coefficients, 1n and ~o, are 

overestimated when Cos(2nnyp/W) is small. An alternative 

method is given by Tsai[77] which involves fitting a least 

squares solution with the weighting factor of Cos(2nnyp/W) 

for a number of probes. This method is however also 

dependant on the probe positions. 

The problem was investigated further and a new method 

based on measurements of multiple longitudinal cuts has 

been developed by the author in order to establish a method 

which is effectively independent of probe positions. By 

using P number of longitudinal cuts, equation (6.11) can be 

satisfied for each probe in such a way that 

[ 

J'cos(m)k,p 

J's1o(m)k,p 

Amo BlIln * Co p 

Cmn Dill 0 * Co P 

(6.13) 

where 

CoP =Cos(2nnyp/W} 

hence 2n*P equations with 2n unknown wave coefficients 

must be solved. 

By using a probe which gives maximum COP value for a 

particular n, a simultaneous equation system with 2n 

equations can be chosen i.e. 
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[ 1eo. (.)k ,Po] _ [ A. n B. n 

tm.2n [ 
.fn * CD P n 

tn.l ':/s 1 n ( II) k , P n Can D. n "7n * Cn P n 
2m*1 

(6.14) 

where Cnpn = Max (Cos(2nnyp/W)) for p=l .. P 

The solution for this system is very stable, and it is 

not very dependant on the probe positions as long as there 

is one yP which results in a sufficiently high Cos{2nnyp/W) 

for every n. 

6.3 DETERMINATION OF WAVE PATTERN RESISTANCE 

The wave pattern resistance of a ship model symmetric 

to the centerline of the tank is given by equation (4.41) 

as 

wtg 2Ko H 
Rw = { (.fo2+''70 2 ) (1- ) 

4 Sinh (2Ko H) 

co 2KnH 
+ L ( .fn 2 + '1n 2 ) [1- 0.5 COS2 en {1 + ] } 

n=l Sinh (2Kn H) 
(4.41) 

where .fn, '1n are wave coefficients which can be 

determined from the wave pattern analysis described 

earlier. The main advantage of the method is that it can be 

applied to any model independent of hull form and number of 

physical bodies. There is no modification required for 

catamaran resistance. In practice n can be truncated at a 

finite number N, as the resistance contribution of high 

harmonics to the resistance becomes small. e.g. Table 3 

indicates the results for a mathematical hull form in which 

N=28 is sufficient at Fn=0.33. 
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wave pattern analysis for 

1) were conducted in the 
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all the six models 

SIHE towing tank. 

Resistance wave probes connected to a microcomputer 

controlled data acquisition system were used to measure the 

longitudinal wave traces. These traces were analysed during 

tests using the wave pattern analysis program, LMCUT, for 

instant monitoring of the results. 

6.4.1 WAVE PROBES 

Four resistance type wave probes (Fig.76) were used in 

order to conduct the multiple longitudinal cut wave pattern 

analysis. The probes, which had been successfully used 

previously at Southampton University [5], were positioned 

at one side of the tank in the same longitudinal position. 

The probes (Fig.77) consist of two isolated stainless steel 

rods, 1.5 mm in diameter and 12.5 mm apart. These probes 

were connected to a Churchill wave monitor, described in 

Ref.89, from which the output was fed into the data 

acquisition system (Fig.78). The accuracy of the probes was 

found to be within ±0.05 mm. The wave probe output was 

satisfactorily stable with a typical maximum 1.5 rom drift 

over 12 hours. It was observed that if the wave amplitude 

is higher than 3 mm, a sufficiently defined wave trace can 

be obtained. 

A calibration of the wave probes was made after every 

ten runs to ensure that the effects of calibration change 

were minimised. The static calibration of the probes was 

conducted by moving the probes vertically to two known 

immersions and acquiring the voltages for these immersions. 
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6.4.2 TRANSVERSE POSITIONING OF WAVE PROBES 

N, the truncation harmonic number is a function of 

tank width and speed. For the tank used, which is 3.7m 

wide, and for speeds higher than 1.0 mIs, N=40 is found to 

be sufficient. At speeds faster than 2.0 m/s the analysis 

method requires a lower N value for a stable result. N is 

as low as 10 for 4.0 mIse 

In order to find accurate results for the wave 

coefficients, the ICos(2nnyp/W) 1 term must be sufficiently 

large for at least one probe and for every n value for 

n=0 .. N. Additionally, yp/W has to be chosen in such a way 

that the wave trace taken is outside the near field effect, 

i.e. yp/W>0.2 

All values of yp/W except yp/W=1/3 will result in 

ICos(2nnyp/W) 1<0.5 for some n=0 .. 40. It was also found that 

a combination of yp/W= 3/10, 1/3, 2/5, 4/9 for the four 

probes will yield a value of ICos(2nnyp/W) 1~0.809 for 

n=0 .. 40 and will be outside the nearfield effects. 

6.4.3 LONGITUDINAL POSITIONING OF WAVE PROBES 

It is convenient to place the probes in a longitudinal 

position which enables the length of the recorded wave 

trace to be optimised. Colman [11] gave a simple method for 

this purpose : 

Let A be the plane in which the model reaches steady 

state (i.e. at the end of acceleration), C be the plane in 

which the model leaves the steady state (i.e. at the start 

of deceleration), and B is the plane in which the probes 

are situated (Fig.79). 

While the model is moving with velocity U the group 

velocity of the waves generated by the model will be U/2 : 
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u 2Ko H u 
Cg = [ 1 + ] = for deep water 

2 Sinh (Ko H) 2 
(6.15) 

where Ko =g/U2 
I and H=depth 

If it is assumed that the model passes plane A at time 

to=0, then the waves due to acceleration reach plane B at 

time: 

( LA B - 11 ) 2 (LA B -11 ) 
tAB = = 

Cg U 
(6.16) 

where 

11 is the distance between the stem of the model and the 

longitudinal towing position 

and waves due to deceleration reach plane B at time 

tB C = tA C + tc B 

LAC (LB C -12 ) 
tB C = + 

U Cg 

LAC 2 (LB C -12 ) 
= + 

U U 
(6.17) 

where 12 is the distance between the longitudinal towing 

position and transom of the model. 

In order to optimise the probe positions tAB must be 

equal to tBC. 

hence 2 (LA B -11) = 2 (LB C -12) + LA C 
(6.18) 

Assuming 11=12 I and substituting LAc=LAB+LBc 
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LAB= 3/4 LAC LBc=1/4 LAC 

In the SIHE towing tank, the stationary test distance 

is about 20 m long. Hence LAB=15 m, LBc=5 m is obtained, 

and the 

parameters. 

probes 

The 

were positioned according to these 

thus maximum wave trace length was 

determined as 15m. 

6.4.4 DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM 

A microcomputer controlled data acquisition system 

(Fig.78) was developed for the wave pattern analysis. It 

was positioned at the side of the tank in addition to the 

system on the carriage. 

Wave height signals from the Churchill wave monitor 

were fed to the data acquisition system. These traces were 

acquired with the SSDAP data acquisition program. The 

acquisition of the wave traces was started when the stem of 

the model reached the longitudinal position of the probes. 

Wave traces with a total length of 25m were recorded using 

a time signal, and saved on floppy disks to enable further 

analysis. A graphical check of these traces was also made 

after each test. 

6.4.5 ANALYSIS 

The wave pattern analysis was based on multiple 

longitudinal cuts and a matrix analysis as described in 

section 6.2. A new analysis program was written to 

integrate with the data acquisition system and software in 

order to establish a fully automated wave pattern analysis 

system employing the multiple cut method. 
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The wave traces were edited to exclude the 

acceleration and deceleration effects in the data 

acquisition and manipulation program. These traces were 

analysed in the wave pattern analysis program LMCUT for the 

multiple longitudinal cut method described earlier. 

The program LMCUT, written in Fortran by the author, 

is completely menu driven for MSDOS microcomputers. It 

calculates the wave coefficients from the longitudinal wave 

traces derived by solving equation (6.14). The Gauss-Siedel 

iteration method was employed to solve the equation as 

matrices A.and D are strongly diagonal matrices .. 

The wave coefficients calculated were checked by 

calculating the wave traces and comparing them with the 

experimental traces, e.g. Fig.80. Additionally, the 

stability of the analysis was verified by plotting the wave 

resistance distribution across the wave angle (Fig.81). 

A wave analysis of the Wigley model was conducted and 

the results were compared with other available data in 

Figs.82 and 83. The results of the current analysis are in 

good agreement with existing data, validating the 

experimental set-up and analysis method. The results of the 

catamaran configuration for the Wigley model with S/L:0.3 

were compared with the results of Everest [18] in Fig.84. 

The correlation is satisfactory except at low speeds. This 

may be caused by the inability to measure wave height 

accurately enough at low speeds where it can be very small, 

e.g. less than 3 mm. 

6.5 PREDICTION OF THE CATAMARAN WAVE PATTERN FROM THE 

DEMIHULL WAVE PATTERN ANALYSIS 

The far field wave pattern of a catamaran with 

symmetric demihulls was given by equation (4.48) as 
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00 

1= t [(21nCs) COS(WnX) + (2~nCs) Sin(wnx)] Cos (2nny/W) 
n=0 

(4.48) 

where Cs=Cos(Kn S/2 Sin9n)=Cos(nnS/W) 

This results in a wave resistance given by equation 

(4.50) 

WIg 2Ko H 
Rw = {[(21o)2+(2~o)2] (1- ) 

4 Sinh(2Ko H) 

00 cos 2 en 2Kn H 
+t [(21nCs)2+(2~nCs)2] [1-
n=l 

(1+ )]} 
2 Sinh(2KnH) 

(4.50) 

In these equations 1n, ~n are determined from wave 

pattern analysis of a demihull alone. This prediction 

method eliminates the assumptions used in thin ship theory 

given by equation (4.38). However the wave reflection 

effect between the demihulls and the venturi effect on the 

hulls can not be taken into account. The method was applied 

to all the models and the results are presented in Chapter 

8. 

6.6 SUMMARY 

A preliminary investigation of the wave pattern 

analysis for ship models was carried out. The longitudinal 

cut technique with a matrix solution was found to be the 

most suitable method. A multiple longitudinal cut method 

was developed based on this approach. 

An automated system using this method of analysis was 

developed 

catamarans. 

amplifiers, 

utilised in 

to investigate the wave pattern resistance of 

The rig consisted of four wave probes, 

filters and data acquisition system and was 

the experiments conducted with all six models. 
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The lateral and longitudinal positioning of the wave probes 

was optimised. The system was found to be very efficient 

for a series of experiments as the wave traces could be 

acquired and analysed very quickly during the experiments. 

The results of experiments with the Wigley model in 

the monohull condition showed 

available data for both fixed and 

close agreement with 

free to trim and sink 

conditions. The results for a catamaran model were also 

compared with existing data. They also show a satisfactory 

validation of the method. Although some underprediction was 

observed at low speeds for both the monohull and catamaran, 

this may have resulted from inaccurate definition of the 

wave traces due to very small wave heights at low speeds. 

A prediction method for the wave pattern resistance of 

a catamaran from the wave pattern analysis of a demihull in 

isolation was given, analogous to the theoretical approach 

given in Chapter 4. 

The results of the wave pattern analysis are presented 

in Chapter 8. 



CHAPTER 7 : EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF VISCOUS 

RESISTANCE 

7.1 INTRODUCTION 
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Experiments for the determination of viscous 

resistance from direct measurements have been conducted in 

the past for a limited number of hull forms in order to 

investigate the validity of Froude's and Hughes' 

assumptions [44,69]. 

Although wind tunnel experiments with duplex models 

have been utilised to derive viscous resistance [69], wake 

traverse surveys in towing tanks have been accepted as 

being more accurate because of the absence of the free 

surface in the wind tunnel experiments. Two methods of wake 

traverse analysis due to Betz and Melvill-Jones have been 

applied to ship models with successful results and have 

been reported in Refs.[37,79] and [69,73,74,75,76] 

respectively. In the current work a series of wake traverse 

experiments were made in order to investigate the viscous 

resistance of the models used. 

An alternative method of obtaining viscous resistance 

is by subtracting the wave pattern resistance from the 

total resistance, if such an assumption is justified by 

some experimental data. Although this would lead to a more 

convenient method, the effect of wave breaking can only be 

determined from wake traverse experiments. During the 

current work, wake survey experiments have served to check 

the validity of this assumption for the models used. 
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There is some evidence [18,51] that the viscous 

resistance of a catamaran differs from twice that of a 

demihull in isolation because of interference effects such 

as cross flow under the keel and velocity augmentation 

between the hulls. However the experimental data is 

extremely limited, i.e. wake traverse results for two 

speeds and one separation and the demihulls in isolation in 

Ref.51, and some wave pattern analysis results in Ref.18. 

Therefore wake traverse experiments with two hull forms and 

variation of separation have been included in the present 

work to investigate these interference effects and to 

validate the 

catamarans. 

results of wave pattern experiments on 

A wake traverse rig consisting of a wake rake with 24 

pitot tubes, 12 2-way solenoid valves and 12 pressure 

transducers and a microcomputer based data acquisition 

system have been developed for use in the wake surveys of 

catamaran models. A suite of computer programs to automate 

the analysis by using the Melvill-Jones method have been 

developed. The validation of the current setup was made by 

comparing the wake survey results with available data in 

the literature for the Wigley model. Further comparisons 

were made by checking the correlation between the total 

resistance and the summation of wave pattern resistance and 

wake traverse resistance. 

The Wigley hull (C2) and a Round Bilge hull (C3) were 

tested in the wake survey at three speeds at separation 

ratios of 0.2, 0.3, 0.4 as well as with the demihulls 

(Table 4) . The results are presented and compared with 

other experimental results in chapter 8. 

7.2 WAKE TRAVERSE ANALYSIS METHOD 

The viscous resistance for a ship model in a tank 

(Fig.30) has been given in equation (3.10) as 



W/2 18 

Rv = J J [AP+ f/2 !tP -U' ) 1 dydz 

-W/2 -H 
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(7 .1) 

or otherwise it can be expressed by velocity terms as 

W/2 18 

Rv= t J J (UA-UB) UB dydz 

-W/2 -H 
(7.2) 

Although the wake traverse resistance can be 

determined from (7.2), measuring velocities in very far 

downstream is impractical if not impossible. Two main 

methods due to Melvill Jones [45], and Betz [26] were 

developed to calculate (7.2) by measuring velocities in a 

plane near to the model. Both methods have generally been 

found to result in the same drag value except when the 

measurements are very close to the model [26]. The method 

due to Melvill-Jones was chosen for the current work, as 

the Betz method is less convenient. 

By taking plane C near to the model (Fig.30), and making 

the following assumptions. 

A) Along a stream tube between Band C there is no head 

loss 

Hs = He 

B) The static pressure 

pressure at A. 

(7 .3) 

at B is equal to the static 

Hence 

Hs = 1/2 f UB 2 + PB = 1/2 f Uc 2 + Pc 

= 1/2 f Us 2 + PA 

Additionally the conservation of mass between C and B 

(7 .4) 



W/2 'IB W/2 'Ic 

J J U. dydz = J J Uc dydz 

-W/2 -H -W/2 -H 

By defining 

Go = 1/2 1 U2 

[ :. ]' = g 

Pc -PB Pc -PA 
P = = 

Go Go 

[ :c ]' = [ :u ] 
2 Pc -PB 

[ :u ] 
2 Pc -PB 

= 
1/2 IU2 Go 

= g - p 

U - UB [ UB ] 
= 1 - -

U U 
= 1 - rg 

By substituting (7.5) into (7.2) 

W/2 'iB W/2 'ic 

Rv= t J J U. (U-Uul dydz = t J J Uc (U-Uul dydz 

-W/2 -H -W/2 -H 

By sUbstituting (7.6), (7.9) and (7.10) into (7.11) 

W /2 'ic 

Rv= t u· J J {g-p (l-,gl dydz 

-W/2 -H 
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(7.5) 

(7.6) 

(7.7) 

(7 • 8) 

(7.9) 

(7.10) 

(7.11) 

(7.12) 



or 

W/2 1c 

Rv= G. J J 2 fg-p (1-19) dyd. 

-W/2 -H 

and local drag function can be defined as 

d=2 .Jg-p (1-.Jg) 
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(7.13) 

(7.14) 

In practice, (7.13) only needs to be investigated over 

the wake as outside the wake UB=U hence (1-{g)=0. 

Horizontal and vertical velocity components, i.e v 

and w, are assumed to be negligible compared with the 

longitudinal velocity 

not always true, 

(U+u) in plane C. This assumption is 

specially near the model stern. 

Nevertheless experiments with variation of traverse 

distance from the model have indicated that this assumption 

will be justified if the traverse is further than 0.15 L 

behind the stem [69]. Additionally the vortices caused by 

the bilge pressure field and transom stern are possible 

causes of errors in this analysis. However the results of 

wake surveys on several hull forms are encouraging as the 

summation of wake traverse and wave pattern resistance is 

equal to total resistance, at least at low speeds [25]. 

The measurement of total and static pressures on the 

plane C relative to the still water is the only requirement 

for the determination of wake traverse resistance as 

g = [ 1/2 f UC 2 + Pc ] = He 

1/2 f U2 1/2 f U2 
(7.15) 

Pc 
p = 

1/2 f U2 
(7.16) 

where Pc Static Head 
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He Total Head 

The measurement of total head on plane C is 

straightforward, while static pressure measurement is more 

difficult, due to very low pressure involved. As an 

alternative, the static pressure term can be derived from 

surface wave elevations taken above the tube positions. The 

simplest way is to assume that the static change is related 

to surface wave height : 

p = 
f g 'i 

f U2 /2 
= 2 Ko 'i 

where 'i is wave height 

(7.17) 

Alternatively the static term can be derived by taking 

the two dimensional sub-surface wave profiles into account 

as shown by Townsin [74]. 

The surface and sub-surface wave profiles are shown 

with 1 and 1s in Fig.85. ZT is the immersion of the tube in 

still water. 

The static pressure along a sub-surface wave profile 

is constant and the same as the corresponding still water 

level. Hence the static pressure change will be 

2 g 1s 
p = = 2 Ko 'is 

(7.18) 

The sub-surface wave profile coordinates will 

experience an exponential decay with the depth so that 

1s = 1 e- K 0 Z 

= 1 e- K 0 ( Z T + 1s ) 
(7.19) 



by substituting (7.18) into (7.19) 

p 

2Ko 

p 
- eP I 2 = '! Ko e- K 0 Z T 

2 
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(7.20) 

This nonlinear equation can be solved by the Newton

Raphson method for a given tube immersion, wave height and 

speed. At high speeds, the wave elevation above the rake 

exhibits a three dimensional feature. However a comparison 

of the experimental results from a pitot tube and wave 

height measurements (Fig.86) indicated that the assumption 

of this analysis is reasonable. 

7.3 ERROR ANALYSIS OF PRESSURE AND WAVE ELEVATION 

MEASUREMENTS 

The effects of measurement errors on the wake traverse 

resistance must be investigated as the pressure measurement 

and integration over the section is open to errors. The 

following error analysis has been derived from Refs. 

[73,76] . 

7.3.1 EFFECT OF ERRORS IN TOTAL PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS 

Drag function given by equation (7.14) 

d=2 {g-p (l-fg) 

od 

og 

By differentiating (7.11) with respect to g 

= 
(l-fg) 

fg-p 

(7.14) 
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iSd .fg-2g+p 
= 

(7.21) 

Hence the maximum error in iSd will occur for the 

greatest p and g. For the current experiments the maximum p 

is 0.25 while the greatest g is 1.25. By substituting these 

values 

iSd = -1.0125 iSg or 

iSd iSg 
= 5.36 

d g 

Hence the effect of an error in g is very important 

e.g. 1 % error in g will create a maximum 5.36 % error in d 

and care must be taken in achieving an accurate measurement 

of total pressure. 

7.3.2 EFFECT OF ERRORS IN STATIC PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS 

d=2 -I g-p ( 1-.f7j) 
(7.14) 

5d -1/2 
= 2 ( 1-.fg) 

iSp -Ig-p 

By differentiating with respect to p 

5d Ig-p 
= ( 1-ig) 

iSp (g-p) 

5d op 
= 

d 2{g-p) 
(7 .22) 

Hence the maximum error occurs at the greatest p and 

smallest g. By substituting p=0.25 and g=0.6 
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~d 
= 0.357 

d p 

i.e for a 10 % error in p, a 3.57 % error in d will 

follow. Hence a small inaccuracy in p readings is more 

acceptable than errors in g. 

7.3.3 EFFECT OF ERRORS IN WAVE ELEVATION MEASUREMENTS 

From equation (7.20) 

p 
- eP / 2 = 'f Ko e- K 0 Z T (7.20) 
2 

By differentiating with respect to 'f 

~p [1/2 e P / 2 + p/4 e P / 2 ] = ~'f .Ko e-KOzT 

2 2 
~p = ~'f Ko e- K 0 Z T 

p+2 eP / 2 

~p ~'f 2 
= 

p 'f (p+2) 

by using p=-.18 to find the maximum error 

~p ~'f 
= 1.1 

p 
(7.23) 

In other words, 10 % error in wave elevation will lead 

to a 11 % error in p. By taking the max wave elevation in 

the range of 10 mm to 50 mm, and assuming the wave 

elevation readings have an average error of ± 1 mm, 11 % to 

2.2 % maximum error in p will be recorded. 

This investigation further justifies the acceptability 

of the method of deriving static pressures from wave 

elevation measurements. 
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7 • 4 EXPERIMENTAL SETUp· 

The wake traverse experiments were conducted in the 

SIHE towing tank. The tank has a 15.24 m long measured 

steady run length which was used in the experiments for the 

speeds of Fn=0.35, 0.5, 0.7. The repeatibility of the 

carriage speed is found to be within ± 0.01 m/s. 

The wide wake area of catamarans to be covered by the 

traverse experiments necessitated the development of an 

automated experimental rig (Fig.8S) and analysis system. 

The rig consists of a rake housing the pitot tubes, a 

vertical and horizontal movement table to position the 

pitot tubes accurately and a horizontal plate housing the 

solenoid valves and the pressure transducers. An attachment 

to the rake was made for the wave elevation measurements 

above the traverse plane. The data acquisition and analysis 

system consists of bridge balance and amplifier units, CED 

1401 AID converters, a 16 bit microcomputer and software. 

7.4.1 PRESSURE MEASUREMENT METHOD 

A number of possible methods for the pressure 

measurements were considered in the early stages of the 

current work. The use of laser velocitimeters and hot wire 

anemometers were ruled out, as these devices need extra 

attention during calibration, suffer from complex setups, 

in addition to their fragility and high expense. The use of 

vane wheels was also investigated as these devices give an 

output which is linear with speed rather than pressure. 

However vane wheels were found not to be suitable for the 

current work due to small model size. Therefore, pitot 

tubes were selected as the most practical approach to the 

problem. 
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The water manometer as a measurement system was 

investigated. Because a water manometer response time is 

rather slow, and it is not easy to automate the system for 

a digital conversion for a series of experiments, pressure 

transducers were found to be more suitable. 

The size of the expected wake to measure was 

about 150 mm deep and 600 mm wide. A large number of pitot 

tubes, about 50 tubes for each depth, were required to 

cover this wide wake area with satisfactory resolution. If 

every tube were connected to a pressure transducer, the 

pressure transducer costs would be unacceptably high. To 

reduce the cost, scanivalve systems were evaluated. However 

it was reported that the settling time for a scanivalve can 

take about one second for a switch of input [37]. This 

would lead to very short measurement time since the run 

time is limited. Additionally the cost of the scanivalve is 

also very high. 

The use of 2 way electrically actuated solenoid valves 

was considered as a low cost alternative, and it was found 

that a 2 way valve connected to a pressure transducer could 

measure two pressures in one run with a satisfactory length 

of measuring time at minimum cost. The settling time for 

the investigated pressure range was found to be less than 

1.5 second in the preliminary investigations. (Fig.87) 

7.4.2 WAKE TRAVERSE RAKE 

A rake comb was designed and built in order to house 

and support the pi tot tubes. It consists of two streamlined 

aluminium alloy side struts, a streamlined GRP bottom strut 

and aluminium alloy top bar resulting in a rigid' frame 

(Fig. 89) . 

The horizontal bottom strut (Fig.90) with a 127 mm 

chord length and 15 mm thickness was built from GRP. The 
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strut was reinforced by two brass bars running along its 

length. The pitot tubes were placed in the strut in such a 

way that they could be changed between runs, as they were 

attached by a push fit system into the strut. The stainless 

tubes were soldered to the brass bar, and were carried 

vertically inside wooden struts and attached to clear 

plastic tubes at the top of the rake. 

The rake was found to be satisfactorily rigid during 

the experiments. 

7.4.3 PITOT TUBES 

During the preliminary design stages of the rake, 

interactions between the tubes and with the supporting 

strut were investigated in order to find the best 

parameters to minimise errors on the pressure measurements 

[36]. The following conclusions were drawn from this work. 

a) The tip to static orifice distance in the static 

tubes must be more than 6 diameters to achieve an error 

less than 0.005 in p (Fig.91). 

b) The separation between the two adjacent tubes must 

be more than 6 diameters to obtain an error of less than 

0.002 in p. If the separation is higher than about 7 

diameters, the interference can be neglected (Fig.92). 

c) The distance between the static orifices and 

supporting strut must be more than 4 strut thicknesses if 

the error is to be less than 0.05 in p (Fig.93). 

Taking these conclusions into account, the total and 

static pi tot tubes were manufactured from stainless steel 

tubes with 2.2 mm outside diameter and 1.8 mm inside 

diameter. The static pitot tubes were formed by soldering 

the tip and deriving a hemi-spherical shape and drilling 

four static orifices with 0.5 mm diameter. The distance 

between the tip and static orifices was taken as 20 mm (9.1 
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tube diameters) to minimise error (a). The total head tubes 

tubes were tapered to ensure the minimum flow disturbance. 

In order to cover all the wake, about 50 pitot tubes 

would be needed. Due to a shortage of pressure transducers, 

the decision was taken to conduct two runs, or three where 

required, at each depth. Two different techniques were 

considered. Firstly, shifting the rake, designed with 

distance x between the pitot tubes a full rake width 

(Fig.95) was considered. The second option was to design a 

rake with distance 2x between the pitot tubes and to shift 

the rake with x distance to obtain the same number pressure 

readings. The second option was chosen as with this system 

the discrepancies between the two runS can be observed 

easily. Additionally the higher separation distance between 

the pi tot tubes would minimise the interference effects 

from neighbouring tubes, i.e. error (b). 

A tube separation of 28 mm (12.7 diameters) was 

decided upon resulting in a rake comb width of 658 mm with 

24 pitot tubes. Hence the interference between the tubes 

would be negligible. 

The static pressure tube length was taken as 110 mm, 

20 mm of which was located inside the strut giving 70 mm 

(4.67 strut thickness) distance between static orifice and 

strut (Fig.90). This would result in an error of less than 

about 0.04 in p value, i.e. error (c). Lengthening of the 

tubes was not attempted since this could lead to vibration 

of the tubes. However this was taken into account by 

conducting the dynamic calibrations for each depth. It was 

also assumed that this process will minimise the errors due 

to the proximity of the support to the free surface (Fig 

102) . 

In order 

readings and 

to maximise the number of total pressure 

to obtain a reasonable number of static 

pressures, a distribution of two total tubes and one static 
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tube distribution was decided upon as shown in Fig.96. This 

resulted in 8 static pitot tubes and 16 total pressure 

tubes across the rake. 

7.4.4 MOVEMENT TABLE 

The positioning of pitot tubes relative to still water 

level is very important for accurate results. In order to 

reduce any errors due to 

table was designed and 

facilities for 280 rom 

this process a two way movement 

built (Fig.97). It has the 

lateral and 300 mm vertical 

adjustment. All the movements were measured by verniers 

mounted on the system giving an accuracy of within 0.1 mm. 

The rake is attached to the table by use of two brackets 

which allow the distance from the model to be adjusted. The 

compactness and weight of the table were prime factors in 

the design as it had to be mounted on the carriage by two 

persons before every set of experiments. 

The weight of the table is about 50 kg. allowing it to 

be mounted easily by two persons. The table was found to be 

very rigid during the experiments. 

7.4.5 HORIZONTAL PLATE 

In order to utilise the 

transducers, 

column which 

transducers. 

the pressures were 

was obtained by 

full range of 

offset by a 

applying a 

the pressure 

110 mm water 

vacuum to the 

A horizontal plate (Figs.98,99) housing the solenoid 

valves and pressure transducers was mounted on the 

carriage, 110 mm above the still water level outside the 

wave system of the models. A valve system was connected to 

every tube before the solenoid valve connection(Fig.100). A 

vacuum was applied to every tube by sucking air out of the 
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tube through these valves. The water level was at the plate 

level and 

at the 

due to the horizontal layout of the tubes stayed 

same level independent of the pressure applied 

during the experiments. The horizontal position of water 

level was checked before every run and corrected if there 

was any leakage. 

There were two problems arising with this arrangement: 

Firstly the carriage moves up and down along the tank 

effectively changing the vacuum level. However the 

averaging of the pressure signals along the tank should 

prevent this error from being significant during the 

experiments. Secondly, special care was needed during the 

sucking of the air out of the tubes not to pass a marked 

position and flood the solenoid valves. However such a 

syst~m provides some very important advantages: Firstly any 

leakage or blockage in the system can be identified easily 

during the course of the experiments. Secondly, the 

complete pressure range of transducers can be used, i.e. 

increasing the sensitivity of the measurements. Thirdly, 

due to the applied vacuum the rake comb can be positioned 

above the water level to measure the pressures above still 

water level without allowing air into the system. Fourthly, 

by using water for the pressure transmission instead of air 

much shorter response times can be achieved. And lastly, 

due to horizontal layout there is no change of vertical 

water level following pressure changes. The distance 

between the valves and transducers is kept as short as 

possible. 

The solenoid valves (Martonair M49/A) were operated 

from a 24 volt power supply. A switch mechanism was 

developed for switching the solenoid valves on and off 

automatically along the tank by two trigger switches 

(Fig.94) . 

Two types of pressure transducers were utilized during 

the experiments : 



a) Low pressure transducers: 11 large 

pressure transducers with ±0.2 psi range 

were available in the University. 

100 

diaphragm type 

(Maywood P402) 

b) High pressure range transducers : At speeds in excess of 

2.0 mis, the low pressure transducers were being 

overloaded. Therefore 13 differential piezoelectric sensors 

(Sensym SCX01DN) with ±1 psi range were purchased at a 

relatively low cost. These sensors were boxed and cabled to 

connect to the bridge balance system. 

The Main characteristics of the transducers are given 

in TableS. 

7.4.6 WAVE ELEVATION MEASUREMENT 

Wave elevation measurements were required in order to 

calculate static pressures as well as to define the limit 

of the drag function integration. It was measured by 

pointers attached to the rake (Fig.101). They were adjusted 

manually in the vertical direction during the run. Two 

possible sources of errors in the measurements were 

identified Firstly, the carriage moves up and down along 

the tank changing the effective wave height, Secondly, 

instability of the wave elevation over the traverse section 

was observed at high speeds. The accuracy of the 

measurements was found to be within ± 1 mm. 

7.4.7 DATA ACQUISITION 

An automated data acquisition system was developed for 

use in the wake traverse experiments as one man operation 

was necessary. The pressure signals from the pressure 

transducers were amplified using two six channel bridge 

balance and amplifier units. Amplified signals were fed 

into CED 1401 AID Conversion ports (Fig.103). 
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The acquisition was started by trigger signals which 

were also used in the total resistance experiments. Three 

more triggers were positioned along the tank to switch the 

solenoid valves on and off automatically (Fig.94). The 

signal from the solenoid valve trigger was acquired on 

channel 0 to identify when the valves were actuated. the 

acquired signals were transferred to a microcomputer and 

saved for later analysis. 

7.4.8 CALIBRATION AND EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

During the wake traverse experiments the following 

method was followed. 

A) All the tubes and transducers were connected. 

B) The static pitot tubes were calibrated by immersing the 

rake comb to several depths, h, and calculating the 

pressure from Igh. 

C) Vacuum was applied to all the tubes by sucking water 

into the tubes. 

D) The carriage was run at several speeds and rake comb 

immersions in the free stream, typically at three depths 

and four speeds. 

E) The error term in static pressure from these runs was 

calculated for each depth and speed. 

F) Total head calibration was conducted using these runs. 

G) The model was connected 

H) The depth and offset of the rake comb was set. 

I) The static and total heads were acquired in the 

stationary position to find zero values. 

J) The carriage was run at a constant speed and static and 

total head values recorded. 

K) The corrected total and static head values were 

calculated by taking into account zero values and carriage 

speed. A correction for the carriage speed change was 

applied in such a way that 
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P = PHEASURED 

U2CARRIAGE 

L) The wave elevation over the wake traverse plane was 

measured. 

M) Analysis of the data was performed to find the wake 

traverse drag. 

Steps H to L were repeated for every depth and offset 

until a satisfactory matrix of points was established. This 

procedure takes about a day for each speed. It resulted in 

3 tank days for the preliminary experiments and 23 days for 

the traverse experiments. 

The rake comb was positioned at 150 mm depth from the 

still water line and raised in 10 mm steps. Near the free 

surface the steps were reduced to 5 mm. When all the tubes 

were out of the water, the experiments were stopped. Due to 

the use of a vacuum, the tubes could be positioned above 

the still water level. 

All the wake of the monohull was measured whilst only 

half of the catamaran wake was covered. An overlap of 100 

mm was allowed for all the catamaran experiments. The wake 

traverses were positioned 0.583 Land 0.719 L behind the 

aft ends of models C2 and C3 respectively. 

7.4.9 ANALYSIS 

In order to analyse the acquired data a program suite 

consisting of three individual programs was developed. The 

first program reads several runs which were made at several 

depths and speeds over the range in the free stream, makes 

a least square fit for each depth and stores these fits. 

The second program reads the calibrations and a run, 

calculates pressures for each tube and stores them in a 

file. The third program reads the pressure data for each 

tube found by the second program and together with the wave 
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height, interpolates these data where necessary and 

integrates the drag over the wake. The static pressures ~an 

be taken from static tube readings or can be calculated 

from wave elevations. Due to errors arising from the static 

head measurements, the static pressures used in the results 

presented in Chapter 8 were calculated from wave 

elevations. The program includes plotting facilities for 

static, dynamic and total pressures, drag function, speed 

distribution in the shape of contours, and 2 D 

distributions for both on display and plotter. Examples of 

these plots are given in Figs 104, 105, 106, 399, 400 and 

401. 

Validation of the experimental setup and analysis 

techniques was made by comparing the results for the Wigley 

hull with available data in the literature. Values of 

CWT/CF are plotted in Fig.107. The current results are 

inside the range given by several other experiments. 

Assuming the form factor is 0.1 for the Wigley model the 

results are within a 5% error level. As there are no other 

available data at Fn:0.75, a conclusion could not be drawn 

for this speed. A second method of validation is to compare 

wake traverse results with total resistance minus wave 

pattern results. This is presented in Fig.108 for the 

Wigley model. Again, the correlation is satisfactory. 

7.5 WAKE TRAVERSE RESISTANCE OF CATAMARANS 

There is some evidence that the wake traverse 

resistance of a catamaran differs from twice that of a 

monohull. Wake traverse experiments on catamarans have been 

conducted by Volheim [82] and Miyazawa [51]. The 

experiments [51] indicated that there is an increase in the 

wake traverse resistance of catamarans even at low speeds. 

Miyazawa gave an interference factor for the wake traverse 

factor derived from theoretical analysis of two cylinders. 

( Cw T ) CAT = ( 1 + ( B / S ) 2) Cw T 
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Application of this approach is discussed further in 

Chapter 8. 

In the current work, a series of wake traverse 

experiments on both catamarans and monohulls have been 

conducted as shown in Table 4. The interaction factors were 

derived. Results of all these experiments are presented in 

Chapter 8 in order that the correlation with other 

components may be examined. 

7.6 SUMMARY 

Conducting wake surveys with a fully automated system 

is highly recommended for a large number of measurements. 

The current instrumentation and analysis technique is found 

to be satisfactory for these experiments. 

Pitot tubes coupled to pressure transducers is an 

efficient way of making pressure measurements provided the 

transducers are accurate in the investigated pressure 

range. For bigger models and higher speeds, the high 

pressure range piezoelectric transducers (e.g. ±1 psi) can 

be employed at a relatively low cost. A rake with a large 

number of pitot tubes and these transducers can be built at 

a commercially 

doubled the 

required run 

affordable cost. The use of solenoid valves 

measurements in a run hence halving the 

time. In a longer tank these valves could be 

connected in series making four or five reading possible at 

a relatively small cost. 

The use of a horizontal plate with horizontal water 

tubes has provided important advantages and its use is 

highly recommended. 

Although the pressure measurements are likely to be 

the main error source in the experiments, other standard 
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testing factors are found to be possible causes of errors, 

such as vertical movement of the carriage along the tank, 

velocity fluctuations, vibrations on the carriage, size of 

the model and alignment of the model to fixed yaw motion. 

Although these factors may not be so important in standard 

tank testing, 

wake surveys. 

they have a big share in producing errors in 

In general, for the current setup and analysis, it is 

estimated that an accuracy within ±5 % was achieved for 

most of the wake survey. 

Although the wake traverse results are crucial for the 

investigation of viscous interactions, they are laborious. 

For practical purposes, the viscous resistance can be 

derived by subtracting the wave pattern resistance from the 

total resistance. This method of deriving viscous 

resistance has been justified by the wake traverse surveys. 

The results for viscous interactions on catamarans, 

investigated by the wake surveys for two models, are given 

in Chapter 8. 
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CHAPTER 8 : EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL RESULTS 

8.1 INTRODUCTION 

The experimental techniques investigated in Chapters 

5, 6, 7 and theoretical calculations outlined in Chapter 4 

were applied to the five hull forms described in Chapter 5. 

The tests and calculations were conducted over a range 

of Froude numbers between 0.1 and 1.0 using monohull and 

four catamaran separations of 0.2, 0.3, 0.4 and 0.5 with 

the exception of model C1. Separation ratios of 0.25, 0.3, 

0.4, 0.5 and 0.6 in addition to the monohull were utilised 

from Fn:0.15 to Fn:0.50 for this model. 

Suitable prediction methods by regression analysis and 

by interpolating experimental series data were applied to 

the models in the monohull configuration for comparative 

purposes. The Holtrop-Mennen [32] regression method was 

applied to models C1, C3, C4 and C5, and the Chinese 

regression method [61] was utilised for models C3, C4 and 

C5. The resistance of model C3 was also interpolated from 

the NPL Round Bilge Series [2] resistance data. Preliminary 

calculations for C4 and C5 using this method proved 

unsatisfactory as this series was tested only up to 

L/B:7.5. In the case of model C2 (Wigley Hull)' , the 

comparisons are confined to available experimental data in 

the literature. 

Three methods for the division of total resistance 

into components , described in chapter 3, are investigated 

in order to identify the interference components namely: 



CT = CF + 0 CR 

CT = (l+~k) CF + ~ Cw 

CT = a CWT + ~ Cwp + CI 
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where ~ varies with hull form and separation but is 

assumed constant across the speed range. 0, ~, ~ and a are 

all speed, separation and hull form dependent. ~,O,~,~,a=l 

for the monohull. 

Three groups of experiments, namely total resistance / 

sinkage / trim measurements, wave pattern analysis and wake 

traverse surveys were conducted for 31 hull combinations. 

Table 2 outlines these experiments. A discussion of the 

results of these experiments is given below for each model 

and overall observations on these results are made. 

The frictional resistance is calculated from the ITTC 

1957 line. Viscous resistance is obtained from (l+~k}CF 

(~=1 for the monohulls) where the constant form factor 

(l+~k) for each monohull and catamaran configuration is 

estimated for each hull by choosing the smallest (l+~k) 

value satisfying Cr=(l+~k}CF+CwP. Additionally a form 

factor 

plotted 

varying with Froude number (l+kwp)=(Cr-CwP}/CF is 

for each hull to investigate the speed dependence 

of viscous interactions. 

Theoretical wave resistance calculations were 

conducted for all the models. For the models for which trim 

and sinkage were measured, i.e. C2, C3, C4 and C5, a 

correction for trim and sinkage is applied. A correction 

for the transom stern is also applied to models C3, C4 and 

C5. The results of these calculations are compared with the 

measured components. 

Predictions of catamaran wave pattern resistance from 

the monohull wave pattern analysis, CwP (PREDICTED), have 

been calculated for all the models tested, the results of 
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which are given for each model and compared with the other 

components. 

The experimental and theoretical results are presented 

as complete as possible in order to enable the reader to 

conduct cross comparisons. 

By taking 

into account, 

the experimental and theoretical results 

conclusions on the accuracy of each method 

The effects of hull form and separation are derived. 

distance on the resistance components and interference 

components are discussed. Overall conclusions on the 

catamaran 

between 

resistance are made by making cross comparisons 

different models. Suitability of the methods for 

the division of catamaran resistance into 

described in Section 3 are discussed and 

extrapolation to ship scale are observed. 

8.2 MODEL C1 

components as 

their effect on 

An existing model tested previously at Southampton 

University [5] was utilised in order to asses the 

feasibility of the experimental techniques concerned in the 

preliminary stages of the current work. The hull form 

denoted C1 is shown in Figs. 109, 110, and 111. 

Predictions using the Holtrop-Mennen regression method 

were made and are compared with the experimental 

measurements for the monohull case in Fig. 112. Good 

agreement is obtained up to Fn:0.42. A form factor of 1.193 

is calculated with this method. 

Due to the low freeboard of the model, it was tested 

in a low speed range only, i.e. from Fn:0.15 to Fn:0.5. The 

experimental measurements were also restricted to total 

resistance and wave pattern resistance. Monohull and 

catamarans with five separation ratios: 0.25, 0.3, 0.4, 
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0.5, 0.6 were utilised. The results of these experiments 

are given in Figs. 113 to 131. Both total resistance and 

wave pattern resistance follow well defined curves, showing 

little scatter. 

Although C1 does not represent a popular catamaran 

hull form, beneficial interference effects are evident in 

the speed range of Fn:0.31 to Fn:0.35 for a catamaran with 

S/L:0.5 and S/L:0.6. Adverse effects are found in the same 

speed range but for separation ratios of S/L:0.2, 0.3 and 

0.4 (Figs. 125,126). However the results for wave pattern 

resistance (Fig. 127) indicate that these separations have 

lower resistance than the monohull. This difference between 

wave resistance and wave pattern resistance may be accepted 

as the wave breaking resistance caused by the interaction 

of the demihull waves. Although different in magnitude , 

wave resistance, CW (Fig.126), and wave pattern resistance, 

CWP (Fig.127) show broad agreement. 

The 

resistance, 

agreement 

(1+~k)CF , 

between 

and total 

the estimated viscous 

resistance minus wave 

pattern resistance, CT-CWP I is generally poor (Figs. 

113,115,117,119,121,123). For the monohull and high 

separation catamarans, S/L:0.5 and S/L:0.6, {CT-CWP)/CF 

follows more or less a constant value below Fn:0.3 

(Fig.130). Above this speed a gradual increase is evident. 

This is probably due to wave breaking phenomenon as 

suggested by Hogben [30]. This feature is more pronounced 

for small separations suggesting more wave breaking due to 

the interference of bow waves in the tunnel for small 

separations. 

The predicted wave pattern resistance (Fig.128), CwP 

(PREDICTED), is close to the wave pattern resistance 

(Fig.127) results but the prediction of the humps and 

hollows is poor. 
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Theoretical wave resistance is also calculated for the 

monohull and all the catamaran derivations. No correction 

is applied to the results as trim and sinkage were not 

measured. The quantitative and qualitative results of the 

theoretical calculations (Fig.131) are very poor compared 

with wave resistance (Fig.126) and wave pattern resistance 

(Fig.127) . 

8.3 MODEL C2 

Due to some questionable results from the theoretical 

calculations and experimental methods applied to model e1, 

validation of the techniques used was decided upon. 

Therefore a mathematically defined model (Figs. 132, 133, 

134) with parabolic waterlines (known as the Wigley hull) 

was utilised, as a substantial amount of experimental and 

theoretical results are available [44]. In order to define 

the effects of trim and sinkage, hence change of mean 

wetted surface, experiments with both fixed and free to 

trim and sink were utilised. 

Firstly validation of the experiments and theoretical 

calculations for the total resistance and wave pattern 

experiments was made by comparing the results with 

available data in the literature for the monohull case 

(Figs.39,72,82 for the fixed condition and Figs. 

40,73,83,107 when free to trim and sink) 

The total resistance, wave pattern resistance and 

calculated resistance components are illustrated in Figs. 

135 to 158 for fixed and Figs.161 to 192 for the free to 

trim and sink conditions. Although the experiments were 

conducted from Fn:O.l to 0.9, some of the experiments had 

to be curtailed at Froude numbers below 0.9 due to 

excessive wave height or spray in the tunnel. 
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As with C1, the total resistance curve is well 

defined. However the w.ave pattern resistance curve has a 

considerable scatter above Fn:0.5 as compared with a well 

defined region below Fn:0.5 (Figs.135 to 144 and Figs. 161 

to 179). 

Wave Resistance 

Although the fixed and free conditions have different 

residuary and wave resistance, the interference between the 

demihulls is very similar (Figs. 343 to 350) except at the 

higher speeds i.e. Fn>0.5. This is not so surprising as the 

hulls have maximum trim and sinkage above this speed 

(Fig.193,194) . 

Beneficial wave resistance interactions are observed 

at about Fn:0.3 to 0.40 depending on the separation of the 

demihulls (Figs.146,147,182,183). There is a phase shift 

for this hollow with separation change, i.e. the higher the 

separation distance, the lower is the position of the 

hollow. The best interference is found to be at S/L:0.3 for 

Fn:0.37 which leads to up to 45 % reduction in wave 

resistance (Figs.156,190). However two humps at about 

Fn:0.3 and Fn:0.45 are also found in the resistance curves. 

These humps have a particular importance because the 

designer not only has to avoid designing a vessel at these 

speeds, but the humps must also be taken into account for 

vessels operating above these speeds in order to confirm 

that enough power is installed. Above Fn:0.8, the wave 

interactions can practically be neglected (Figs.189 to 192, 

155 to 158). 

The wave pattern experiment results (Fig.147,183) for 

this model are good in both conditions when compared with 

wave r.esistance (Fig.146,182). The positions of humps and 

hollows of wave resistance are accurately measured. The 

amplitude is also in very good correlation except at some 

speeds where wave breaking is suspected to take place. This 

, '. 

".: ' 
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accuracy of the method verified the reliability of the 

analysis technique and experimental setup. 

The 

analysis 

wave 

of the 

pattern predictions from 

monohull (Fig.148,184) have 

wave pattern 

very similar 

features to Cw (Fig.146,182). However there is a phase 

shift between the predicted interference and measured one 

(Figs.155 to 158, 189 to 192). This is believed to be 

caused by the asymmetric flow effect about each demihull 

which is not taken into account in the prediction method. 

Theoretical predictions (Figs.151,187,188) have 

similar interference to the predicted ones with the same 

misprediction of the positions of humps and hollows. Again 

the same explanation applies due to flow asymmetry which 

can not be predicted as the positions and densities of the 

sources are not affected by the separation. 

The resistance distribution across the wave angle are 

illustrated in Figs. 159 to 160 and Figs. 195 to 196 at 

Fn:0.5 and Fn:0.75 respectively. The adverse effects of 

transverse waves are demonstrated while it is seen that 

beneficial interference can only be achieved in the 

divergent wave system. As the transverse wave system is of 

prime importance at Fn:0.5, catamarans can not achieve 

beneficial interference at this speed unless transverse 

wave damping devices are added such as bulbous bows, or 

horizontal submerged hydrofoils. Meanwhile at Fn:.75 the 

adverse effects up to 8=50 degrees are cancelled by the 

beneficial effects for 8>50, resulting in small 

interference drag. 

Viscous Resistance 

The correlation between (l+k)CF and (Cr-Cwp) is very 

satisfactory for the monohull both in the fixed and free 

conditions (Figs.135, 161) except where the total 

resistance increases steeply, i.e. about Fn:32 and Fn:0.44. 
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(l+k) is found to be 1.08 for the fixed and 

1.10 for the free to trim and sink models which are similar 

to published results. The undulations in the (Cr-Cwp) curve 

are believed to be the result of wave breaking which can 

not be determined by wave pattern analysis, but only by 

wake traverse surveys. These undulations are more 

pronounced in the catamaran configurations for both 

conditions (Figs. 137 to 144, 165 to 179). The amplitude 

decreased with increasing separation, which would suggest 

that the undulations depend on the wave breaking between 

the demihulls. 

Additionally, different (l+~k) values are determined 

with increasing for each 

separation. 

difference 

separation 

This leads 

between 

which 

to 

decrease 

the 

is a 

assumption 

result 

that the 

of viscous 

interactions while undulations are caused by wave breaking. 

The errors in such an assumption are not known, but it is 

believed that this assumption will be sufficient for 

practical purposes as the (l+kwp) curves are fairly 

constant across the speed range (Figs.150,186). There is a 

slight difference in the variation of (l+~k) across the 

separation and it is higher for the free condition than the 

fixed condition for a given separation (Fig.378). This is 

probably due to trim angle difference. 

Wake survey experiments were conducted for the free to 

trim and sink condition. Figs 203 to 211 display the wake 

contours obtained during these surveys. Additionally, 

integrations of the drag function with respect to z for the 

wake surveys are given in Figs. 197 to 202. The Wigley hull 

has a thin well defined wake behind the monohull (Figs.203 

to 205). At the higher speeds, i.e. Fn: 0.5 and 0.75, there 

is a turbulent wake near the surface. It is noted that 

there are not any wake survey data available in the 

literature at these high speeds to support these results. 
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The wake contours for a catamaran with S/L:0.20 

display distinct features due to asymmetric flow behind 

each demihull (Fig.206,207). There is a substantial inward 

flow due probably to the cross flow under the keel. It is 

evident that flow under each demihull keel is outwards in 

the entrance and inwards in the run part of the demihulls 

[51] . 

The monohull wake contours show the speed effect as 

being wider and with a smaller peak to the drag 

distribution (Fig.200) suggesting stern wave breaking at 

the high speeds. This has also been supported by visual 

observations during the experiments. 

As the separation increases, this asymmetric wake 

loses its dominance. At S/L:0.4 the wake is nearly 

symmetric (Fig.211). The asymmetry results in a wider and 

smaller peak shape of drag distribution across the traverse 

(Fig.197). Although there is some evidence of wave breaking 

in the centre of the tunnel, the accuracy of the 

experiments prevents clear conclusions on the magnitude of 

this turbulent flow. 

The summation of wave pattern resistance and wake 

traverse drag is nearly equal to total drag (Figs.185,186) 

which is very satisfactory considering the possible 

experimental errors involved in such methods. 

Wave Elevation, Trim and Sinkage 

The interference effects on running 

of the hulls are given in Figs. 193 

interference is important between Fn:0.3 

trim and sinkage 

and 194. Trim 

and Fn:0.7 where 

the catamaran displays higher trim angles than the monohull 

and approximates to the monohull trim angle as separation 

distance is increased. outside this region there are no 

significant trim interactions. 
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Sinkage of the catamarans is higher than the monohull 

up to Fn:0.5 and less above this speed (Fig.194). As the 

separation distance gets larger the interactions are less 

pronounced. 

The wave elevations along the hull are given in Figs. 

152 to 154 for the fixed hull and in Figs 212 to 214 for 

the free to trim and sink condition. As these data were 

digitised from photographs, the accuracy of the results are 

not very good, especially at low separations where the wave 

elevation inboard was not clearly visible due to spray and 

the angle at which the photographs were taken. 

8.4. MODELS C3, C4 AND C5 

The three round bilge transom stern models are 

illustrated in Figs.215, 216 and 217 and described in Table 

1. As described in Table 2 all the hulls were tested for 

total resistance, wave pattern analysis, sinkage and 

running trim. The tests were conducted over a speed range 

of Fn:0.1 to 1.0 with the exception of S/L:0.2 for models 

C3 and C4 which were tested only up to Fn:0.6 and 0.8 

respectively due to the creation of excessive wave heights. 

Wake traverse surveys were carried out for model C3. 

Measured residuary resistance for the monohulls is 

compared with empirical predictions from the Holtrop-Mennen 

and Chinese regression methods, as well as interpolations 

from the NPL Round Bilge Series. These are illustrated in 

Fig.218, 219, 220 for C3, C4 and C5 respectively. A 

sufficient degree of correlation is obtained with the NPL 

Series interpolation and Chinese regression method whilst 

the Holtrop-Mennen regression method always underpredicted 

the main hump. Errors of up to 30 % were found from these 

predictions. Form factors of 1.317, 1.193, 1.174 were 

calculated by the Holtrop-Mennen method for models C3, C4 

and C5 respectively. 
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The results of the resistance experiments, wave 

pattern analysis and wake survey results, as well as 

theoretical results and predictions from the wave pattern 

analysis, are presented in Figs.221 to 270 for Model C3, 

Figs.271 to 304 for model C4 and Figs.305 to 338 for model 

C5. 

Wave drag estimates (CT-(l+~k)CF) are given in Figs. 

242,292 and 326, The main interference occurs as an adverse 

effect at about Fn:0.48 to 0.60 depending on separation and 

LIB ratio. There is a substantial increase in interference 

when the separation is decreased. 

Wave resistance interference ratios are given in 

Fig.249 to 252, 299 to 304 and 333 to 336. The wave 

resistance interference ratio, L, is considerably smaller 

than the wave pattern interference ratio, p. This is due to 

the inclusion of the transom stern resistance in the wave 

resistance whilst it is not included in the wave pattern 

resistance. The wave pattern resistance interference is 

similar to the interference obtained for the Wigley model, 

C2. The higher separations result in smaller wave 

interference with humps and hollows located at lower Froude 

numbers. Additionally, larger interference effects are 

obtained with smaller LIB ratios as well as the positioning 

of humps and hollows at higher Froude numbers. 

Beneficial wave interference is found at about Fn:0.35 

to 0.42 while adverse effects are found both sides of this 

speed range. The wave interference can be neglected above a 

particular speed which is both separation and LIB ratio 

dependent. 

328 indicate that the wave pattern 

resistance predicted from monohull experiments is very 

successful when compared with 

pattern resistance (Figs.243, 

measured 

293, 327) , 

catamaran wave 

although the 
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locations of humps and hollows are mispredicted by a phase 

shift up to 0.05 (Fn). As this change follows a consistent 

pattern (Figs. 249 to 252, 299 to 304 and 333 to 336) it is 

believed that an empirical correction would be sufficient 

for practical purposes. The prediction of amplitude is very 

satisfactory except model C5 above Fn:0.5, the reasons for 

which are not fully understood. 

The theoretical predictions are satisfactory compared 

with wave resistance above Fn:O.4 if the trim and sink 

correction is applied (Figs.247,248,297,298,331,332). The 

calculations without this correction are underestimating 

the interference ratio considerably (Figs. 249 to 252, 299 

to 304 and 333 to 336). This is quite expected when noting 

the trim and sinkage changes of these hull forms. 

Viscous Resistance 

The correlation between (l+~k) CF and (CT-CWP) is poor 

at low speeds, i.e. Fn<0.6 for all the models (Figs. 221 to 

239, 271 to 289, 305 to 323). This is due to the 

hydrostatic resistance component of the transom stern, the 

share of this component in the resistance budget for the 

monohulls increasing with increasing LIB ratio. Although 

the prediction of the transom component at high speeds is 

possible by the method described in Chapter 4, the low 

speed results are not reliable as the transom stern does 

not clear the water. Hence (l+~k) must be derived from high 

speed experiments. 

The curves of (l+kwp) for change in separation are 

given in Figs. 246, 296 and 330. (l+kwp) follow almost a 

horizontal pattern at about Fn:0.7 where (l+~k) is derived. 

There is an indication of the effect of hull separation, 

(l+kwp) decreasing with increasing separation. 

Wake traverse experiments were conducted for model C3 

in the monohull and catamaran configurations with S/L:0.2, 
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0.3 and 0.4. The wake contours are given in Figs.261 to 

270. This model, contrary to model C2, has a wide shallow 

wake with very turbulent flow near the free surface. 

The integrations of the drag function with respect to 

z for various separations and speeds are given in Figs.255 

to 260. Due to the wide shallow wake, there is no apparent 

hump in the distributions except at S/L:0.2. 

For the monohull at Fn:0.35, the drag is located 

around the centreline (Fig.261), but side lobes begin to 

gain importance at the higher speeds (Fig.262, 263). This 

feature is believed to be caused by the transom stern, as 

at the lowest speed the transom is not clear of the water. 

At the higher speeds longitudinal vortices occur at the 

sides of the transom stern. Additionally the rooster tail 

wave system breaks causing turbulence on both sides. Hence 

the flow is highly turbulent near the free surface 

particularly outboard of the transom. This also tends to 

cause the wave elevation at the stern to be unstable. 

The agreement between CWT and CT-CWP (Fig.245,246) 

varies with speed. At the lowest speed, Fn:0.35, the change 

of CWT across the separation range is similar to CT-CWP. 

But underprediction of Cr-Cwp is observed for all the 

separations. This may be caused by the very wide wake which 

is not fully covered. For the mid speed, the agreement 

between CWT and CT-CWP is very good with the exception of 

S/L:0.2. However for the top speed, Fn:0.75, the results do 

not show a good correlation. It is believed that this is 

caused by a short dwell time, unstable wave height and 

highly turbulent flow. 

In general, the wake traverse experiments are of 

sufficient accuracy to reinforce the total resistance and 

wave pattern results, and to support the derivation of 

viscous resistance through CT-CWP. They are not considered 

accurate enough to derive the viscous interactions for this 
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kind of hull form. It is believed that substantial 

improvements could be achieved by using bigger models, 

which was not possible with the available test facilities. 

Trim and Sinkage 

The highest trim and sinkage was observed for model C3 

as it is the widest of the three models tending to behave 

more like a planing surface (Figs. 

253,254,303,304,337,338). The trim and sink interference is 

similar to the trends found for model C2. Trim interference 

is only important between Fn:0.3 and Fn:0.7 while the 

sinkage interaction is effective over all the speed range. 

8.5 OVERALL OBSERVATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 

Wave Breaking 

During the experiments, wave breaking between the 

demihulls was observed in addition to the bow and stern 

wave breaking components found in monohulls. As the bow 

waves of each hull meet on the centerline of the catamaran, 

they form two or three wave cusps which move aft with 

increasing speed and increasing hull separation. At speeds 

in excess of a critical speed, the first cusp reaches a 

very high wave height becoming unstable. Therefore wave 

breaking and turbulence are created (Fig. 339) . By 

increasing the speed, the wave breaking includes a water 

jet causing spray. In the case of a cross structure between 

the hulls, which has not been implemented in the current 

work, this spray may wet the structure and increase the 

frictional drag. The wave breaking feature was observed for 

separations ratios of less than 0.4 independent of hull 

shape (Figs.393 to 396) 

The second type of wave breaking phenomenon for 

catamarans was observed near to the stern of the hulls. The 
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transom stern creates a very turbulent stern flow 

(Fig.341). This wave breaking, although also existing in 

monohulls [1], is highly affected by the hull separation. 

The stern wave of the demihull collapses to one side due to 

differences in pressures and wave height and due to cross 

flow under the keel just behind the stern of a demihull 

(Fig.342). These effects result in turbulent flow near the 

surface. Additionally another wave breaking component 

associated with these stern flow occurs on the centerline 

of the catamaran where the stern waves of the demihulls 

meet each other (Fig.340). This component is similar to the 

one observed for the bow waves. These stern wave breaking 

features were also observed for model C2 which has no 

transom stern. 

The wavebreaking specific to catamarans across the 

separation range is demonstrated in Figs. 385 to 388 for 

model C2 and Figs.389 to 392 for model C3. 

These wavebreaking components are believed to create 

turbulence which changes the wave pattern of the hulls 

hence causing the experimental wave pattern analysis to be 

unstable. Additionally some of this turbulence is on the 

free surface which is very difficult to measure by a wake 

traverse survey. Therefore the resistance budget can not be 

fully balanced. 

Wave Resistance 

The experimental accuracy of the results for total 

resistance and wave pattern resistance is satisfactory 

above Fn:0.25 and below Fn:0.9. Below Fn:0.25, the total 

resistance is very small due to very fine hull forms and 

high LIB ratio, e.g. typically below 2 Newtons. Wave 

elevations are also very small causing wave pattern 

measurements to be inaccurate. At the top end of the speed 

range, i.e. Fn>0.9 some inaccuracy was also observed in the 
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total resistance results due to acceleration effects and 

shallow water, although these are not drastically high. 

Above Fn:0.45, there is some scatter in the measured 

wave pattern resistance, similar to some other available 

data for high speeds [17] . Various problems concerning 

wave pattern analysis were identified for high speeds: 

Firstly, the waves from one demihull cross the highly 

turbulent wake of the other demihull and hence they are 

modified by the wake. Secondly, the wavebreaking in the 

tunnel and in the stern are other possible sources of 

errors. Additionally, some turbulence on the surface of the 

bow waves further away from the model was observed. This 

could be measured neither by the wave pattern analysis nor 

the wake traverse experiments. 

The wave pattern analysis employs linear theory. As 

the radiated waves are not likely to satisfy the 

assumptions of this theory because either they are too 

steep (hence nonlinear) or because of the interference from 

the viscous flow [26], the results obtained can not be 

exact. 

Prediction of wave pattern resistance from monohull 

wave pattern analysis [355 to 358] has advantages over the 

fully theoretical approach since the limitations of 

expressing the basic form by sources and viscous effects on 

these sources are overcome. However, the effects of the 

reflections of bow waves of a demihull from the other hull, 

and perturbation velocity change around a demihull are 

ignored. Additionally, the change of boundary layer due to 

asymmetric flow, and wave breaking effects, can not be 

taken into account. Nevertheless, the simplicity of the 

method enables one to use it whenever wave pattern analysis 

is conducted for a monohull design in order to investigate 

its suitability for a catamaran application. 
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The theoretical prediction of wave resistance (Fig.359 

to 362) has a reasonable degree of accuracy for the 

catamaran compared with experiments, especially if the 

corrections for transom stern, trim and sinkage are 

applied. This approach gives better results than some of 

the available prediction methods. It also has the advantage 

of predicting the interference resistance. The simple and 

fast execution of computer code provides designers with a 

satisfactory preliminary design tool. 

Viscous Resistance 

Wake traverse experiments have shown two levels of 

accuracy. For the Wigley model C2, the contours of the wake 

are well defined, the drag function is smooth and the main 

drag humps across the wake are easily distinguished, 

although the wave breaking can not be measured 

quantitavely. However the results for round bilge model C3 

are not as good as C2. This is probably due to the highly 

turbulent and unstable nature of the transom stern wake. 

Drawing other than broad conclusions from this model might 

be misleading, and it would be advisable to conduct similar 

experiments with a bigger model where wake can be defined 

more precisely. 

A rooster tail stern wave, whose peak moves 

progressively down stream of the stern at the higher speeds 

[25], occurs in the transom models. This feature adds 

complexity to the wake traverse experiments. 

Wave pattern measurements require only one run for 

each speed under investigation while wake survey 

measurements require an average of 30 runs per speed. It is 

thus applicable to academic investigation unless an 

advanced traverse design is available [76]. 

Ideally the sum of the wave pattern resistance and 

wake survey resistance be should equal to total resistance. 
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However experimental errors can sometimes easily occur as a 

large number of data must be measured and processed. The 

second component is more likely to be affected by 

measurement errors than the first one. Additionally, 

induced drag from the asymmetric flow of the catamarans may 

have influence at the small separations. 

Direct determination of resistance components from the 

momentum deficit principle is the only practical 

experimental technique available to derive the interference 

resistance components of catamarans independently. However, 

such a method to determine the detailed variation of 

interference factors assumes a standard of experimental 

accuracy which is almost impossible to attain. On the other 

hand, the measurement of such components does provide the 

ability to successfully conduct a comparative study of 

these interferences across a separation and hull form 

variation. 

Comparison of suggested viscous interference factor 

(1+(B/S)2) [51] and experimental curves of (l+~k)/(l+k) is 

given in Fig. 397. Although the results are in the same 

order, the experimental results have smaller change with 

variation of SIB, and the effect of L/B ratio is important. 

This is probably because the current experimental results 

are obtained in high speeds where free surface has an 

important effect on viscous resistance, whilst (1+(B/S)2) 

was compared with low speeds in Ref.51. (1+(B/S)2) is also 

in agreement with wind tunnel experiments [3]. 

Interference Factors 

The interference factor 0 for residuary resistance 

, i. e. (CR)CAT/(CR)HOHO, obtained from total resistance 

measurements is given in Figs. 343 to 346. At the lower end 

of the speed range ,i.e. less than Fn:0.30, very 

oscillatory results are obtained partly due to very small 

values of CR. Hence no attempts were made to draw 

conclusions for this speed range. Two humps and a hollow 
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are apparent for all the hulls and separations. The 

positions of the hollow at about Fn:0.37 and humps at about 

Fn:0.30 and Fn:0.45 are dependent on separation distance 

and L/B. The smaller separation leads to a higher Froude 

number for the humps and hollows. E.g. for model C2, the 

hollow occurs at about Fn:0.38 for S/L:0.2 and Fn:0.33 for 

S/L:0.5. A similar tendency is observed for change in L/B 

ratio, i.e. a smaller L/B ratio results in a higher Froude 

number for the position of humps and hollows. The positions 

of humps and hollows for the current models are given in 

Figs.375 to 378. It is suggested that the designer should 

avoid designing a catamaran working in the shaded areas. 

The amplitude of the interference depends on the hull form 

as well as separation. 

Figs. 347 to 350 show the interference factor ~, i.e. 

(CT-(l+~k)CF)cAT/(CT-(l+k)CF)HoNo. The same tendencies for 

the positions of humps and hollows are observed. The effect 

of L/B ratio on the interference amplitude is pronounced 

for the small separations, i.e. S/L:0.2 and S/L:0.3 where 

higher L/B ratio leads to smaller wave interference. At 

S/L:0.5 the interference is practically the same for L/B:9 

and L/B:11. The interference effects can be neglected above 

a critical Froude number which is separation dependant. The 

higher the separation, the lower the critical Froude number 

becomes. E.g. Fn:0.8 for S/L:0.2 and Fn:0.55 for s/L:0.5. 

The change in wave pattern interference factor, p, 

across the model range is given in Figs.351 to 354. Similar 

tendencies to a, and ~ are observed across the separation 

and L/B range tested. The critical Froude number change 

above which the wave pattern interference can be 

practically neglected is found to be similar and is given 

in Fig.375. This has an important outcome giving the 

designer freedom to optimise other characteristics of the 

ship such as seakeeping, stability and strength of cross 

structure. 
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Predicted wave pattern interference factor using the 

monohull wave pattern are given in Figs.355 to 358. Unlike 

the previous wave interference factors it is mainly 

dependent on the separation ratio rather than hull shape. A 

small phase shift was observed for a change of LIB. This 

suggests that the effect of the asymmetric flow is of an 

important nature which may not be predicted by the current 

method. 

It is 

predictions 

predict wave 

found that theoretical calculations and 

from the monohull wave pattern analysis may 

resistance with a phase shift. This shift may 

be corrected by using the experimental results obtained in 

this work. Firstly, the main hump position of wave 

resistance can be found from Figs. 375-377 for a given 

separation and LIB ratio. Secondly the wave resistance 

curve can be shifted to match to this hump. 

The effect of dividing resistance into components by 

different methods for extrapolating to ship scale can 

result in significantly different results. e.g. the results 

of the experiments for model C4-Monohull and C4-S/L:0.3 are 

extrapolated to a 40 m ship, using the ITTC 1957 method, 

the ITTC 1978 method with a constant (l+~k) over the speed 

range but varying with the separation, and by direct 

measurement method with a varying (l+kwp) across the speed 

range. The difference between the extrapolated results are 

given in Figs.383, 384. 

The main difference between the methods is seen in the 

low speed range, i.e. Fn<0.6. Above Fn:0.6 the ITTC 1978 

and direct determination methods lead to the same result 

whilst the ITTC 1957 method results in a higher drag value. 

Due to the influence of wavebreaking on the direct method, 

the ITTC 1978 method is believed to be the most suitable of 

these three methods for the extrapolation to full scale, 

although there is not any available full scale resistance 

data to confirm this. 
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Trim and Sinkage 

The interactions on the running trim of catamarans are 

of importance between Fn:0.3 to Fn:0.70 as shown in 

Figs.367 to 370 (In these figures. the trim angles were 

increased by 180 to suppress the inaccuracies of the 

measurements in small trim angles encountered at low 

speeds). The catamarans showed a steeper increase in trim 

than the monohull which has already shown a rapid increase 

in the speed range up to Fn:0.5. Above this speed, the trim 

of catamarans drops down reaching the monohull trim at 

about Fn:0.70. Although the interference is effective 

across the separation range, the trim increase in 

catamarans is more pronounced with a decrease in the 

separation. E.g. for S/L:0.5 and L/B:11, the running trim 

is very similar to the monohulls. The catamarans with 

higher L/B ratio have smaller trim interactions for all 

separations tested. Outside this speed range, both monohull 

and catamaran configurations have similar running trim 

characteristics. The Wigley hull has a similar trim 

interference to the round bilge hulls except that the 

interference occurs at slightly lower speeds. It is also 

noteworthy that the interference occurs where catamaran 

wave resistance shows severe adverse interference. This 

follows the link between the wave resistance and running 

trim [56]. 

The dynamic vertical position of LeG, i.e. sinkage of 

the hull, was also effected by the interference between the 

demihulls (Figs. 371 to 374). In other words, the dynamic 

lift generated by the hulls is related to the separation 

distance. Up to about Fn:0.5, the catamaran has higher 

sinkage than the monohull. This increase gets smaller with 

increasing separation distance. The main interference is 

observed above this speed, as the catamaran rises more than 

the monohull at the higher speeds at which these ships 

normally operate. A lift of up to 2.5 times the lift 
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generated by the monohulls can be observed i.e. is up to 5 

%.of draught. 

The catamarans with lower LIB ratio have more 

interference both on increase and decrease of the sinkage. 

-The Wigley hull, although its hull form is very different 

from the round bilge hulls, also shows good agreement with 

these trends. 

A Preliminary Prediction Method 

The experimental time needed to cover necessary 

separation and speed variations can be very lengthy. A 

regression analysis of all available experimental data is a 

possible approach. However due to the lack of data at high 

speeds, this method can not be utilised satisfactorily. A 

preliminary design procedure utilising both theoretical and 

empirical methods may be adopted. Taking into account all 

the information gathered in the current investigation a 

practical method based on the ITTC 1978 proposal is 

outlined for the prediction of catamaran resistance, 

suitable for use at the preliminary design stage: 

A} The frictional resistance is calculated from the 

ITTC 1957 formula. 

B) A form factor (1+k) for the monohull is determined 

by an available method which can be from published model 

data, from empirical formulae or from tests of a similar 

model. 

C} Factor ~ is calculated from Fig.378 or from a cross 

plot in Fig.379 and viscous resistance (CV)CAT can be 

derived from (l+~k) CF. 

D) Wave resistance of the monohull can be calculated 

from specific 

suitable model 

model experiments, regression formulae or 

series. In the absence of all these methods 

theoretical wave resistance can be used. 

E) Using the current results, if the design is similar 

to the models, the wave interference ratio can be obtained 
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from Figs.347 to 350 for a given separation and LIB ratio. 

For the designs which are not similar to the current hull 

forms, theoretical predictions from linearised theory can 

be utilised. 

F) The wave resistance (CW)CAT is calculated by ~Cw. 

If theoretical predictions are utilised for the 

interference ratio, a phase shift should be applied to 

these results as described earlier. 

G) Total resistance is calculated by 

(CT ) CAT = (Cv ) CAT + (Cw ) CAT . 

This method is suggested for use at the preliminary 

design stage. It allows some investigation of hull form, 

separation and speed to be made. However model tests would 

be recommended to determine the resistance of the final 

design. 

Using this method with theoretical wave interference 

factor for~, calculations of errors in total resistance 

prediction for models C2, C3, C4, C5 are presented in Figs. 

380 to 382. It is observed that estimates at lower speeds, 

particularly with small separations, should to be treated 

with caution. At higher speeds, particularly above Fn:0.5, 

the results are promising and should prove satisfactory for 

preliminary design. 
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CHAPTER 9 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The investigation has demonstrated that the resistance 

of catamarans can be treated as a summation of the 

principal resistance components, analogous to monohull 

resistance, and interference resistance components which 

can be obtained by the application of interference factors 

to the principal components. Experimental and theoretical 

results have revealed a number of the characteristics of 

these interference effects, particularly at high speeds, 

and have contributed to a better understanding of catamaran 

resistance. 

The principal findings and conclusions drawn from this 

investigation are outlined as follows: 

The survey of built catamarans revealed the main 

application range of catamaran hull form parameters. The 

hull "forms are invariably long and thin and with small 

block coefficients. The vessels are grouped around two 

speed ranges at about Fn:0.30 and Fn:0.9. The main thrust 

of this investigation was therefore focused around these 

characteristics, together with extensions beyond them where 

possible. 

The literature review indicated that two types of 

interaction, namely wave and viscous interaction, must be 

taken into account. Whilst a number of investigations into 

the wave resistance of catamarans had been carried out, 

there is very little published information on viscous 

interactions. More importantly, there was effectively no 

published information available for catamarans at speeds 
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higher than about Fn:0.S, i.e. the range specifically 

applicable to modern high speed catamarans. 

Total resistance experiments were conducted for five 

hull forms and provide useful data over a wide range of 

separations and Froude numbers. These data were used for 

the validation of the techniques developed in the 

investigation, but they can also be used directly in the 

practical prediction of catamaran resistance, as the hull 

forms represent catamaran forms in common use. 

The automated wave pattern analysis system, developed 

for the investigation, proved to be successful over a wide 

range of speeds, providing very valuable information on the 

wave interference of catamarans as well as achieving a 

direct method for the determination of form factor. This is 

probably the first set of data obtained for high speed 

catamarans with symmetric demihulls. Additionally, these 

data improve the knowledge of wave pattern resistance for 

monohulls at high speeds. 

The experimental observations revealed wave breaking 

phenomena specific to catamarans, due to bow and stern wave 

interactions between the demihulls. This wave breaking is 

likely to cause some underprediction of wave resistance by 

the wave pattern analysis over certain speed ranges. 

It was demonstrated that theoretical prediction of 

catamaran wave resistance by the use of linearised theory 

and a thin ship approximation has a reasonable degree of 

accuracy, especially when corrections for transom stern, 

trim and sinkage are applied. The phase shift due to 

asymmetric flow does require to be corrected by empirical 

methods. The simple and fast execution of this computer 

code provides the designer with a satisfactory preliminary 

design tool for parametric concept models. It may be 

possible to predict the positions of humps and hollows more 

accurately by the use of a full three dimensional source 
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panel method such as Neuman-Kelvin, as the asymmetric 

features of flow can be included. Such a method would 

however require excessive computing time for parametric 

studies and is unlikely to be cost effective. It would 

therefore be confined to checking certain applications 

only. As a further comment on the use of theoretical 

methods, it should be noted that the derivation and use of 

wave interference factors, rather than direct wave 

resistance prediction, has led to much better accuracy. 

The simplified theory developed in this investigation 

provides a satisfactory basis for predicting these 

interference factors. 

A parametric study of catamaran wave resistance using 

the theory, indicated that speed and SIL are of prime 

importance in the wave resistance interaction. The hull 

form parameters LIB and BIT have an influence at higher 

speeds whilst entrance angle and prismatic coefficient are 

of more importance at lower sPeeds. The effect of LIB 

ratio, i.e. higher interference with decreasing LIB ratio, 

was confirmed by the experiments. This increased the 

reliability of the method. 

The wave resistance interference factor exhibits two 

humps and a hollow in the speed range up to Fn:1.0. The 

exact positions of the humps and hollows are influenced by 

separation and LIB ratio. Smaller separation and LIB ratios 

result in higher speeds for the locations of the humps and 

hollows. The amplitude of interference also follows a 

similar pattern, i.e. a smaller separation and LIB ratio 

leads to higher interference. This correlates well with 

theoretical estimations. 

Above a critical speed, which is separation dependent, 

the wave resistance interference can be neglected. The 

higher the separation, the lower the critical Froude number 

becomes. It changes from Fn:0.55 for S/L:0.5 to Fn:0.8 for 

S/L:0.2. 
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The prediction of the catamaran wave pattern from the 

wave pattern analysis of a monohull presents a simple but 

powerful method of prediction, as it predicts the amplitude 

of the interference fairly well. However, a correction for 

the positions of humps and hollows must be applied in order 

to compensate the phase shift created by the asymmetric 

flow around a demihull. This approach has advantages over a 

fully theoretical approach since there are limitations in 

expressing the hull form by sources and sinks, and viscous 

effects on these sources are taken into account. It is 

suggested that this prediction method could be applied to 

existing 

would lead 

monohulls tested for wave pattern analysis. This 

to the identification of those hull forms which 

have potential applications for catamarans. 

The viscous wake traverse system provided a 

satisfactory method of obtaining the viscous drag of 

catamarans. Shortcomings with this analysis method were 

identified, in particular, the method is found to be 

limited due its long, tedious test procedure for practical 

applications. Nevertheless, the method proved that the sum 

of the viscous and wave pattern resistance achieved a 

budget close to total resistance. It thus confirmed the 

alternative method for the derivation of viscous 

resistance, that is from the difference between total and 

wave pattern resistance. Additionally this method displayed 

the effect of asymmetric flow on the shape of viscous wake 

behind the stern which is highly affected by the 

separation. 

Small separations are likely to create cross flow 

under the keel. An asymmetric wake skewed inside at the 

lower body and outside near to the surface was observed in 

this condition. It was not possible to quantify the likely 

induced drag resulting from these cross flows. 
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Viscous interactions were investigated by wake 

traverse experiments and by total resistance and wave 

pattern analysis. These investigations indicated that 

application of a form factor varying with separation and 

L/B ratio, but not with speed, is sufficient for the 

practical prediction of viscous interactions. The 

interference factor ~ has been presented in graphs for 

various L/B ratios and separations. 

It was found that the values of trim and sinkage for 

the catamaran can be substantially different from the 

monohull and need to be borne in mind when freeboard and 

clearance of cross structure are being considered. 

The effect of interference on the running trim of 

catamarans is pronounced between about Fn:0.3 and Fn:O.7. 

The catamaran has 

steep increase 

approximating to 

a higher running trim angle 

up to Fn:O.5 and a gradual 

the monohull trim at about 

showing a 

decrease 

Fn:0.7. 

Increasing the separation decreases this interference. For 

separations over S/L:0.5 the trim is likely to be equal to 

that of monohull. L/B ratio also has an influence on the 

trim interference; a lower L/B ratio results in an 

increased trim angle interaction. 

Sinkage of the catamaran is also influenced by the 

separation distance between the demihulls. Decreasing the 

separation results in higher sinkage below Fn:0.5. Above 

this speed the catamaran has higher lift than the monohull 

which increases with decrease in the separation. By 

increasing the separation above S/L:0.5, the sinkage 

becomes similar to that of the monohull. The interference 

effects are increased by decreasing L/B ratio. 

The choice of a suitable parameter for the 

interference components is not fully conclusive. S/L is the 

principal parameter for the wave interference. However S/B, 

which is equivalent to L/B for the current models., has 
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importance on the positions of humps and hollows. The 

viscous interactions are mainly affected by LIB. Further 

work involving various parameters is needed. 

In summary, the investigation achieved its goal in 

identifying the interference components by both 

experimental and theoretical methods, and their influence 

on the resistance of catamarans at higher speeds. The 

effect of variation of separation and LIB ratio on 

interference resistance components and hull behaviour were 

also discovered. These lead to a better understanding of 

the resistance features of high speed catamarans. 

Following the experience gained during this work 

the following recommendations are made for further research on 

catamaran powering: 

Research on asymmetric demihulled catamarans would be 

beneficial, especially if such vessels are required to 

operate near the main hump speed. Additionally, hull form 

changes such as bulbous bows and submerged nonlifting 

hydrofoils between the demihulls may increase the 

efficiency of catamarans near the main hump speed by 

cancellation of transverse waves. 

The experimental and theoretical approaches described 

have identified the effects of separation and LIB ratio on 

the resistance interference factors. Similar investigations 

for the effects of BIT ratio and Cp are recommended in 

order to completely understand hull form effects. 

Hull form modifications, especially at the bow, to 

reduce the wave breaking at the centerline of the catamaran 

may have an influence on the overall performance of these 

craft, and deserves further investigation. 

A complete powering prediction of 

requires the propulsion efficiency to 

these vessels 

be determined. 
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However, there are few data on wake fractions and thrust 

deductions for catamarans, which will be influenced by 

asymmetric flow behind the stern. Research on this topic 

would be very valuable. 

The current investigation has been concerned entirely 

with model scale. The detailed investigation of resistance 

components has indicated the likely suitable breakdown of 

the components for the extrapolation to full scale. 

Confirmation of this aspect would depend on full scale 

trial results which are currently not available. Such a 

model-ship correlation exercise is necessary if the 

extrapolation methods for this particular ship type are to 

be validated. 

"",' 
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APPENDIX A : SUMMARY OF AVAILABLE DATA ON CATAMARAN 
RESISTANCE 

AItb:r & Hill. Ref S}m Fh S LIB BII' C's Q> ~ 

Sct.rinHe S7 S .24- .35 S/B= 10, 6.484 1.092 .r:B/) .ST7 Rr 
Ul5 2.00,2.43 

2.73,3.02 

Sct.rinHe 67 S .24- .35 S/B= co, 7.E68 0.910 .654 .682 Rr 
$5 2.00,2.39 

2.67,3.00 

Sct.rinHe S7 S .24- .35 S/B= 00, 7.E68 0.910 .7'l15 .7~ Rr 
571 2.00,2.40 

2.70,3.00 

~ 18 S .23- .48 S/!.;= 00, .3 10.~ 1.600 .444 .€6l Rr,RvP 
Pantrilic 

19JerEst 18 S .29- .37 S/!.;= to,.3 8.8e0 1.670 .548 .574 Rr,RvP 
~ 

EI.'erest 19 S .m- .38 S/!.;= to,.2 9.25 1.2 .52 .58 Rr/V 
4890 0.25,0.30 
(Trawler) 

Everest 19 A .26- .38 S!li= oa,.2 9.25 1.2 .52 .58 Rr/V 
4918 0.25,0.30 
(Trawler) 

Miyazawa 51 S .07- .35 S/li= .. , 11.542 1.359 .554 Cr,CwP 
0.177 Cwr 

Michalski 46 S .22- .35 S/li=.287 8.0 1.36 .594 CR 
Original Form 

Michalski 46 S .22- .35 S/li=.287 8.0 1.36 CR 
Bulb A 

Michalski 46 s .22- .35 S/li=.287 8.0 1.36 CR 
Bulb B 

Turneretal 78 S .18- .34 W/li= oa, 10.77 2.6 .584 .598 rnP 
lA-25IT .257, .314 

.386 

Turner et al 78 FA .18- .34 W/li= oa, 10.77 2.6 .584 .598 rnP 
1C-25 IT .257,.314 

.386 

Turner et al 78 S .18- .34 W/li= 00, 10.77 2.163 .6 .615 DIP 
lA-30 IT .257,.314 

.386 
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Author & Hull Ref Sym Fn S LIB BIT CD C> Type 

Turneretal 78 A .18- .34 W/J.;: 00, 10.77 2.163 .6 .615 HIP 
lB-30 Fl' .257,.314 

.386 

Turneretal 78 FA .18- .34 W/J.;: co, 10.77 2.163 .6 .615 nIP 
1C-30 Fl' .257,.314 

.386 

Turner et al 78 S .18- .36 G/J.;:.181 8.75 1.333 .531 RT/V 
ASR-5060 

Turneretal 78 A .18- .36 G/L=.181 8.75 1.333 .531 RT/V 
ASR-5061 
(Sym AftBody) 

Turneretal 78 A .164-.39 G/J.;:.162 8.077 1.368 .539 .551 nIP 
ASR-5093 

Turneretal 78 A .164-.39 G/J.;:.162 7.88 1.45 .585 .601 nIP 
ASR-5094 
(Bulbous Bow) 

Turner et al 78 A .196-.37 G/J.;:.148 8.846 1.%9 .537 DIP 
ASR-5116 

Fry & Graul 22 S .3 -1.2 G/J.;:.067, 6.67 3.0 .43 .753 Rr/V 
1175 .133,.383 
(Hard Chine) 

Fry & Graul 22 A .3 -1.2 G/L= 00 6.67 3.0 .43 .753 RT/V 
1177 .067, .133 
(Hard Chine) .383 

Fry & Graul 22 FA .3 -1.2 G/J.;: 0 6.67 3.0 .43 .753 RT/V 
1179 .067,.133 
(Hard Chine) .383 

l'bss 54 S .3 -1.2 G/L=.067 6.67 3.0 .43 .753 Rr/V 
1175 • 133, .383 Sinka • 
(Hard Chine) Trim 

li:Jss 54 A .3 -1.2 G/L= flO 6.67 3.0 .43 .753 RT/V 
1177 .067, .133 Sinka. 
(Hard Chine) .383 Trim 

Moss 54 FA .3 -1.2 G/L= 0 6.67 3.0 .43 .753 Rr/V 
1179 .067, .133 Sinka 
(Hard Chine) .383 Trim 

Volheim 82 S .26 -.36 S/L= co 8.118 1.624 .597 .58 RTiV 
488 .2, .25, .3 

.35 
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Author & Hull Ref Sym Fn S LIB BIT Cs Cp Type 

GuOOuaetal 27 FA .2 -1.0 G/B= 0,2 16.889 1.875 .508 .646 CR 
(Round Bilge, -FA 2.6,3.2, 
Spray strip, 5.0,6.0, 
Foils) 8.0 

Chengyi 9 S .4 -1.1 G/B=1.6 10.526 2.375 .5 CR, 
(Round Bilge) 2,2.6,3.2 RTiV 

6.0 

Chengyi 9 S .4 -1.1 G/B=1.6 10.526 2.375 .5 CR, 
(Hard Chine) 2,2.6,3.2 RTiV 

6.0 

Chengyi 9 FA .4 -1.1 G/B=1.6 10.526 2.375 .5 CR, 
(Round Bilge) 2,2.6,3.2 RT/V 

6.0 

Yenrotayev 84 FA FV G/2B= 0 Rr/V 
(Hard Chine) .5 -3.7 .25, .5, Trim 

.75 

Yenrotayev 84 -FA FV G/2B=.2S Rr/V 
(Hard Chine) .5 -3.7 .5,.75, Trim 

1.5 

Min & Kim 49 S .1 -1.2 SM.3 8.0 1.333 CR 
Mathematical .5 

Yokoo 85 S .2 -.48 S/!r= 00,.2 13.46 .922 .54 RT ,CT 
(Inuid) .3, .4,.5 

Yokoo 85 FA .1 -.42 G /J..;:=0, • 04 5.77 2.17 .545 CR 
-FA .087, .347 

Eggers 15 S .316,0.5 S/!r= 00 16.00 1.25 .6 RTIRTM 
Mathematical .125-.75 

Eggers 15 S .316,0.5 S/!r= 00 8.00 2.5 .6 RTIRTM 
Mathematical .125-.75 

Ozawa 58 A .6 -.97 BHP 

Miyata 50 A F\l=.2-3. S/!r=.162 21.47 .67 CT 1 

(HC-200A) Trim 
Sinka. 

Miyata 50 A F\l=.2-3. S/!r=.21 21.96 .425 CT, 
(HC-200B) Trim 

Sinka. 

Michell 47 S .26-.39 S/!r= DO 8.125 2.0 .528 .572 rnP 
.246, .277 
.339 
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Author &: Hull Ref Sym Fn S LIB BIT Cs Cp Type 

Pien 60 A .15-.34 S/IF 10 8.45 2.661 .545 .568 CR 
.076,.117 
.171, .244 

cal.ki..ns 6 A .2 -1.7 S/IF.37 RT/V 
HYCAT Trim 

Sinka. 

Corrlett 13 A • 14-i}.24 G/IF.1875 17.1 2.429 .655 .69 nIP 
Castalia 

Corrlett 13 S • 25-i}.45 W /J.;=r;o, .14 12.4 1.81 .375 .678 mP 
Waterros .162, .182 

Corrlett 13 A .16- .24 W/IF.214 11.67 4.00 .716 mP 
River Cargo 

General Dyna. 88 S • 1 - .39 S/lr= .. 12.6 1.923 .436 Rt 
MIT-26 .206, .238 

.27,.302 

General Dyna. 88 S .1 - .39 S/IF .. 12.6 1.667 .536 Rt 
MIT-30 .206, .238 

.27,.302 

General Dyna. 88 S • 1 - .39 S/IF .. 12.6 1.47 .647 Rt 
MIT-34 .206, .238 

.27, .302 

Rutgersson 64 S .38,.51, G/IF co 10.5 2.105 .6 . nIP/ 
• 64, .76 • 048,.095 nIP .. 

.143, .19 

Rutgersson 64 A .38,.51, G/IF co 10.5 2.105 .6 nIP/ 
.64, .76 .048, .095 nIP .. 

• 143,.19 

Ozawa et al 59 FA .2 - 1.2 G/IF.133, 9.18 2.32 .461 .57 Cr 
.185, .290 Trim 
• 395 Sinka • 

Sherman 70 FA GM.0, 6.0 1.067 Rr/V 
.166, .333 
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APPENDIX B: DERIVATION OF COMPONENTS OF TOTAL RESISTANCE 

FROM CONSIDERATIONS OF MOMENTUM CHANGES 

The resistance components of a model can be derived 

from considerations of momentum changes. 

The cartesian coordinate system (x,y,z) has its origin 

on the free surface at the model centre, and moves with the 

model. X-axis, y-axis and z-axis are positive in the 

direction of motion, starboard and upwards respectively 

(Fig.30). u, v, ware corresponding perturbation velocities 

in the directions of x, y, z. 

It is assumed that flow about model, wake, and wave 

pattern are steady and symmetrical relative to the towing 

tank centerline during a run, and the model is free only to 

sink and trim. 

A and B are two planes perpendicular to the x-axis 

such that A is sufficiently upstream i. e. in undisturbed 

water, and B is sufficiently far downstream i.e. outside of 

nonlinear disturbance of the model. 

Planes A and B, the tank walls, tank floor, and model 

surface are taken as a control box. There are two 

conditions to be applied to the motion. 

Condition 1: Conservation of Mass 

Flow through A and B planes must be equal to each other 

W/2 0 

f I I U dzdy 

-W/2 -H 

Condition 2 

W/2 'fs 

= f I I (u+u) dzdy 

-W/2 -H 

Conservation of Momentum 

(B.1 ) 
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The total force on the control surface must be equal to the 

momentum flux on the control surface. By neglecting the 

frictional forces on the tank walls and bottom. 

MB -MA = FA -FB -Rr 

Momentum in plane A 

W/2 0 W/2 0 

MA = f J J U2 dzdy = U 1 J J U 

-W/2 -H -W/2 -H 

by substituting (B.l) into (B.3) 

W/2 'fB 

M. = f J J U (U+u) dzdy 

-W/2 -H 

Momentum in plane B 

W/2 'fB W/2 . 'f8 

dzdy 

M. = f J J (U+u)' 

-W/2 -H 

dzdy = f J J (U'+2Uu+u') dzdy 

-W/2 -H 

(B. 2) 

(B.3) 

(B. 4) 

(B. 5) 

FA and FB are the forces which are caused by pressures 

on the A and B planes respectively. 

Assuming flow is in streamlined form, Bernoulli 

equation between A and B can be set as 

1/2 U2 = PA + 1/2 U2 + Igz 
(B. 6) 

= PB + 1/2 [(U+U)2+V2 +W2 ] + Igz + ~P 
(B. 7) 



where ~p is head loss between A and B 

using (B.G) 

W/2 0 W/2 0 

FA = I I PA dzdy 

-W/2 -H 

= - f I I gz dzdy 

-W/2 -H 

W/2 1B 

F. = I Ip· 
-W/2 -H 

= 1/2 gWH2 

W/2 

dzdy = - I 
-W/2 

1B 

I [-fgz-f/2 

-H 

substituting (B.4), (B.5) I (B.8), (B.9) into (B.2) 

W/2 1a W/2 'fa 
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(B. 8) 

(B. 9) 

f I I (U'+2Uu+u'l dzdy - 1 I I U (U+ul dzdy = - 1/2 gWH' 

-W/2 -H -W/2 -H 

W/2 'fa 

- R, + I I [fgz+ 1/2 (2Uu+u'+v'+w'l+bP] dzdy 

-W/2 -H 
(B.10) 

by arranging terms 

W/2 W/2 'fa W/2 'fB 

RT = fg/2 I1.' dy + 112 J J (v2 +w2 -u2 ) dzdy + J J ~Pdzdy 
-W/2 -W/2 -H -W/2 -H 

(B.ll) 

The second integral includes the term u which is 

affected by the wake. By introducing a fictious velocity u 
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at plane B which would be the velocity if viscous head 

losses were neglected, i.e. 

PB + IgzB + 1/2 [(U+U)2+V2+W2] + AP = PB + IgzB + 

+ 1/2 [(U+U)2+V2 +W2 ] 

(B.12) 

bysubstitutingu2 = U2 + (U2 -U2) 

W/2 'fB 

R,= I I 8P dzdy + 

-W/2 -H 

W/2 

W/2 'fB 

1/2 I I (u'-u') dzdy 

-W/2 -H 

W/2 'fB 

+ Ig/2 I :t.' 
-W/2 

dy + t/2 I I (v'+w'-~) dzdy 

-W/2 -H 
(B.13) 

The equation (B.13) represents the total resistance as 

a summation of two groups. The first two terms are viscous 

resistance terms due to head loss and kinetic energy loss. 

These terms can be determined by a viscous wake traverse 

experiment. It must be noted that these integrals are 

significant only in the wake region and are zero outside 

the wake. The last two terms represent the wave resistance 

due to the potential energy loss because of the waves, and 

the kinetic energy loss due to perturbation velocities. The 

latter component would be very tedious to measure as all 

veloci ties below the free surf ace have to be measured. 

Therefore an alternative method is used : 

By introducing y. , Y. , R as wave orbi tal velocities 

obtained from the measured wave pattern at B and employing 

linearised wave theory. 



By substituting 

u2 = 112 

V2 = y2 

W2 = ~2 

W/2 'fa 

+ (U2 -y,2 ) 

+ (V2 _y2 ) 

+ (W2 -H,2) 

W/2 'fB 

Rt= J J 6P dzdy + 

-W/2 -H 

1/2 J J (~-u') dzdy 

-W/2 -H 

W/2 

+ Ig/2 J 1.' 
-W/2 

W/2 'fB 

W/2 'fB 

dy + f/2 J I (v'+w'-u') dzdy 

-W/2 -H 

+ f/2 J J [(v'-v') + (w'-w') - (~-u')l dzdy 

-W/2 -H 
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(B.14) 

The first line in the resistance equation (B.14) 

represents the viscous resistance. The second line is the 

wave resistance which can be defined from an analysis of 

the model wave pattern. The velocity components y"y,w are 

determined from this wave pattern by utilising linear wave 

theory. The third line is the induced drag. Unlike the 

first two it can not be easily measured unless all the 

veloci ty components are measured in plane B. It may be 

neglected for most ship types. 
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APPENDIX C : DERIVATION OF VELOCITY POTENTIAL OF A SOURCE 
IN A SHALLOW WATER CANAL 

The equation (4.16) 

co 111 1 
[- + + + --] 

where 

Zo )2 

rl' '2= (X-XO )2+(y_yo ")2+(Z- Zo )2 

r2 '2 = (X-XO )2 + (y-yo ' )2+(z+(2H+Zo»2 

r2' '2= (X-XO )2+(y-yo" )2+(z+(2H+Zo»2 

co n/2 

(C.1 ) 

(C.2) 

J2~~~~f JF(9,k,Z) COS (kxCos9) Cos(k[y-y,+2nW1Sin9) dk de 

o 0 

co n/2 

+ f JF(e,k,Z) COS (kxCos9) COS (k[y+y,+W+2nWl Sine) dkdel 

o 0 

00 

= Ref I: 
n=-oo 

00 n/2 

f dkJ F(9,k,z) 

o 0 

Cos (kxCos8) 

ik[Y-Yo+2nW]Sin8 ik[Y+Yo+W+2nW]Sin8 
[e + e 

(C. 3) 

] de I 
(c. 4) 
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00 n/2 

=Rel~kn=~_ I[Fl (e,k,x,y,z)+ F2 (e, k, x, Y I z)] e 
ik2nWSine 

de} 

o 0 

where 
ik[Y-Yo]Sin9 

Fl (9,k,x,y,z)=F(8,k,z) Cos (kxCosO) e 
ik[Y+Yo+W]Sine 

F2 (O,k,x,y,z)=F(8,k,z) Cos (kxCose) e 

By using Poisson summation formula (Appendix E) 

00 

J.= Rei f 
o 

00 F 1 (em, k , x , y , z) + F2 (em, k , X, Y , z) 
dk 2n 2:' 

m=0 
[ ] 

where 

L' denotes that m=0 is halved 

f(em)=2kWSin9m=2mn 

kSin9m = mn/W 

f ' (9) =2kWCos9 

00 

n 00 F (Om , k , z ) 
J.= Ref f dk 

o 

2:' Cos (kxCosem) 
W m=0 k cosem 

ikySinem -ikYoSinem m ikYoSinem 

(C. 5) 

(C. 6) 

(C. 7) 

(C. 8) 

e [e +(-l) e ] } 
(C. 9) 
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00 

F (em, k, z) 
J2=-- k r' 20 t 00 

Cos (kySin9m) Cos(kyoSinem) 
------- Cos(kxCosem) 

W m=0 k Cos9m Sin(kySinem) Sin(kYoSinem) 
o 

(C.10) 

where Cos terms applies for even m and Sin terms applies 

for odd m 

by substituting the other terms and X=X-Xo 

And 

Ja = 

= 

20 

w 

00 

f ~, 
m=0 

Cosh(k(z+H) ) 
e- k H Cosh (k (H+zo » (k+Ko Sec 2 em) 

Cosh(kH) (k-KoSec2 emTanh(kH» 
o 

Cos (k(x-xo )Cos8m) 

k Cos8m Sin(kySinem) Sin(kyoSin9m) 
(C.ll) 

the last term 

0/2 
00 

r G(e,K,z) Sin (KxCose) Cos (K[y-yo +2nW] Sine) de 
n=-oo J 

0 

0/2 

+ J G(9,K,zl Sin (KxCosSl Cos(K[y+y,+W+2nW]Sin9l de J 

o 

00 

Ref r 
n=-oo 

(C.12) 

0/2 

J 
o 

G(9,K,z) Sin(KxCos9) 

iK[Y-Yo+2nW]Sin9 iK[y+yo +W+2nW] Sine 
[e + e ] de ) 

(C.13) 
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n/2 
00 

J 
iK2nWSin8 

=Re(r 
n=-oo 

[01 (e, K, x, y , Z) + 02 (8, K, x, y, z)] e d8 I 

o 
(C.14) 

where 
iK[Y-Yo]Sin9 

G1 (e,K,x,y,z}=G(e,K,z) Sin {KxCose} e 
iK[y+yo+W] Sine 

G2 (8,K,x,y,z)=G(e,K,z) Sin (KxCose) e 
(C.l5) 

By using Poisson integration formula (Appendix E) 

00 F 1 (8m , Km , x , y , Z ) + F 2 (em , Km I X I Y I Z ) 

J 3 = Re r 2n r' [ ] 
m=0 f' (8m) 

(C.16) 

where f(8m}=2KmWSinem =2mn 

KmSin8m =mn/W 
(C.l7) 

as 0~e~n/2 

dK 
f' (8)=2KWCos8+2WSine 

de 

at the same ,time K-Ko Sec2e Tanh(KH}=0 from equation (4.l2) 

dK dK 
- KoHSec 2 e Sech2 (KH) - 2KoSec2e TanS Tanh(KH)=0 

de de 
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dK 2Ko Sec2 e TanS Tanh (KH) 2K TanS 
= = 

de 1-KoH sec2 e Sech2 (KH) l-KoH Sec2 e Sech2 (KH) 

Hence 

f' (e) =2WK SecEl 
l-KoH Sec2 e Sech2 (KH) 

l-KoH Sech2 {KH}+Sin2 e 
f' (e) =2WK Sece 

l-KoH Sec2 e Sech2 {KH} 
(C.1S) 

n "" 
J 3 = - I:' [Gl (em , Km , x , y , Z) +G2 (em, Km ,x, y , z)] * 

W m=0 

l-KoH Sec2 e mSech2 (KmH) 

{KmSecem} (l-KoH Sech2 (KmH}+Sin2 em) 
{C.19} 

n "" G(em,Km,z) l-KoH sec2em Sech2 (KmH) 
J3=Re[- I:' Sin(KmxCosem} 

W m=0 KmSecElm l-KoH Sech2 (KmH}+Sin2 Elm 

iKmySinem -iKmSinElm m iKm Yo SinElm 
e [e +(-1) e ] I 

(C.20) 

2n "" G(em,Km,z) l-KoH Sec2 Elm Sech2 (KmH) 
J3= I:'-----------

W m=0 Km Secem 
Sin(KmxCosElm} 

l-Ko H Sech2 (KmH) +Sin2 Elm 

Cos (KmySinElm) Cos (Kmyo SinElm) 

Sin(KmySinem) Sin(KmyoSinElm) 
(C.21) 



where Cos terms applies for even m and Sin terms applies 

for odd m 

by substituting the other terms and X=X-Xo 

20 00 e-KIll R Cosh (Kill (H+zo)) (Ko+KIllCos281ll) 
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Ja=--- ~'--------------------------------------- Cosh (Km (z+H) ) 
Cosh(KmH) (l-KoH Sech2 (KmH)+Sin28m) W m=0 

KmCos8m Sin(KmySin8m) Sin(KmYoSin8m) 
(C.22) 
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APPENDIX D : DERIVATION OF FAR FIELD WAVE SYSTEM 

From equation (4.20) 

x-)-oo x-)-oo x-}-oo 
(D.1 ) 

By evaluating each term separately 

DO 1 1 1 1 
Lim Jl = Lim { r [- + + + -] = 0 
x-}-oo x->-oo n=-oo rl ' rl ' , r2 ' r2 ' , 

(D. 2) 

00 

2n 1 
Lim J2=Lim { 
x->-oo x-}-co 

r'--------------------------------- ----__ f 
00 e- kR Cosh(k(H+zo» (k+KoSec2 em) 

w m=0 (k-KoSec2 emTanh(kH» kCosem 

o 

Cosh(k(z+H) Cos(kySinem) Cos(kyoSin8m) 
--------- Cos(k(x-xo)Cosem) I 

Cosh(kH) Sin(kySinem} Sin(kyoSin9m) 
(D. 3) 

now using equality 

b 

J 
D(k} id(k)x id(K)x 

I = Lim e dk = ± ni D (K) e 
Ixl->DO k-K 

a 

where - for x<0, + for x>0 
(D. 4) 

But first defining a function 

g(k)=k-Ko Sec2 emTanh(kH)=0 
(D. 5) 

d (Sec2 em) 
g' (K) = 1 - KoHSec 2 8mSech2 (KH) - KoTanh{kH) 

dk 

Using equation (C.8) Sinem=mn/Wk 
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d(Sec2 9m} 

dk 
(D. 6) 

and substituting this result in 

g(K)=g'(K) (k-K) 

=(1-KoHSec2 8mSech2 (KH)+2KoTan2 8mSec2 9mTanh(KH)/K) (k-K) 

=Sec 2 8 m (1-Ko HSech2 (KH) +Sin2 8m) (k-K) as k-)K 
(D. 7) 

If equations (C.S) and (D.7) are combined K=Km can be 

determined from 

Km-KoSec2 8mTanh(KmH)=0 

KmSin8m = mn/W 
(D. 8) 

by substituting (D.7) into J2 and by defining 

e- KH Cosh{Km{H+zo» (Ko+KmCos 2 8m) 1 
D (Km ) = 

(1-Ko HSech2 (KmH) +Sin2 8 m) KmCos8m 

Cosh(k(z+H) Cos (KmySin8m) Cos (Kmyo Sin8m) 

Cosh(kH) Sin(KmySin8m) Sin(KmYoSin8m) 
(0.9) 

and d(Km}=KmCos8m 

2n 00 

J2 = r' ( Real(I) } 

W m=0 

2n 00 

= r' [ nO (Km ) Cos(Km(x-xo)Cos8m) } 

W m=0 
(0.10) 
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2n2 00 e- K .. B Cosh (Km (H+zo )} (Ko +Km COS2 8m) 1 
Lim J2= r l 

X-}-oo W m=0 (1-KoHSech2 (KmH}+Sin28m) KmCos81II 

Cosh(k(z+H) Cos(KmySin8m} Cos(KmyoSin8m) 
Sin(Km (x-xo )Cos8m) 

Cosh(kH} Sin(KmySin8m ) Sin(KmYoSinem) 

2n 00 e-Km H Cosh(Km (H+zo» (Ko +KmCOS28m) 1 
Lim Ja= r l 

X-}-oo W m=0 (l-Ko HSech2 (KmH) +Sin2 em) KmCosem 

Cosh(k(z+H) Cos (KlllySinem) Cos(KmYoSinE>m) 
Sin(Km (x-xo )Cos8 .. ) 

Cosh(kH) Sin(KmySin8 .. ) Sin(KmYoSinem) 
(D.ll) 
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APPENDIX E : DERIVATION OF WAVE RESISTANCE 

Wave resistance can be obtained from (3.10) 

W/2 W/2 0 

Rw = 1/2 Ig J '12 dy + 1/2 
1 J J (s6y 2 +s6z 2 - s6x 2 ) dzdy 

-W/2 -W/2 -H 
(E.l ) 

where 

g 00 1 
s6FF=-- r' [-'1nCOS{WnX) + .fnSin{wnx)] * 

U n=0 Kn coseD 

Cosh (Kn (z+H) ) 
Cos (2nny/W) 

'1= 

s6x = 

s6Y = 

00 

r 
m=0 

Cosh(KnH) 

'1m ] Cos (mny/W) 
Cos (WmX) + Sin{Wmx) 

~m Sin (mny/W) 

by taking derivatives of (E.2) 

g 00 Cosh (Km (z+H) ) 
r * 

U m=0 Cosh(KIIH) 

[ 
.fm '1111 

] 
Cos (mny/W) 

COS{WmX) + Sin (WmX) 
am ~m Sin (myn/W) 

g 00 Cosh (KII (z+H) ) Sin (Killam) 
r * 

U m=0 Cosh(KmH) Cos (Kllalll) 

[ 
- "lUI .fm 

] 
-Sin (mny/W) 

Cos (WmX) + Sin(wmx) 
-~m am Cos (mny/W) 

(E. 2) 

(E. 3) 

(E. 4) 

(E. 5) 
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9 ... Sinh (Km (z+H) ) 1 
szSz = t * 

U m=0 Cosh(KIIH) Cos (KII em ) 

[ 
-'?m fill 

] 
Cos (mny/W) 

Cos (w.x) + Sin (WIIIX) 
-/3m a.m Sin (mny/W) 

(E. 6) 

By calculating the necessary integrals 

W/2 

J 
00 

L: 
'?III 

Sin (WmX) ] * ,/2 dy= t Cos (WmX) + 
m=0 /3. 

-W/2 
W/2 

J 
COS2 (mny/W) 

dy 
Sin2 (mny/W) 

-W/2 

W 00 

L: 
'?m 2 

= to Cos (WmX) + Sin(WmX) ] 
2 m=0 /3m 

(E. 7) 

where to denotes that m=0 term must be doubled 

W/2 0 

J J ~<' dzdy= 

-W/2 -H 

W/2 0 

J J 
-W/2 -H 

Sm 
Cos (WmX) + 

Cosh2 (Km (z+H) ) 

Cosh2 (KmH) 

'?m ] 2* Sin(wmx) 
/3m 

COS2 (mny/W) 

Sin2 (myn/W) 

gW 00 

___ to 
[ 

fm '?m ] 2 
Cos (WmX) + Sin(wmx) COS2Sm [ 

2KmH] 

1+ Sinh (2KmH) 
(E. 8) 

4 m=0 a.m /3m 



W/2 0 

I I¢Y2dZdY= g2 ~ 
U2 m=0 

-W/2 -H 

- "7. 

[ 
Cos (Will x) + 

-13111 

W/2 0 

.fm 
Sin(WmX) 

o.m 
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COS2 e lll 

I I COSh2 (Kill (z+H) ) Sin2 (mny/W) 

W/2 0 

I I~" dzdy= 

-W/2 -H 

Cosh2 (KmH) 
-W/2 -H 

g2 00 

--2: 
U2 m=0 

-'7m 

[ Cos {Will X) + 
-13m 

W/2 0 

COS2 (myn/W) 

[ 
2KmH] 

1+Sinh (2KmH) 
(E.9) 

.fm ] 2* Sin(WmX) 
o.m 

1 

COS2 em 

I I 
Sinh2 (Km (z+H) ) Sin2 (mny/W) 

Cosh2 (KmH) 
-W/2 -H 

gW 00 [-'7m .fm] 2 
--- 2:0 Cos (WmX) + Sin (Will x) 

4 m=0 -13m 0.111 

COS2 (myn/W) 

[ 
2KmH] 

1 Sinh(2KmH) 
(E.10) 

And by substituting (E.3) I (E.6) I (E.8), (E.10) into (E.1) 

WIg 2Ko H 
Rw = r (.f02+'70 2 ) (1- ) 

4 Sinh(2KoH) 

00 2KmH 
+ 2: 

m=l 
0.5 Cos2Sm(1+ ]} 

Sinh{2KmH) 
(E.11) 

where .f,'7 are applied for even ro, 0.,13 are applied for odd rn 
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APPENDIX F : POISSON SUMMATION FORMULA 

b 
00 

J SN = E E(e) e 1nf (e) de 
n=-oo 

a (F.1 ) 

b 

J 
00 

= E(e) E e 1nf (e) de 
n=-co 

a (F.2) 

for which the summation formula for geometric series 

N-1 eN - e- N 
E en = 

n=-N e - 1 (F. 3) 

By substuting the summation formula for geometric series 

b 

= J F(el 

[e 1 N f ( e) - e- 1 II f ( e ) ) 

de N -) co 
e 1f (e)-1 

a (F.4) 

This integral has poles at e m=±2mn assuming there are 

a number of such poles in [arb) the limit N -) co is 

obtained as the sum of the pole contributions: 

for e=em+p by applying Taylor expansion 

f (a) =f (em) + p f' (19111 ) +p2 12 f" (em) :::: 2mn + p f' (em) 

elf ( e ) -1 = e 1 p f ' ( em) :::: i p f' (em ) asp - 0 
(F. 5) 

e 

J 
[e1NPf '(em) - e- 1 II p f ' (e m ) ] 

SN = E F(am) dp 
m ip f' (em) 

-e (F. 6) 



by substituting 

u=Npf' (em) 

du=Nf' (em) dp 

R=Nef' (em) 

F (em) 
= !' ± 

m if' (em) 

2n F{am) 
SH = !' 

m If' (em) I 

R 

J 
[e iu -' e-1 u ] 

u 
-R 

du as + f' (em ) > 0 
f'(elll)<0 
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(F. 7) 

(F. 8) 

!' denotes if a=a or e=b the term must be halved 

.. '~', 

\ l_~ 
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APPENDIX G DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM 

A microcomputer based data acquisition system has been 

developed to be used in the experiments. The system 

consists of CED1401, a microcomputer and peripherals such 

as plotter, printer and the software. 

CED1401 is an intelligent peripheral 

processor and 64 kb ram in capability of 

with its 

i) 16 channel analog to digital conversion with 12 bit 

accuracy. 

ii) 4 Channel digital to analog conversion with 12 bit 

iii) 4 real time clocks 

iv) 16 Channel digital input-output 

For the current use only ADC channels and real time 

clocks are utilised. 

A 16 bit microcomputer is connected to drive CED1401. 

During the experiments a RM-NIMBUS and Compaq-286 were 

utilised. The software to control data acquisition, SSDAP, 

has been developed in Pascal and it is fully menu driven. 

It has been designed to be as flexible as possible to be 

used in all the experiments described in this thesis. The 

program has provided the routines for setup, calibration, 

data acquisition, storing, loading, printing and plotting 

the data. Some editing routines have also been 

provided such as cutting the start and end of the trace, 

reducing sampling frequency. Data acquisition can be 

started and stopped automatically by a trigger pulse or 

manually by a key pressing. 

Three sets of experiments were conducted using this 

system. 

A) Resistance experiments : Total resistance, sideforce, 

running trim and sinkage were measured using the system 

described in Fig. 63. Acquisition started and stopped by 

trigger signals. The speed was calculated from the~signals 
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for 50 ft distance. Sampling frequency of 50 Hz to 100 Hz 

was used. 

B) Wave pattern experiments Four wave traces were 

acquired using system given in Fig.78. The acquisition 

started by a trigger signal as the carriage approaches, and 

it was stopped after a preset time passed. The signals from 

wave probes were edited where required. The low pass 

filters were set for 250 Hz. Sampling frequency was between 

100 Hz and 200 Hz depending on speed. 

C) Wake traverse experiments: Twelve pressure transducer 

signals and valve actuating signal were acquired at 50 Hz. 

(Fig. 103). The signals from transducers were amplified by 

500 to 1000 times. The acquisition started and stopped by 

trigger signals for 50 ft measured distance. Additionally 

two more triggers were installed to actuate the valves, the 

valve actuating was recorded to define exact position of 

valve actuating. 

", : 
" , 
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APPENDIX H : SUMMATION OF HARMONIC FUNCTIONS 

The summation of the trigonometric function from kl to 

k2 can be done as follows 

ts 

k2 
1: a k = TN = a k 1 + a k 1 + 1 + a k 1 + 2 • • • • • • • • •• + a k 2 

k=kl 

a TN = a k 1 + 1 + a k 1 + 2 

Hence 

(i-a) TN = 
a-l 

k2 k2 
1: e 1 c k + e- 1 c k 1: Cos(ck) = ~ 

k=kl k=kl 

k2 
1: Sin(ck) 

k=kl 

= ~ [----------------
e 1 c-1 

= 
Sin(c/2) 

- e- 1 c k 

e ic (k 2 +1) - e ick l 

= ~ [----------------
e 1 c-1 

(H.l ) 

+ a k 2 + a k 2" 1 

(H. 2) 

(H. 3) 

+ ------------------] 
e- 1 c -1 

(H. 4) 

e- i c ( k 2 + 1) - e- i c k 1 

------------------] 
e- 1 c -1 

Sin [c(kz+kl )/2] Sin[c{k2-kl+1)/2] 
= 

sin(c/2) 
(H. 5) 
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KDI, C1 C2 C2-FX C3 C4 C5 

L 1.536 1.800 1.800 1.600 1.600 1.600 
LIB 6.219 10.000 10.000 7.000 9.000 11.000 
BIT 2.515 1.600 1.600 2.000 2.000 2.000 

L/'i1-/3 5.678 7.116 7.116 6.273 7.417 8.479 
CD 0.528 0.444 0.444 0.397 0.397 0.397 
Cp 0.619 0.667 0.667 0.693 0.693 0.693 
CH 0.852 0.667 0.667 0.565 0.565 0.565 
WS 0.471 0.482 0.482 0.434 0.338 0.276 

MAmuAL GRP GRP GRP FOAM FOAM FOAM 
HUIL ROOND PARABCLIC PARABCLIC RaIID ROOND ROOND 

BnGE BnGE BILGE BnGE 

Table 1 Details of the models 

ImEL C1 C2 C2-FX C3 C4 C5 

Fn .1-.5 .2-.95 .2-.8 .2-1.1 .2-1.1 .2-1.1 

S!L sIB S!L SIB S/L SIB S!L SIB S!L SIB S!L SIB 
.25 1.55 .2 2.0 .2 2.0 .2 1.4 .2 1.8 .2 2.2 
.3 1.87 .3 3.0 .3 3.0 .3 2.1 .3 2.7 .3 3.3 
.4 2.49 .4 4.0 .4 4.0 .4 2.8 .4 3.6 .4 4.4 
.5 3.11 .5 5.0 .5 5.0 .5 3.5 .5 4.5 .5 5.5 
.6 3.73 

D23456 D2345 D2345 D2345 D2345 D2345 
TotRes .f.f.f.f.f.f .f.f.f.f.f .f.f.f .f.f .f.f.f .f.f .f.f.f .f.f .f.f.f .f.f 
SideF .f .f.f .f.f.f .f.f.f .f.f .f.f.f .f.f .f.f.f .f.f .f.f.f .f.f .f.f.f .f.f 
'l'rim .f.f.f .f.f -- .f.f.f .f.f .f.f.f.f .f .f.f.f .f.f 
Sink .f .f.f.f.f -- .f.f.f .f.f .f .f.f.f.f .f.f.f.f.f 
WaveP .f.f.f.f.f.f .f.f.f .f.f .f.f.f .f.f .f.f.f .f.f .f.f.f .f.f .f.f.f .f.f 
WakeT .f.f.f.f .f.f.f.f 
WaveEl. .f.f.f .f.f .f .f.f.f.f 

Table 2 Test conditions for the models 
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~TS 

lQ)EL : C2 
Fn . 0.33097 . 
Rwp : 0.62437 N 
Clip : 0.00134 
Cut start : 0.49122 m 
Cut llid. : 13.48537 m 
'!beta : 71.45804 
N : 28 
ID. OF PROOE: 4 

n en Wn Sn "1 RwPn % RwPn 

0 0.000 5.072 -.000736 .000453 .00677 1.08486 
1 17.693 5.323 -.002407 .000259 .02906 4.65375 
2 30.090 5.861 -.004586 -.000071 .11944 19.12991 
3 38.264 6.459 -.004760 -.000057 .14226 22.78514 
4 43.955 7.045 -.003743 -.000440 .09549 15.29299 
5 48.159 7.603 -.002352 -.000171 .03922 6.28214 
6 51.410 8.131 -.001137 .000541 .01160 1.85716 
7 54.016 8.631 .000263 .000812 .00547 0.87637 
8 56.162 9.108 .001361 .001367 .02853 4.56926 
9 57.968 9.562 .001763 .001314 .03769 6.03659 

10 59.515 9.997 .002120 .000862 .04140 6.63138 
11 60.859 10.415 .001303 .000457 .01524 2.44102 
12 62.040 10.817 .001444 .000066 .01687 2.70160 
13 63.089 11.205 .000670 -.000578 .00637 1.02096 
14 64.028 11.581 -.000091 .000515 .00224 0.35943 
15 64.876 11.945 -.000645 -.000332 .00434 0.69562 
16 65.646 12.299 -.000931 -.000180 .00747 1.19631 
17 66.350 12.642 -.000838 -.000298 .00659 1.05616 
18 66.996 12.977 -.000501 .000108 .00220 0.35292 
19 67.592 13.304 -.000545 .000224 .00292 0.46753 
20 68.144 13.623 -.000245 -.000128 .00065 0.10369 
21 68.657 13.935 -.000248 -.000163 .00075 0.11945 
22 69.136 14.240 -.000115 -.000128 .00025 0.04024 
23 69.584 14.538 .000089 -.000288 .0'lIb78 0.12427 
24 70.004 14.831 .000144 -.000111 .0'lIb28 0.04544 
25 70.399 15.118 -.00004S -.000045 .00004 0.00597 
26 70.772 15.400 .000148 -.000104 .0'lIb28 0.04486 
27 71.124 15.676 .000105 -.000019 .00010 0.01575 
28 71.458 15.948 -.000070 -.000042 .00006 0.00925 

Table 3 Typical results for a wave pattern analysis 
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HULL / m 0.25 0.35 0.50 0.70 

C2-S/L:0.0 .f .f .f .f 

0.2 .f .f 

0.3 .f .f .f 

0.4 .f 

C3-S/L:0.0 .f .f .f 

0.2 .f .f 

0.3 .f .f 

0.4 .f .f .f 

Table 4 Summary of wake traverse experiments 

Transducer l£IW Pressure High Pressure 

Range ± 0.2 psi ± 1 psi 

Linearity ± 0.20 % ± 0.5 % 

Repeatibilty ± 0.15 % ±0.5 % 

SUpply voltage 10 volts 12 volts 

Response 'rime 100 DIS 

~tput 300 mv 18 mY/psi 

Table 5 Main characteristics of the pressure transducers 
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Fig. 1: Typical symmetric catamaran hull form [78J 

Aftbody Forebody 

Fig. 2: Typical asymmetric catamaran hull form [78] 

Aftbody Forebody 

Fig. 3: Typical fully asymmetric catamaran hull form[781 
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Fig.12: Survey of operating Froude number 
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Fig.14: Survey of length to beam ratio (LIB) 
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number range 
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Fig.16: Survey of beam to draught ratio (BIT) 
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Fig.18: Survey of depth to draught ratio (D/T) 
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Fig. 34: Athena hull form [971 
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Fig.45: Theoretical wave resistance change with prismatic 
coefficient (Cp) variation (Wigley Hull) 
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change with length to beam ratio change (Wigley Hull-S/L:0.2) 
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Fig.49: Theoretical wave resistance interference factor 
change with length to beam ratio change (Wigley Hull-S/L:0.4) 
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change with beam to draught ratio change (Wigley Hull
S/L:0.2) 
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change with prismatic coefficient change (Wigley Hull
S/L:0.2) 
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change with entrance angle change (Wigley Hull-S/L:0.2) 
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Fig. 66 Resistance dynamometer 

-----Fig . 67 : Tow post fixing arrangement 
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Fig. 68 Monohu11 tow fitting (Fixed to trim and sink) 

Fig. 69 Monohull tow fitting (Free to trim and sink) 
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Fig. 70 Catamaran tow fittings (Fixed to trim and sink) 

Fig. 71 Catamaran tow fittings (Free to trim and sink) 
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Fig. 76 Positioning of wave probes 

Fig. 77 Resistance wave probe 
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Fig. 88 Experimental setup for wave traverse experiments 

Fig. 89 Wake rake 
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Fig. 97 Horizontal and vertical movement table 

Fig. 98 Horizontal plate 
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Fig. 101 : Wave elevation measurement by pointers 

Fig ;1.02 Disturbance due to support strut near to free 
surface 
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Fig.105: Typical drag distribution across the wake 
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Fig. 109 : Front view of model: Cl 

Fig. 110 : Side view of model: C1 
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Fig.lll: Body plan of model Cl 
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Fig.114: Wave resistance comparison (Cl-Monohull) 
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Fig.115: Resistance components (Cl-S/L:0.25 
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Fig.117: Resistance components (Cl-S/L:0.3) 
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Fig.118: Wave resistance comparison (Cl-S/L:0.3) 
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Fig.120: Wave resistance comparison (Cl-S/L:0.4) 
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Fig.121 Resistance components (Cl-S/L:0.5) 
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Fig.122: Wave resistance comparison (Cl-S/L:0.5) 
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Fig.123: Resistance components (Cl-S/L:0.6) 
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Fig.124: Wave resistance comparison (Cl-S/L:0.6) 
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Fig.127: Wave pattern resistance (Cl) 
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Fig.128: Wave pattern resistance predicted from monohull wave 
pattern analysis (Cl) 
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Fig.129: Total resistance minus wave pattern resistance (C1) 
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Fig.130: Form factor, i.e. l+kwp=(Cr-CwP)/CF (C1) 
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Fig.131: Theoretical wave resistance (Cl) 
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Fig.132: Body plan of model C2 (Wigley Hull) 
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Fig. 133 : Front view of model: C2 

Fig. 134 Side view of model: C2 
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Fig.136: Wave resistance comparison (C2-Fixed-Monohull) 
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Fig.137: Resistance components (C2-Fixed-S/L:0.2) 
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Fig.138: Wave resistance comparison (C2-Fixed-S/L:0.2) 
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Fig.139: Resistance components (C2-Fixed-S/L:0.3) 
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Fig.140: Wave resistance comparison (C2-Fixed-S/L:0.3) 
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Fig.141: Resistance components (C2-Fixed-S/L:0.4) 
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Fig.142: Wave resistance comparison (C2-Fixed-S/L:0.4) 
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Fig.143: Resistance components (C2-Fixed-S/L:0.5) 
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Fig.144: Wave resistance comparison (C2-Fixed-S/L:0.5) 
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Fig.145: Residuary resistance (C2-Fixed) 
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Fig.146: Wave resistance (C2-Fixed) 
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Fig.148:Wave pattern resistance predicted from monohull wave 
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Fig.149: Total resistance minus wave pattern resistance {C2-
Fixed} 
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Fig.150: Form factor, i.e. l+kwp={Cr-CwP)/CF (C2-Fixed) 
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Fig.151: Theoretical wave resistance (C2-Fixed) 
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Fig.153: Wave elevation along the hull surface at Fn:0.50 
(C2-Fixed) 
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Fig.172: Wave resistance comparison (C2-S/L:0.3) 
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Fig.175: Measured wave resistance (C2-S/L:0.4) 
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Fig.176: Wave resistance comparison (C2-S/L:0.4) 
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Fig.177: Resistance components (C2-S/L:0.5) 
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Fig. 215 : Front view of models 
(Left to right) 

C3, C4 and C5 

Fig. 216 Side view of models: C3, C4 and C5 
(Furthest to nearest) 
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Fig.217: Body plan of models C3, C4, C5 
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Fig.218: Comparison of measured residuary resistance with 
predictions (C3-Monohull) 
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Fig.223: Measured wave resistance (C3-Monohull) 
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Fig.224: Wave resistance comparison (C3-Monohull) 
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Fig.227: Measured wave resistance (C3-S/L:0.2) 
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Fig.228: Wave resistance comparison (C3-S/L:0.2) 
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Fig.229: Resistance components (C3-S/L:0.3) 
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Fig.230: Running trim and sinkage (C3-S/L:0.3) 
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Fig.232: Wave resistance comparison (C3-S/L:0.3) 
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Fig.234: Running trim and sinkage (C3-S/L:0.4) 
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Fig.236: Wave resistance comparison (C3-S/L:0.4) 
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Fig.238: Running trim and sinkage (C3-S/L:0.5) 
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Fig.240: Wave resistance comparison (C3-S/L:0.5) 
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Fig.242: Wave resistance (C3) 
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Fig.254: Sinkage (C3) 
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Fig.271: Resistance components (C4-Monohull) 
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Fig.275: Resistance components (C4-S/L:0.2) 
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Fig.277: Measured wave resistance (C4-S/L:0.2) 
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Fig.279: Resistance components (C4-S/L:0.3) 
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Fig.282: Wave resistance comparison (C4-S/L:0.3) 
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Fig.285: Measured wave resistance (C4-S/L:0.4) 
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Fig.290: Wave resistance comparison (C4-S/L:0.5) 
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Fig.298: Theoretical wave resistance in free condition (C4) 
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Fig.299: Wave resistance interference ratio (C4-S/L:0.2) 
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Fig.301: Wave resistance interference ratio (C4-S/L:0.4) 
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Fig.302: Wave resistance interference ratio (C4-S/L:0.5) 
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Fig.303: Running trim (C4) 
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Fig.304: Sinkage (C4) 
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Fig.305: Resistance components (C5-Monohull) 
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Fig.306: Running trim and sinkage (C5-Monohull) 
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Fig.312: Wave resistance comparison (C5-S/L:0.2) 
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Fig.313: Resistance components (C5-S/L:0.3) 
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Fig.314: Running trim and sinkage (C5-S/L:0.3) 
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Fig.316: Wave resistance comparison (C5-S/L:0.3) 
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Fig.320: Wave resistance comparison (C5-S/L:0.4) 
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Fig.322: Running trim and sinkage (C5-S/L:0.5) 
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Fig.324: Wave resistance comparison (C5-S/L:0.5) 
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Fig.326: Wave resistance (C5) 
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Fig.331: Theoretical wave resistance in fixed condition (C5) 
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Fig.332: Theoretical wave resistance in free condition (C5) 
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Fig.334: Wave resistance interference ratio (C5-S/L:0.3) 
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Fig.338: Sinkage (C5) 



Fig. 339 : Wave breaking between the demihulls 
(Model: C2-S/L:0.2 Fn: 0.59) 

Fig. 340: Wave breaking due to transom stern 
(Model: C4-S/L:0.3 Fn:0.45) 
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Fig.3 41 

Fig.342 

Plan view of flow around transom stern 
(Model: C4-Monohull Fn: 0.35) 

Side view of flow around transom stern 
(Model: C4-S/L:0.5 Fn: 0.55) 
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Fig.348: Wave resistance interference ratio, ~, comparison 
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Fig.350: Wave resistance interference ratio, ~, comparison 
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Fig.353: Wave pattern resistance interference ratio, p, 
comparison (S/L:0.4) 
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Fig.355: Wave pattern resistance interference ratio predicted 
from monohull wave pattern analysis (S/L:0.2) 
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Fig.356: Wave pattern resistance interference ratio predicted 
from monohull wave pattern analysis (S/L:0.3) 
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Fig.357: Wave pattern resistance interference ratio predicted 
from monohull wave pattern analysis (S/L:0.4) 
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Fig.358: Wave pattern resistance interference ratio predicted 
from monohull wave pattern analysis (S/L:0.5) 
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Fig.360: Theoretical wave resistance interference ratio 
(S/L:0.3) 
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Fig.376: Positions of humps and hollows across the separation 
range (C4) 
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Fig.377: Positions of humps and hollows across the separation 
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Fig.380: Errors in the prediction of total resistance (C3) 
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Fig. 38'S Model: C2-Monohull Fn: 0.75 

Fig.38 G Mode l: C2-S/L:0.2 Fn: 0.75 
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Fig. 387 Model: C2-S/L:0.3 Fn: 0.75 

Fig . 388 Model: C2-S/L:0.4 Fn: 0.75 
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Fig. 389 : Model: C3-Monohull Fn: 0.75 

Fig. 390 Model: C3-S/L:0.3 Fn: 0.75 
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Fig. 391 Model: C3-S/L:0.4 Fn: 0.75 

Fig .392 : Model: C3-S/L:0 . 5 Fn: 0.75 
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Fig. 393 Model: C2-S/L:0.3 Fn: 0.90 

Fig. 394 Model: C3-S/L: 0.3 Fn: 1.0 
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Fig. 395 Model: C4-S/L":0.3 Fn: 1.0 

Fig. 396 Model: C5-S/L:0.3 Fn: 1.0 
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